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Abstract
Abstract
The acquisition of knowledge for the development of knowledge-based reasoning 
systems has been source of interest in artificial intelligence for some time now. The 
use of experts as the main source of knowledge in the development process has put 
some strain on the expert system development cycle because of the difficulties 
associated in the articulation of the experts’ largely tacit knowledge into discernible 
knowledge structures like rules and frames. A specialist domain, characterised by a 
largely restricted vocabulary and typified by the presence of conventions required for 
consensus amongst members along with the abundance of text repositories, presents 
us with an opportunity to determine if a method can be developed which is capable of 
automatically extracting knowledge from text documents. It is our hope that the 
presence of this restricted language will result in the presence of recurring linguistic 
patterns that can be extracted and hence determined as templates of use. We have in 
this investigation, analysed journal articles in the area of carbon nanomaterials with 
emphasis on experimental papers which show similarities to recipes and hence can 
easily be converted into cases for use in a case-base reasoning system. We have used 
techniques of corpus linguistics to analyse a collection of text and determine the 
existence or not of these templates. We have determined some fairly frequent patterns 
of use which have been used in the development of a template for the extraction of 
objects and their corresponding values for use in a case-base. These patterns of use are 
an indication of the ontological commitment of the writers within the domain.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1 Introduction
Knowledge-based reasoning systems have typically used a small set of discernible 
inference chains based on heuristics which could perform some level of reasoning to 
produce a desired output. These systems based on heuristics reasoned using a set of 
rules which were handcrafted based on results of discussions with a domain expert. 
This method of knowledge acquisition is quite expensive especially in complex 
domains and in addition the acquired knowledge is fairly difficult to evaluate as 
experts tend to articulate their knowledge based on their experiences. The 
development of a procedural paradigm which attempts to store knowledge for 
reasoning in form of “cases”, with each case representing a specific event or problem 
in memory along with its corresponding solution is an attempt to deal with these 
issues. These handcrafted cases reason using specific events which on retrieval are 
adapted to fit the new situation and then suggest a potential solution. This process of 
reasoning is known as Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and provides a flexible method 
of representing more specific knowledge about a domain.
However this method still has much the same limitation of knowledge acquisition 
which affects other knowledge-based reasoning systems; because these cases are 
handcrafted, it takes a considerable amount of time for a non-expert or novice to 
develop each case. In domains where knowledge is documented in a structured and 
methodical manner; for instance, in medical domains where patient records are fairly 
well-structured, it is relatively easy to extract the knowledge automatically. Databases 
and email systems have also been subjected to automatic knowledge extraction 
because of the fairly structured nature of the knowledge contained in them. Automatic 
extraction of knowledge from text documents which contain largely unstructured 
knowledge still poses a challenge for the acquisition of knowledge. Prior research 
work involving the analysis of languages in a specialist domain has shown the 
presence of a specialist language which contains restricted vocabulary, whose use is 
governed by a set of conventions agreed by members of the domain for the discussion 
of concepts. The presence of this restricted language has provided an opportunity in 
our opinion to develop a method for the extraction of knowledge automatically from 
text documents.
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The language used within a specialist domain is typically characterised by the 
presence of nouns or open-class words along with an extensive use of declarative 
statements and has been described as a specialist language or sub-domain language. 
The evolution of a domain is characterised by changes in its language vocabulary -  
meanings of words are changed to reflect changes in conceptual meaning and in some 
cases words are invented to reflect completely new ideas and concepts. Consensus 
amongst domain practitioners is essential for the acceptance of novel claims and this 
consensus is typified by the sustained use of the new terminology. Each domain also 
has a set of protocols which need to be followed for any knowledge claim to be 
deemed acceptable. In scientific domains where successful demonstration of a concept 
is required for acceptance by others, the role of the experimental article has gained 
increased prominence as a researcher’s claim to knowledge.
The growth and development of knowledge in science from the development of 
theories and the conduct of experiments to the reporting of these has been an area of 
fascination for many. The idea of an experimental process might occur as a result of 
curiosity or an attempt to verify existing theories. The experimental article borne out 
of a need to describe occurrences in a laboratory in order to aid acceptance among 
peers in the domain has evolved from physical demonstration before a panel 
consisting of members of the Royal Society to informal letter exchanges to highly 
structured, defined and constrained articles in peer reviewed publications. Writing has 
been described as central to the growth of an academic discipline as it influences 
relationships between colleagues; it also acts as a measure of a member’s level of 
success by providing proof of statements which can be regarded as knowledge claims. 
Textual documents contain traces of activities within a domain and provide an 
opportunity to observe and determine the practices and beliefs of a community of 
practice.
This thesis is aimed at determining if a textual document can provide an alternative 
method for the acquisition of knowledge for knowledge-based reasoning systems. In 
this work we have acquired a collection of text within a specialist domain and 
analysed these using corpus-based linguistics techniques which provide a more
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empirical method of study in comparison to more socially motivated (intuitive) 
analysis of knowledge evolution.
The hypothesis being tested in this work is that the presence of a restricted specialist 
language and the conventions within a domain for the acceptance of new concepts and 
ideas will increase the possibility of the existence of repeated patterns of use which 
indicate the ontological commitment of the author to the concepts being discussed. 
The presence of these discernible patterns can then be used in the determination of 
templates for the representation of knowledge in the domain and hence used in the 
retrieval of these knowledge structures.
We have developed several corpora of text for linguistic analysis using methods based 
on statistics like frequency analysis which is an indication of most frequently used 
terms and their morphological productivity. Other methods used in the analysis are 
word co-occurrence analysis and compound term analysis. The results of these 
analyses have shown the existence of some repeated patterns of use and these have 
been used in the determination of a template for the representation of the ontological 
structure of the domain.
Case-based reasoning (CBR) has been chosen for the representation and storage of 
these knowledge structures due to its ability to model knowledge flexibly and the 
similarity of the experimental article to a recipe. The learning capability of CBR also 
holds some promise for future work in the determination of changes in the structure of 
knowledge in a domain over time.
In order to evaluate the results obtained from this work, we have conducted an 
interview-based analysis using protocol analysis techniques with an expert at the 
University of Surrey in the area of carbon nanomaterials as well as developed a 
method of analysis which involved questionnaires. We have also tested the patterns 
extracted on a test corpus to determine its efficiency.
Chapter 1 - Introduction
1,1 Motivation
This work has been motivated by two main factors; First, case-like descriptions of 
experimental results in science. Bazerman (1988) discusses fairly extensively the 
growth and development of the experimental article, the importance of persuasion in 
order to convince the audience of the plausibility of the claims made in the article 
along with the accountability of the author to the contents of the article. As most 
experiments are fairly complex and expensive to run and in some cases complete 
reproduction is not possible there is a great emphasis placed on the reader’s ability to 
believe and trust the contents of the experimental report. A key aspect of the genre of 
the experimental article is terminology and discourse markers.
The second motivation for this research is the promise shown by CBR systems for the 
representation of knowledge and their application in the development of knowledge- 
based reasoning systems. Case-based reasoning techniques involve a move away from 
heuristic-based techniques based on procedural reasoning as typified by rule-based 
reasoning systems to reasoning using heuristics based on descriptions. Schank et al 
(1977, 1982) proposed that humans attempt to solve new problems by recalling 
previous similar episodes in memory which are similar to the current problem and 
adapting this to provide a solution to the current problem. Cases form the basis for 
reasoning in this technique with each case representing an episode in memory and 
containing a problem and the solution used. The importance of using cases for 
knowledge representation from the knowledge expert’s point of view is that 
knowledge resides in the day-to-day activities of the expert and cases provide a 
method which allows the extraction of these activities directly into cases.
The factors discussed above have allowed me to attempt to answer the following 
question;
Can knowledge contained in textual documents provide an alternative method 
fo r the acquisition o f knowledge?
Existing methods of knowledge acquisition for the development of knowledge-based 
expert systems involve the knowledge engineer or system developer spending 
considerable amounts of time with the knowledge expert. This process is usually
9
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difficult to successfully accomplish for a number of reasons. First it is difficult for an 
expert to articulate his/her largely tacit knowledge into the knowledge representation 
scheme (for instance rules) thereby making this process a long and fairly complex 
one. Second it is often difficult to get the engineer and expert together at the same 
time due to demands on time. Thirdly and perhaps most important is the issue of 
subjectivity; experts sometimes use different methods to arrive at similar results and 
the success of any expert systems depend on representativeness of the knowledge 
contained within it. These issues of knowledge articulation, costs and 
representativeness increase the need for alternative methods of knowledge acquisition.
The use of textual documents in the extraction of knowledge provides an alternative 
method of knowledge acquisition; the increased accessibility to textual documents 
written by the experts provides an opportunity for knowledge to be acquired for the 
initial development of the expert system and then its knowledge evaluated by the 
expert. The possibility of the use of this method for knowledge extraction is further 
increased by the presence of restricted languages which are domain specific.
In order to answer this question we make the following ontological commitments:
i. Frequency correlates to acceptance. Quirk et al (1985) suggests that the 
frequent use of a word within a domain correlates to the acceptance of the 
term among its practitioners. We use this commitment to determine the 
ontological commitment of the authors; once an establishment has been made 
about the frequency of terms, we can use this frequency to examine the text in 
more detail.
ii. We believe that when scientists write text, they automatically use discourse 
markers. If cases exist in nature, there should be a domain-independent 
method for the discovery of these cases. There are two main discourse markers 
considered in this work -  textual and interpersonal meta-discourse markers; 
textual markers allow cohesion in writing while interpersonal markers allow
( the authors to partly reveal their identity as well as interact with the target 
audience using features like hedges, boosters or emphatics and so on.
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1.2 Contributions
There are two points I would like to highlight with regard to my contributions to the 
domain; first is discovering if there is an automata based on domain text for the 
discovery of case frames. It should be noted that part of this process could still 
involve human intervention. This automaton which is based on an algorithm and data 
structure is discussed in more detail later.
Second, it is hoped that at the end of this effort, a method will be developed which 
will assist in reducing the process involved in the development of case frames by 
bridging the gap in the knowledge acquisition process. Presently, the knowledge 
acquisition process involves the knowledge engineers and experts spending time 
together for the expert to acquire the knowledge used by the expert in solving daily 
tasks. We hope to assist this process by using widely available domain text directly 
for the acquisition of the case frames and using the experts solely for evaluation 
purposes. For this purpose we analyse domain text as composed of two main parts -  
discourse markers and terminology. These two parts are shown in the student learning 
process where learning in the domain occurs on two levels -  conceptual level where 
the student learns the terminology of the domain and on the personal level where 
learning involves knowing when discourse markers should be used (or not used) and 
also what they mean.
One further point is related to the evaluation process; as most of the work carried out 
in the development of the cases is in a rapidly emerging domain -  nanotechnology, 
the output of a CBR system in this field cannot be exclusively be used to verify the 
contents of its knowledge base. I have supplemented this by carrying out an in-depth 
protocol analysis conducted by an expert in this domain. This protocol when 
developed further can be used as a basis for the evaluation of CBR systems.
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1.3 Structure o f the Thesis
This thesis is divided into four further Chapters and the appendices. The next Chapter- 
Chapter 2 introduces some key concepts including the evolution and growth of 
knowledge within a domain and introduces the work of Kuhn and Karl Popper on 
knowledge emergence. A discussion of the experimental article as the medium for the 
reporting of novelty within a domain and the commitment of the writer(s) to the 
experimental article is outlined. The importance of replication of the content of an 
experimental article by other domain practitioners is discussed. The method of 
communication amongst practitioners in a domain -  language is introduced with 
specific focus on the language of chemistry as an exemplar language. The Chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the knowledge-based reasoning systems in artificial 
intelligence with special focus on the case-based reasoning technique.
Chapter 3 discusses the method used for the development of automatic knowledge 
acquisition from text with an introduction to the issues which relate to corpus design 
namely sampling, size and representativeness. The Chapter also examines the 
statistical methods used in the study of the specialist language based on frequency 
results and how terminology can be extracted from a collection of specialist text. The 
Chapter concludes with a discussion of the pragmatics of a scientific article; here 
interpersonal markers namely boosting and hedging is introduced and a study 
comparing three main corpora which includes the work of 2 main authors in the 
domain is discussed.
Chapter 4 contains a discussion of a prototype system for the automatic population of 
a case-base to reduce the large initial input required from the knowledge expert and 
knowledge engineers in the initial stages of the development of a knowledge-based 
expert system. A discussion of the analysis of the corpus is outlined and the 
development of the knowledge template enumerated. The Chapter includes the system 
design and the algorithm developed for the extraction of objects and values for the 
templates.
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Chapter 5 contains the evaluation of the method and results obtained in the preceding 
Chapter. It discusses the interview conducted with Dr Carey an expert in this domain 
at the Advanced Technology Institute (ATI) of the University of Surrey. It also 
outlines the results obtained from the evaluation of the test corpus using the patterns 
extracted during the linguistic analysis. The Chapter concludes with a discussion of 
the conclusions of this research effort and possible future work discussed.
7.4 Summary o f Publications
During the period of this research, I have been able to publish results obtained at some 
international conferences. These are listed below:
Ajala E. & Ahmad K. (2004) Learning about an emergent specialist domain. In Dan Remenyi 
(ed.) Proceedings o f the International Conference on Intellectual Capital, Knowledge 
Management and Organisational Learning (ICICKM 2004); pp. 309-318
Ajala E & Ahmad K (2004) Acquiring and Filtering Knowledge: Discovery and Case-based 
Reasoning. In IASTED Conference on Knowledge Sharing and Collaborative Engineering 
(KSCE2004), 430-055.
Ajala, E. & Ahmad, K. (2003) Learning about an Emergent Specialist Domain In Book of 
Abstracts for the 14th European Symposium on Language for Special Purposes, August 18-22, 
2003, Guildford, Surrey: Guildford, UK, page 5-6.
Ajala, E. & Ahmad, K. (2003) Managing Knowledge: Nanotubes -  A Case Study. In 
Proceedings of the 2nd IASTED International Conference on Information and Knowledge 
Sharing. November 17-19, 2003, Scottsdale, Arizona. Calgary, Canada: ACTA Press, page 
39-44
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2 Motivation
This Chapter describes the growth of knowledge from its creation or discovery, to the 
structures required to ease the acceptance of the new knowledge amongst domain 
practitioners. The concept of specialist languages or sublanguages which allow 
communication between practitioners in a domain will be discussed along with the 
premise of language philosophers that the presence of this specialist language imposes 
some restrictions on research advances. Prior research (Ajala, 2002; Al-Thubaity, 
2004; Schierz, 2005) has shown that the creation or discovery of a new method, object 
or view is typified by the introduction of new terminology to the specialist language 
or the modification of existing terminology for articulation in the domain. After the 
introduction of terminology, practitioners in the domain have to make a choice 
between accepting or rejecting the claims being made by the research; acceptance is 
typified by increase in use of newly introduced terminology along with increased 
interest in the area.
In specialist domains, the specialist language (also known as sub-domain language) is 
typified by the presence of syntactic and semantic rules which regulate the 
introduction of neologies and the use of existing terminology. These rules which act 
as restrictions to use have been a source of interest to researchers as it provides a 
possibility of repetitions or regularities which could be useful in knowledge 
acquisition. For these reasons, this research effort is based on the hypothesis that the 
presence of the restrictions in a specialist language increases the possibility of finding 
regularities in language which occur with some frequency across different texts. We 
believe that these regularities can be used in the extraction of knowledge from text for 
use in the development of expert systems. This is discussed in more detail later.
A discussion of the history and development of expert systems in Artificial 
Intelligence is outlined along with existing knowledge representation schemes with 
emphasis on the case-based reasoning (CBR) technique. The CBR technique which 
has been chosen for use in the representation of knowledge in this research is 
discussed in detail with emphasis on representation and retrieval of cases. Other 
stages in the CBR process which include reuse and adaptation of retrieved cases are
14
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briefly discussed. The Chapter concludes with an introduction to automatic population 
of the case-base using linguistic analysis of a specialist language. It should be noted 
that discussions of the method introduced for this automatic population is based on 
analysis of the specialist language used by practitioners in the domain of carbon 
nanotechnology with emphasis on carbon nanomaterials production.
15
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2.1 Knowledge Evolution
2.1.1 The Emergence o f Knowledge
Emergence has been defined in science as “an unpredicted occurrence as a result o f  
fo r instance an evolutionary process ” (Oxford English Dictionary). From the above 
definition, it can be concluded that emergence is a result of some sort of process 
which evolves with time. It could be argued that emergent knowledge is an 
unpredictable occurrence which in most cases is due to a process of evolution. This 
emergent knowledge goes through processes of change and refinement from its first 
mention or discovery. This period of knowledge refinement could lead to several 
conclusions -  the discovery may finally be discarded due to the emergence of new 
knowledge, may become established in a theory or law or may become a part of a 
larger body of knowledge.
Thomas Kuhn in his book on the structure of scientific revolutions introduces two 
mutually exclusive concepts - normal and revolutionary science (Kuhn 1996). He 
argues that normal science is research firmly based on at least one prior scientific 
achievement which its community of practice has acknowledged (for a period of time) 
as being a basis for further practice (Kuhn 1996:10). In terms of evolution, normal 
science is a form of evolution based on a past achievement which provides an extra 
insight into the subject area and creates an increased understanding of what was 
previously believed. With time, developments based on normal science become 
accepted modes of scientific practice form a part of theories, laws and applications; 
these tenets of normal science are sometimes passed from generation to generation 
formally through textbooks, orally in form of lectures and other genres of writing. He 
argues that these achievements or paradigms share two basic characteristics. First, the 
achievement has to be sufficiently unprecedented to attract an enduring group of 
adherents from competing modes of scientific activity in a discipline. Second, it has to 
be sufficiently open-ended to leave enough problems for its new group of 
practitioners to resolve. According to Kuhn, these normal science routes rarely result 
in the discovery of new facts or theories because practitioners of normal science aim 
only at building upon the established paradigm. His model describes discoveries as 
beginning with a realisation of anomalies in the current paradigm followed by its
16
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exploration. Novel discoveries leading to a shift in paradigm and scientific revolution 
according to Kuhn result only from deviations from normal research routes in science; 
the researcher has to be able to see that body of science in a different way. In 
conclusion, Kuhn’s model suggests that novel knowledge develops from an anomaly 
in other words, a “revolutionary observation” of science and leads to a paradigm 
change typified by an influx of practitioners from other competing fields. This change 
not only creates a new domain of practice but also gives answers to old questions and 
creates new questions of its own thereby creating opportunities for development along 
the normal routes of scientific discovery.
Kuhn’s book was a result of his disagreement with a view advanced by Karl Popper 
decades earlier. In Popper’s essay on the logic of scientific discovery he argues that 
science is progressed by a theory called falsification. This theory states that a 
hypothesis can be “falsified” if  it generates two filled classes of “basic statements44 
which contain in one class statements which could lead to the rejection of the 
hypothesis and a second class which contains all other basic statements about the 
hypothesis. Popper’s proposal related not to rejection of the hypothesis itself but as 
criteria for the determination of empirical and non-empirical statements. Empirical 
hypothesis are never “accepted” or “verified” but are instead strengthened depending 
on the classes of basic singular statements. Popper also depends on what he 
characterises as the “rules of the game” of science which assist in determining 
whether to falsify or not a hypothesis. According to this theory, only hypothesis 
capable of contradicting observation reports are allowed to count as scientific; hence a 
scientific statement is one which can be proven as true or false. For instance the 
statement -  “mercury is soluble in organic solvents” is a scientific statement because 
it can be falsified. Falsified theories he argues enhance our control over error while 
expanding what we can say about the state of the world.
In this research, we have chosen the area of carbon nanomaterials and analysis of 
knowledge development seems to follow both the revolutionary and normal routes for 
knowledge evolution. The discovery of carbon nanotubes is perhaps the most 
important product of the discovery of the third allotrope of carbon -  fullerenes (Kroto
17
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et al 1985); whose discovery has been described as “serendipitous” (Kroto, 2000: 254) 
and seemed to follow the Kuhn revolutionary route of discovery (Ajala, 2002). This is 
because the discovery arose out of a deviation from the normal and also led to a 
paradigm shift in the domain; the discovery of this new carbon form questioned the 
foundations of carbon chemistry in particular which previously stood on the premise 
that carbon existed in two allotropic forms -  graphite and diamond. The discovery of 
the family of fullerenes which began with C6o opened up new areas of 
interdisciplinary research between chemists, physicists, materials scientists, engineers 
amongst others; typified by the presence of a large number of practitioners from other 
fields. One of the results of the discovery of fullerenes was the discovery of carbon 
nanotubes (Iijima 1991; Iijima et al 1993) which was discovered during routine 
production of fullerenes. This discovery could be described as following the normal 
routes of science as this research was based on a past scientific achievement -  
discovery of fullerenes.
The introduction of a novel concept in a domain is usually through an accepted mode 
of communication using the accepted language specific to that domain. In recent 
years, the method of communication of new ideas has been through publication of a 
journal article; in scientific domains the communication of new ideas is usually 
substantiated with experiment(s) which attempt to provide the reader with some way 
of reproducing the conditions under which the discovery was made. These 
observations have led to the choice to focus the source of knowledge for acquisition 
and representation on the research article. In the next section, a brief introduction of 
the history and development of the research article is outlined along with its 
importance in a scientific domain.
2.1.2 Reporting Novelty - The Experimental Article
Sociology of science has over the years attempted to provide an insight into how 
communication occurs and is organised within a community of research and the role 
of text within the larger systems of disciplinary activity (Bazerman, 1983; Collins 
1983). Written language which has been published (journal, book and others) has 
been described by Bazerman (Bazerman, 1988) as a definitive form of a claim or
18
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argument following on from earlier claims and leading to some future claim. Hyland 
describes academic texts as the lifeblood of the academy; public discourses between 
members of a domain allow the authentication of knowledge, the establishment of 
hierarchies and reward systems as well as allow the maintenance of cultural authority 
(Hyland 2004:1). Latour and Woolgar (1979) argue that a significant proportion of a 
researcher’s time and energy is spent writing research articles in comparison to actual 
research time. They attribute the importance of research writing to the existence of 
competition between members of a research community. Research articles usually 
contain at least one knowledge claim which may be a slight modification to existing 
knowledge, major modification to existing knowledge or a complete replacement of 
existing knowledge; these claims are usually the outcome of socially accepted and 
agreed methods for the discussion of academic issues which are always subject to 
revision (Prelli 1989; Bizzell 1992).
Analysis of scientific writing and the language with which it is written is important 
for several reasons. The human perception of the world is constantly changed by 
statements of science made by scientists because these statements are influenced by 
the problems, social practices and our ways of thinking about particular social groups. 
Scientific methods of formulating knowledge have been successful at gaining 
universal consent to claims which are hardly accessible or persuasive to common 
sense (Bazerman 1988: 14). Bazerman argues that scientific writing presents a 
particularly hard case for rhetoric because sciences are reputed for avoiding rhetoric 
and just reporting facts which transcend symbolic trappings.
It can be argued that academic texts do more than report research that provide a 
plausible explanation to an external reality; texts facilitate the transformation of 
research findings into academic knowledge. One important aspect of academic writing 
is the reporting of experiments. Experimental report present primary accounts of an 
empirical experience and attempt to create a mental image in the reader’s mind of the 
laboratory in which the experiment takes place, what happens during the experiment 
and the larger more structured worlds of which the experimental events are exemplars. 
Accounts of empirical experience play a crucial role in scientific communication and
19
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over the years there has been an emergence of standards and procedures for these 
accounts. Such standards and procedures provide a means of reconciling the different 
accounts and allow the development of more general accounts which are consistent 
with more specific accounts, situations where uncertainties or discrepancies within or 
between accounts call for further accounts (Bazerman 1988). Members of the 
community of practice are bound by these standards and procedures and are held 
accountable for what is published with rewards structures existing for truth and 
falsehood.
In the early years of scientific research, many of the experiments reported in the 
Philosophical Transactions o f the Royal Society (PTRS) were demonstrated at regular 
meetings before an assembly of members of the Royal Society. These public 
demonstrations allowed all present to witness the experiment actually take place. The 
published experimental report represented a mere acknowledgement or report of the 
actual occurrence of the experiment taking place. The veracity of the events rested 
with each individual who was present and not on the published accounts. However, as 
experiments became more intricate and accounts of conflicting results between 
colleagues increased (Bazerman 1988), scientists needed to stay more in the 
laboratory and control the conditions of demonstration. The audience for experimental 
demonstrations changed with the designated viewers having to travel to the laboratory 
and a prestigious list of witnesses became an important feature. For instance, Volume 
30 of PTRS featured Desagulier’s witnesses which included the king and queen and 
the key members of the Royal Society. However even accounts by prestigious 
witnesses can be challenged by conflicting results provided by other equally 
impressive members of the community; it therefore became necessary to provide a 
precise account of the method used with details of the results obtained which allowed 
critiques, comparison and replication to be made.
As scientific problems became more complicated, the experiment was no longer an 
end in itself and became a more private affair with no more public demonstrations. 
Public demonstration was important because it allowed scientists the opportunity to 
view and then decide if there was any substance to the demonstration or not. Events
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are not accepted as empirical facts with scientific meaning until they can be 
demonstrated, identified and labelled. The absence of the public demonstrations 
placed a burden on the authors’ experimental account as neither the reader nor any 
representative has witnessed the series of experiments and the account provided the 
only witness to the laboratory events. In order for the reader to witness the experiment 
through the account of the author, the author has to earn the trust of the reader and 
convince the reader of the plausibility of the claim in the report. The author not only 
has to provide a plausible account of the experiment but must also report events with 
sufficient grounds for the conclusions reported. The reader has to be persuaded to 
accept the observation(s) as fact or a worthwhile contribution to domain knowledge; 
this persuasion involves relying on situated assumptions concerning what issues to 
address and how best to conceptualise the results (Hyland 2004).
The persuasiveness of the academic discourse does not depend solely on the 
demonstration of absolute fact, empirical fact or great logic but depends to a large 
extent on effective rhetorical practice which is accepted by other members of the 
community (Hyland 2004). Bazerman describes this effective rhetorical practice as 
effective symbolic representation of events (Bazerman 1988). Academic texts seem to 
be more convincing when they employ social and linguistic community-specific 
conventions which are found to be convincing enough for the practitioners in the 
community. Bazerman describes a fundamental change in group identification and 
individual assessment when a researcher puts forward his/her work for the scrutiny 
and enlightenment of other members of the community. The researcher can no longer 
adopt the attitude and authority of an expert informing the novice but must rather 
establish authority using agreed community processes.
Hence for each experimental account, the researcher(s) involved has to provide a 
detailed account comprising the following:
a. That the experiment was carried out using proper procedure with all the conditions 
and procedures specified for easy replication.
b. The description must provide consistent replication procedures for others to 
attempt.
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c. A demonstration of the writer’s ability to represent laboratory events declared 
carefully enough to answer all critics.
d. The conclusions drawn in the account should be plausible enough to the readers 
with extensive knowledge and experience.
e. Finally, it should contain sufficient evidence to withstand future attempts to create 
similar events and not rely on the authors’ knowledge sources, position in the 
community of practice or even a public demonstration.
The representation of events or knowledge in specialist texts can equally be affected 
by the presence of editors and referees collectively referred to by Bazerman as 
gatekeepers (1998:136). The introduction of the gatekeepers began with attempts by 
some scientists to control the membership of the Royal Society in order to inculcate a 
level of professionalism. The editors of the PTRS eliminated articles which were 
deemed not to be of sufficient enough professional quality and interest. By the early 
18 century, referees were introduced as well to further increase the professional and 
quality standards. Before a manuscript was allowed into the PTRS, the editor or 
referee read the account and determined its plausibility and credibility. This standard 
has been maintained over the years with authors having to satisfy these gatekeepers to 
be published. The criteria used by the gatekeepers aim to maintain the quality and 
professionalism of the journal as well as continue to meet the expectations of the 
audience.
The standards for plausibility and credibility differ from publication to publication 
with the control of gatekeepers extending from journal publication to letters and 
conference papers. Myers described the procedures of review and revision of articles 
before acceptance as a negotiation of status which a community (of practice) assigns 
to the knowledge claim (Myers 1985). Myers argues that the writing process is social 
with an inherent tension in the publication of a scientific article which allows an 
essential negotiation process between the author and the potential audience. The 
writer one hand attempts to receive (and show they deserve) credit for a novel 
knowledge and the gatekeepers on the other hand attempt to relate the new claim to 
the community’s existing body of knowledge.
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In summary, the explicit public demonstration of an experiment and the current 
implicit method of writing persuasively about an experiment rely to an extent on the 
writing conventions which are agreed upon by a community. The presence of these 
conventions place a burden of proof on the experimentalist and to some extent the 
gatekeepers and possibly readers of the experimental article. This is exemplified in 
cases where research articles receive the approval of the gatekeepers get published, 
are never criticised but yet receive no citations from other community practitioners. In 
the next section, we outline the importance experimental replication in a domain 
especially for the substantiation of knowledge claims contained in the article.
2.1.3 The importance o f Experimental Replication
Although the presence of gatekeepers has assisted in the publication of papers of 
quality which to an extent fulfil the three conditions discussed earlier, it is still 
possible for papers to be shown after a period of time (in some cases years) to be 
based on the manipulation of results obtained or found to be plagiarism. A high- 
profile example of this is the case of Jan Hendrik Schon, a former researcher at the 
prestigious and reputable Bell Research Labs, who was found guilty of fraudulent 
practices in 2002 (Lucent Technologies, 2002; Service, 2002). He was regarded based 
on the apparent quality, quantity and importance of his research to the domain as a 
potential Nobel Laureate in Physics. However attempts at other laboratories to 
reproduce the findings of Dr Schon resulted in failures and were explained away by 
his own admission that he only arrived at some of the findings only 10% of the time 
and this led to some other researchers to turn their attention to reproducing exact 
experimental conditions including exact replication of the equipment used in his 
research. However investigations into his claims which had been published in several 
high profile journals including Nature, Science and Applied Physics Letters, only 
occurred after it was discovered that he seemed to have used identical although 
differently labelled figures to illustrate results obtained. The findings of the review 
committee led to the withdrawal of 16 papers from Science (8 papers), Nature (7 
papers) and Applied Physics Letters (1 paper).
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The discovery of his fraud has led to a scrutiny of the publication review system 
which in most cases involves the journals sending the papers to selection of 
independent experts for evaluation. It has been suggested that in the case of Schon, 
the results being described in the paper were so exciting that some critical processes 
may have been suspended. The published results also seemed to match scientific 
theories exactly; in retrospect a number of community practitioners have commented 
that the theories which were developed for inorganic semiconductors like silicon are 
unlikely to be transferable to organic materials like pentacene and 
buckminsterfullerene as was suggested by the published results. This case showed that 
the ability of a practitioner to replicate the process described in the paper in another 
lab gives credence to the claim being made.
In summary, the earlier sections of this Chapter have attempted to provide a brief 
introduction to the growth of knowledge within a community (of practice). A 
discussion of the processes involved in the emergence of knowledge from the stage of 
creation to acceptance into accepted modes of practice. A discussion of the reliance of 
the scientific community on the scientific article for the communication of ideas and 
concepts has been outlined with the evolution of the scientific article and the presence 
of the so-called gatekeepers to maintain the quality of published articles from earlier 
reliance on public demonstration. The success (that is acceptance by other 
practitioners within the domain) of a scientific article is dependent on the writers 
ability to obey the conventions agreed upon and specified by the community. The 
questions which arise then is this: is it possible that these conventions can be 
articulated into one or more templates currently used implicitly in the description of 
an experiment. If these templates do exist, then a further work can be done to 
ascertain if a computer-based representation of these templates can be attempted. In 
order to answer the first question, it is important to determine the “specialist” 
language of communication amongst domain practitioners. The presence of this 
restricted language (as a result of agreed conventions) it is assumed would assist in 
the determination of the existence of these templates. This is discussed in more detail 
in section 2.2.
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2.2 Language for Special Purposes (LSP)
2.2.1 Sublanguages
A sublanguage can be defined as “the particular language used in a body o f texts 
dealing with a circumscribed subject area (often reports or articles o f a technical 
speciality or science subfield) in which the authors o f the documents share a common 
vocabulary and common habits o f word usage” (Hirschman & Sager 1982:27). This 
term, introduced by Harris (1968) was used to describe a part of natural language 
which differs from other parts of the same language in terms of syntactic and lexical 
structures. In his work on transformations and discourse analysis, Harris has argued 
that “certain proper subsets o f the sentences o f a language may be closed under some 
or all operations defined in the language and thus constitute a sublanguage o f it” 
(Harris 1968:152). He argued that although a set of sentences in a sublanguage is a 
subset of a set of languages in the whole language, the grammar of the sublanguage 
may not necessarily be a part of the grammar of the language as a whole: rather he 
argued that there is an intersection between both languages. Sager, and her colleagues 
at the New York University, presented one of the first practical applications of 
sublanguage analysis by implementing Harris’s string analysis for the automatic 
parsing of scientific texts (Kittredge & Lehrberger 1982); distribution analysis of a 
large corpus of articles related to the pharmacology of cardiac glycosides led to the a 
determination of word classes and subclasses which played a special role in the 
sentences containing the most information.
Sager’s investigation revealed that it was possible to process text in a scientific 
subfield because of its specialised use of language. She argued that discourse in 
scientific sub-domains contain more restricted grammar and are less ambiguous than 
general language discourse. Sager proposed that the presence of language regularities 
allow the possibility of writing a grammar for the language domain; this grammar she 
argues, is a reflection of the information structure of discourse in the sub-domain 
(Sager 1982). The word classes developed in this study seemed to correlate with 
classes of objects and the relations of special interest in the sub-domain; an evaluation 
of this hypothesis was carried out by Hirschman et al (Hirschman et al 1982). 
Hirschman and her colleagues developed a clustering program to operate on
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syntactically analysed sentences of sub-domain texts. The program grouped words 
occurring within similar syntactic and lexical environments, for instance, nouns 
occurring as objects of the same verbs and vice versa into a class. The results obtained 
by the program seemed to show a correlation and semantic coherence with the results 
obtained by manual analysis.
In summary, a sublanguage grammar provides a grammatical format for sentences in 
the sublanguage where each word in each slot of the format corresponds to a 
particular type of information in the sub-domain (Sager 1982). In the next section we 
describe the language of chemistry as an exemplar sublanguage with a view to 
identifying templates for the storage of knowledge.
2.2.2 The Language o f Chemistry
In the previous section the idea of sublanguages was introduced along with the 
argument that it was possible to process text especially in scientific sub-domains 
because of the specialised use of language. There are more restrictions on the use of 
grammar and therefore an increased likelihood of finding regularities of use. In this 
section the specialist language used in the domain of chemistry is introduced along 
with the possible effects of the syntactic and semantic limitations on research and 
discovery.
Jacob, a philosopher of chemistry, put forward an argument that communication 
between chemists is motivated by the presence of a chemical language which consists 
of its own vocabulary required for discussions, a symbol system for representation of 
chemical substances and also allows epistemological discussions about theories, laws 
and models which govern the behaviour of chemical elements and compounds (Jacob 
2001). He argues that individual linguistic elements of chemical symbolism can be 
discussed in terms of a model language which consists of an alphabet of elemental 
symbols with specific meanings. These symbols are connected to form words based 
on a set of orthographic rules and these words are in turn connected to sentences using 
grammar rules. Both formal rules form the syntactic rules and are different from the
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semantic rules which decide the meaning of symbols, words and sentences (Jacob 
2001:4). It is possible to distinguish between semantic and syntactic rules which relate 
to chemical symbolism as the semantic rules deals with meanings of linguistic 
representations in relation to actual chemical practice while syntax rules covers 
empirical rules related to valency, oxidation states, electron affinity and so on. In 
summary, the difference between the syntactic and semantic aspects of chemical 
symbolism allows for the introduction of syntactically correct chemical formulae 
which have no empirical basis which is not possible in a language solely controlled by 
semantic rules that each chemical statement must represent something.
Jacobs identified the chemical language as consisting of four levels namely -  the 
chemical symbols (first level), vocabulary which forms the second level, the third 
level consists of terms which are used to generally discuss “abstractors” as part of 
laws, theories and models. The fourth level allows philosophical discussions about 
chemistry as a whole. These levels are briefly described below.
a. Level 1 -  Language of Chemical Symbols: this level consists of symbols used in 
the representation of chemical substances; the use of these symbols is governed by a 
set of rules which allow detailed analysis of strengths and weaknesses of this language 
level as well as the application of basic linguistic concepts to be carried out. IUPAC 
(International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) governs the inclusion of new 
entrants to the periodic table which contains a listing of the 111 elements. (Karol et al 
2003).
b. Level 2 -  Language of Chemical Vocabulary: allows general discussions about 
chemical substances and includes terms like element and compound. For instance the 
statement sodium chloride compound is produced after a reaction between the 
elements sodium and chlorine is an example of the use of vocabulary in this level. 
New terms are introduced into the vocabulary with the approval of the practitioners in 
the domain for instance fullerenes to refer to the third allotrope of carbon.
c. Level 3 -  Language of Chemical Theory: includes terms used in discussions 
about the vocabulary in level 2 as part of laws, theories and models. For instance, 
laws of multiple proportions, definite proportion and conservation of mass are all part
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of this level of language. The use of the language in this level is not limited to the 
domain of chemistry but is applicable in other scientific domains as well.
d. Level 4 -  Language of Philosophy: allows epistemological discussions about the 
origins, empirical basis and applications of laws, theories and chemical models and 
allows discussions about the validity and limitations of theories and foundations of 
knowledge in chemistry.
Each level is connected to the other and a previous level defines entities on the next. 
For instance, potassium -  K (level 1) belongs to the elements which form part of the 
Language of Chemical Vocabulary which is level 2. The term element can be 
discussed as part of a chemical hypothesis (level 3) which can be tested, verified and 
discounted by philosophical argument and therefore enter level 4 (Jacob 2001).
The presence of this specialised language apart from easing communication and 
creating standards for discussions amongst domain practitioners also increases the 
potential for influencing the direction taken by research. Jacob (2001) describes a 
restriction as a result of the presence of a limited number of entries in the chemical 
alphabet system; he argues that it is impossible to design a chemical reaction with one 
of its products being a chemical element which does not exist. In other words, 
deliberate discovery of a new element is prevented. This problem has been overcome 
to an extent with the presence of a periodic table which allows a systematic 
arrangement of the elements based on their physical properties. The relationship 
between an element and the number of protons it has along with the presence of the 
periodic table allows the discovery of new elements and even allows the prediction of 
some of their properties. However a more difficult limitation to overcome is that 
caused by the limitations of the syntax. The most recent example of this limitation is 
the discovery of the third allotrope of carbon -  the family of fullerenes in 1985.
Consider the equation below:
60C -> C60
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The equation describes a chemical procedure which leads to the production of the first 
form of fullerene discovered -  Buckminsterfiillerene. It involves the vaporisation of 
graphite at very high temperatures and was discovered in the early 1980s by Kroto 
and colleagues at Rice University (Kroto et al 1985). Many have asked why it took so 
long to discover such a potentially important element for many applications when it 
involved such a simple chemical procedure. This discovery was not a deliberate one 
(therefore not from following normal research routes as described by Kuhn (Kuhn 
1996) but has been described by Kroto as a serendipitous discovery (Kroto 2000). The 
discovery of this allotrope according to Kroto was motivated by interest in 
astrophysics rather than one motivated by analysing the physico-chemical properties 
of carbon clusters. The equation above would have been regarded as syntactically 
wrong before this discovery and the product would have been represented as either 
graphite or diamond or carbon in one of its hybridised states. Because C6o did not 
occur in any equation based on syntactically correct operations, no one attempted to 
intentionally synthesise it. Even when other researchers discovered the C6o signal 
(Rohling 1984; Bloomfield 1985), it was disregarded probably for this reason. Kroto 
and his colleagues observed the Time of Flight (TOF) mass spectrum of the C6o signal 
and decided to vary the conditions sufficiently enough to uncover this new allotrope 
of carbon. Further analysis showed how stable these carbon clusters are and they have 
been shown to be thermodynamically more stable in practice than the hybridised 
forms of carbon. Fullerenes have opened up new areas of research like fullerene 
chemistry and more recently Nanomaterials.
In the next section, the potential application of the presence of a specialist language in 
the retrieval of knowledge for expert systems is introduced with past examples in 
academic and commercial systems.
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2.2.3 Specialist Language for Knowledge A cquisition
The heart of any expert system is its knowledge base which holds all the knowledge 
required for reasoning in the application domain; for this reason, the acquisition of 
knowledge for an expert system is considered a crucial requirement in the 
development of a successful system. Knowledge acquisition involves two key 
processes -  eliciting the knowledge and then representing it. Several tools and 
techniques have been developed to assist in the acquisition process; the most popular 
examples include CommonKADS, PROTEGE-II. In most developments, the 
knowledge engineer(s) conducts interviews, administers questionnaires and so on to 
acquire as much knowledge as possible from the domain experts. However this is 
often more difficult said than done as scheduling with the experts is often difficult due 
to time constraints. Also, even when a convenient time for both parties is obtained, it 
is often difficult for the expert to articulate his every day knowledge into a language 
easily understood by the knowledge engineer. It is important for the engineer to 
accurately capture the expert’s knowledge in order to understand basic problem 
solving techniques for instance how imprecise data is handled and how solutions 
(especially partial solutions) are evaluated by the expert.
CommonKads is one of the leading knowledge engineering techniques and provides 
methods which allow detailed analysis of tasks which are knowledge intensive. It has 
also been claimed that it can be used to spot opportunities and bottlenecks in the 
development, distribution and application of organisational knowledge resources. One 
of the advantages of this technique is its use of notations compatible with Unified 
Modelling Language (UML) and for this reason has been adopted as a European 
standard for knowledge analysis and development of knowledge-based systems. It has 
also been successfully adopted for use in several commercial organisations.
In recent years, Al practitioners have tried to develop alternative methods of acquiring 
expert knowledge in addition to developing acquisition tools and techniques to help 
structure and articulate their knowledge and at the same time help speed up the 
knowledge acquisition process. One of the directions of research for sources of 
knowledge which can reduce the emphasis on the expert is the use of text for
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knowledge acquisition. Huge repositories of text in various formats are now easily 
accessed with the growth and development of the internet. Interest in the use of 
specialist language (or sublanguage grammar) for the retrieval of knowledge from text 
has grown as a result of the development of successful systems. Sublanguage 
grammar has been applied in language translation (Chevalier et al. 1978); and led to 
the development of the METEO system which was used by the Olympic Weather 
Support Office, US National Weather Service in the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games. 
Acquisition of linguistic patterns has also been applied across several other domains 
for the learning and acquisition of ontologies (Shamsfard & Barfoush, 2003), in 
biomedical research for the extraction of protein functions (Chiang & Yu 2005), in the 
extraction of information about genes for instance names (Chiang & Yu 2003; Tanabe 
& Wilbur 2002; Yu & Agichtein 2003; Zhou et al 2004). It has also been used for the 
extraction of terrorist incidents in Latin America (Kim & Moldovan 1995).
In summary, the extraction of knowledge from knowledge creating genres like the 
experimental or research article provides an opportunity on one hand to understand 
the evolution of knowledge in a specialist domain and on the other provides a method 
for the development of structured knowledge from “unstructured” text. This 
knowledge can be easily represented in an expert system to assist reasoning and 
reduce the knowledge elicitation process. This is discussed in more detail in the 
following section along with the history and development of expert systems in 
artificial intelligence.
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2.3 Development o f Expert Systems in Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial Intelligence -  History and Development
Artificial Intelligence (Al) has been defined as “the branch o f computer science that is 
concerned with the automation o f intelligent behaviour” (Luger 2002: pg 1). However 
no one is exactly certain about what intelligence really is. Although it is easy to 
recognise intelligent behaviour, it is difficult to define intelligence in specific enough 
details to evaluate a so-called “intelligent” computer program yet still be able to 
capture the vigour and complexity of the human mind. The field of Artificial 
Intelligence (Al) has always been interested in the concept of a general problem 
solver -  a system that could be provided with an input problem scenario and could 
provide an output solution. Riesbeck & Schank (1989) argue that the ability to 
understand the underlying mechanisms of intelligence and the development of 
computer programs which have the ability to apply general concepts or methods to the 
resolution of specific and new problems is the ultimate aim of AL The development of 
a system capable of solving any problem by operating from basic principles is 
probably the oldest area of Al and is an appealing almost romantic idea for members 
of the Al community. The development of expert systems (mainly rule-based) 
assumed that an expert’s knowledge can be captured in a set of IF-THEN rules and 
can be historically traced from the pioneering work of Newell and Simon on the 
General Problem Solver (Newell & Simon 1972).
The DENDRAL project — one of the first rule-based expert systems developed 
(Feigenbaum et al 1971) was an implementation of the work on the General Problem 
Solver and began as an effort to formalise scientific knowledge in a specific domain 
and explore the automation of scientific reasoning. The system made use of a series of 
commands based on a set of rules to determine the molecular structure of an organic 
chemical compound based on mass spectrometric and chemical analyses data already 
available. The project involved a huge amount of investment especially in the 
knowledge acquisition phase and cost almost 10 years in development time involving 
contributions from experts in chemistry, genetics and computing. It ultimately 
produced results which rivalled the abilities of the experts in the prediction of 
molecular structures and also demonstrated the usability of rule-based reasoning
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(RBR) in the development of knowledge engineering tools. The success of the project 
led to the development of other RBR programs most popular of these was the MYCIN 
program developed to assist physicians in the diagnosis of a number of blood 
diseases. This tool which took about 8 years to complete began in 1972 and went 
further than the DENDRAL project by developing an inference engine which was 
separate from the knowledge base or rules. This inference engine is generally 
considered as the first expert system shell by the Al community.
However, despite the widespread success of RBR systems, a major drawback to the 
use of these systems has been the argument that such systems are “extremely brittle” 
in terms of the effect small changes to knowledge or practice made to the performance 
of these systems (see McCarthy 1990). They usually require in some cases complete 
redevelopment to accommodate changes in practise or development of knowledge in a 
new domain. Although these systems are described as the “first real products” of Al 
research (National Research Council 1999), they are also are limited in use due to 
their lack of robustness; if  a problem is presented which does not match any of the 
available rules, no results are produced. Some authors have argued that one of the 
main limitations to the use of these systems is the name “expert systems”. This is 
because the name implies some level of capability and in comparison to the experts 
they have been designed to mimic, RBR systems possess knowledge but do not 
possess the expertise based on experience possessed by the expert. The expert’s 
ability to adapt a present problem situation based on his prior experiences was not a 
feature considered in the development of these RBR systems. RBR systems do not 
have the ability to modify rules, add new rules or delete obsolete rules like the human 
expert and therefore have no ability to learn from prior experiences like the human 
expert.
These limitations of the RBR systems resulted in research into a method capable of 
expressing knowledge as a set of experiences rather than as a set of rules. This 
knowledge representation method was considered to be advantageous not only in the 
reasoning or problem resolution stages but also in the knowledge acquisition process. 
Experts tend to find it difficult to articulate their knowledge into a set of rules and
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instead find it easier to express the knowledge they have as a set of experiences. 
Therefore an episode or experience in the case of a doctor would comprise of the 
information about the patient for instance age, sex, height, weight, symptoms, 
allergies and treatment given. The treatment of a new patient with similar features 
would only require a recollection of a similar previous case and adaptation to fit the 
present situation. This method of knowledge representation and problem resolution 
allows the doctor to learn from previous experiences and mistakes for the future.
RBR systems are essentially procedural and programmatic whereas some of the 
expertise is propositional and experiential. It has been argued that instead of a rule- 
base, humans tend to organise their everyday knowledge in form of one or more 
templates described by some as memory organisation packets (MOP). The history, 
development and application of this representation scheme are described in more 
detail in the following sections.
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2.4 Case-Based Reasoning
2.4.1 Brief history and development
The development of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is widely believed to be a result 
borne out from research into cognitive science by Schank and Abelson (Schank & 
Abelson 1977). They proposed that humans store general situational knowledge as 
scripts which allow us to set up expectations about what we will hear and which in 
turn enables us to make inferences about the relationships between the things we hear 
(Kolodner 1993). However, psychological theories and experiments have revealed 
that scripts are an incomplete form of knowledge representation (Bower, et al 1979). 
Several other knowledge representation schemes have been proposed by others (Dyer 
1983; Willensky 1978; Schank & Abelson 1977). A representation of this scheme -  
the Dynamic Memory Model was proposed by Roger Schank in the late seventies and 
proposed that indexing was important for experience-based understanding and 
assumed that the human ability to remember, understand, experience and learn cannot 
be separated from each other (Schank 1982).
Don Norman and other members of the University of California’s LNR research 
group proposed a theory of memory and reasoning called descriptions which assisted 
in the development of the dynamic memory model. This theory of memory and 
reasoning proposed that knowledge was encoded in schemata; some of which 
contained more general descriptions of things while others contained more specific 
descriptions. They proposed that the retrieval process was incremental involving 
description and re-description of things. This incremental process involves a core 
search function; once given a search criterion in form of a schema it searches the 
memory in parallel and then returns the best partial matches. A process of evaluation 
is carried out to evaluate the partial matches returned by the search process and the 
results sent to the elaboration process which appropriately updates the description 
being sought by the memory (Bobrow & Norman 1975; 1979).
The dynamic memory as implied by the name changes depending on experiences and 
humans understand new situations by attempting to find the most similar events in 
memory to the present situation, remembering that old experience and then providing
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an experience to assist in the process of understanding. Humans have the ability to 
dynamically change their memories depending on their experiences, the questions 
which arise based on these experiences and consequently the way we answer these 
questions. To understand, we integrate new experiences with previous experiences, 
therefore understanding enables us to encounter old experiences even as we process 
new ones (Kolodner 1993). The expectations provided from these experiences allow 
for a simple and top-down understanding process. Kolodner goes further to describe 
that individual experiences and general descriptions of normative experiences are both 
encountered as we understand, and both provide the same information type to the 
process of understanding. However, the side effect of this process as described by 
Kolodner is that the dynamic memory never quite behaves in the exact same way 
twice as it changes as a result of each experience preventing the reasoning processes 
from encountering the exact same knowledge on two transversals through memory 
(Kolodner 1993:102).
The dynamic memory theory proposed that memory is organised by what was called 
memory organization packets (MOPs), which serve two primary functions -  firstly, 
holding general knowledge and secondly, organizing in a complex hierarchy, specific 
experiences or cases of the general knowledge. For instance, a recipe MOP would 
hold general knowledge about the recipe, ingredients required, and the sequence for 
the addition of the ingredients. However not all instances of cooking that recipe are 
stored, only instances in which specific violations or deviations from the normal are 
stored. These stored cases are indexed principally by the violations so if a similar 
violation is encountered, it is recalled and used to provide expectations. This way the 
processes of remembering, learning and understanding work together.
The realisation that reminding was a crucial part of the understanding process led to 
further questions about the usefulness of reminding to other cognitive tasks like 
problem solving. Previous occurrences or cases were shown to be useful in the 
problem solving process (Kolodner 1984); the cases were used to suggest possible 
solutions which could in turn be adapted to the present situation and also provide 
some possible problems which might occur. The next phase was to question the
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potential of using the same retrieval processes and memory structures which support 
reminding in understanding to support the problem solving process. The earliest 
problem solving system based on this case-memory theory was MEDIATOR 
(Kolodner & Simpson 1984; 1989) developed for the resolution of everyday disputes 
and displayed the usefulness of cases in the reduction of the reasoning process. A 
popular implementation of the CBR technique was CHEF (Hammond 1986), a 
planning system used to create new recipes from old ones. It displayed how a 
reasoning system can be used in the anticipation of possible failures and for 
preventing the repetition of past failures.
2.4.2 Reasoning with cases
CBR is based on the premise that there is some regularity with which specific events 
occur and therefore what was done in a particular situation can be applicable to 
another situation with similar features. This premise differs from what was previously 
practised in Al where knowledge representation involved making knowledge as 
general as possible so it is widely applicable. Modelling allows us understand how 
devices function, for instance we may attempt to apply the model of a kidney which 
could be generally applied across a number of patients. The purpose of developing 
models is to capture the common features across a variety of similar objects; the 
purpose for the development of rule-bases is to develop some sort of database which 
contains generally applicable rules for different problems within a domain however in 
some cases, specific rules are sometimes contained within rule-bases.
Cases provide a method of representing specific knowledge directly related to a 
specific situation and attempt to represent knowledge at an operational level; in other 
words cases explicitly describe how a task was carried out or the application of 
knowledge in a particular situation or the strategies used in the accomplishment of a 
goal (Kolodner 1993). Cases provide a method of describing and capturing knowledge 
which may be too hard to describe with a general model like rules therefore allowing 
reasoning from specific knowledge when general knowledge is unavailable. Cases are 
useful for classification tasks as they can be used for grouping together similar 
knowledge types. This gives the case-base reasoner the ability to use the collection of
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knowledge compositions already designed thereby saving the system from having to 
compose several pieces of de-contextualized knowledge to solve a problem.
Cases are of different design types -  they can be designed to describe events which 
evolve over a period of time for example, the design of a building, they can also be 
used to represent a snapshot of an event for instance the choice of window type. They 
have also been used to represent a problem resolution scenario especially in the 
medical domain where cases are used to associate a situation description with a 
desirable outcome. The common feature of all the different types of cases is their use 
in the representation of an experienced situation which when remembered in the 
future forms a context in which the embedded knowledge in the case is presumed to 
be applicable in the present situation. So in the medical domain, the diagnosis and 
treatment given by a doctor to a patient with a particular illness was applicable in that 
situation and when a similar scenario arises, the reasoning and knowledge involved in 
arriving at that decision would become a good starting point for the resolution of the 
present problem.
A problem however is apparent - deciding what experiences to store and which to 
discard and also what the relationship between cases and general knowledge is. 
Memorable cases contain knowledge representations of experiences which differ from 
the norm or deviate from the normal and these seem to be what is distinctly 
remembered by humans. However, we also seem to keep memories of normal 
experiences as generalizations or composite cases with the minor differences between 
them are merged to define the generalizations; these generalizations are also called 
schemata by psychologists (Bartlett 1932; Brewer & Nakamura 1984). Schank and 
Abelson (1977) describe different schemata types called scripts which capture 
generalizations about everyday events which are recurrent and methods have been 
proposed about how these events can be merged (Reder & Anderson 1980; Smith et al 
1978). Schank’s dynamic memory model (1982) proposed that MOPs which serve as 
both knowledge repositories and organisers of the cases holding general knowledge 
describe different types of experiences and index cases based on their deviations from 
the norm.
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Early CBR systems seemed to use very little or no general or abstract knowledge 
descriptions of situations for reasoning. General knowledge has however been shown 
to be useful in guiding the choice of indexes (KRITIK system, Goel 1989), it has also 
been used to determine how well a new event matches a stored case; for instance the 
CASEY system conducts a search for similar cases in memory and then using model- 
based evidence rules, a determination of the most similar case for use in diagnosis is 
determined (Koton 1988; 1989). General knowledge is also useful in the selection of 
strategies for adaptation of stored cases (example in CASEY and KRITIK). 
Reasoning from cases which represent specific knowledge about events has also been 
shown to be empirically more accurate than the use of more general knowledge; the 
PROTOS system (Bareiss 1988; Porter et al 1990) was developed to assist in the 
diagnosis of hearing disorders using a case-based classification algorithm; in one 
experiment a performance 50% more accurate than a generalization-based 
classification system was observed. The performance of other systems like CHEF 
(Hammond 1986) and JULIA (Hinrichs 1992) also suggest that concrete or more 
specific instances also provide more accuracy. Both systems although for different 
tasks (CHEF is a planning system while JULIA is a case-based design program) use 
cases to predict potential pitfalls in problem solving thereby preventing previous 
mistakes from being repeated (Kolodner 1993).
A similar approach to knowledge-based reasoning called model-based reasoning also 
takes a similar approach to case-based reasoning by placing emphasis on the use of 
large chunks of general knowledge over the use of smaller composition of rules 
(Hayes 1985; Forbus 1988). However, according to Kolodner (1993), CBR goes a 
step further than model-based reasoning by using cases which cover novel situations 
while models deal with more normal situations with more static knowledge structures 
not easily changed. The use of cases collected over a period of time allows the 
reasoning system to change its behaviour and reasoning patterns over time as a result 
of the changes in knowledge; thus also allowing the system to gain experience over 
time a feature not covered in model reasoning. CBR succeeds on the notion that if a 
problem has been solved once, it would solve a similar problem faster in the future by 
beginning the reasoning process from the previously solved problem. CASEY (Koton 
1988; 1989) provides evidence of this; CASEY attempts to diagnose heart failures and
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was designed using a model-based diagnosis program and uses the same knowledge 
used by the model-based reasoner. The system was shown to be over two times faster 
than the model-based reasoning system and was also shown to be more accurate.
Model-based reasoning systems have been designed to perform better in domains 
where the knowledge is well articulated and understood and can therefore be properly 
represented formally. CBR systems however have been shown to be very successful 
in domains where the knowledge is not well understood or articulated. The structure 
of a case allows for a less-well formalised representation method. CBR seems to deal 
quite well with issues of decomposition and re-composition by allowing problems to 
be solved as a whole unit. If a similar problem exists in its case base, the system rather 
than having to deal with issues of re-composition, only has to adapt parts of the 
solution that do not fit the new situation.
CLAVIER (Mark 1989; Hennessy & Hinkle 1992) is a system developed to assist in 
the poorly understood domain of autoclave curing. Prior to the development of this 
system, not much was understood about this domain apart from what had been 
successful in the past and what has not. Decomposition was also not possible because 
not much was understood about the interactions between the different problem 
components and also the different components of the problem. Domain experts agree 
that the use of RBR in this domain would have been a failure. Although CBR as 
implemented in CLAVIER is not foolproof, the system has been able to provide in 
most cases almost-correct solution while avoiding issues of decomposition. JULIA a 
meal planning CBR system is almost a contrast to CLAVIER as it works in a 
relatively well understood but un-codified design domain of meal planning. The 
component parts of the problem are well known but the interactions between these 
parts are very complicated and continuously changing. The presence of a previously 
solved case as a general framework for the resolution of problems allows a majority 
of the interactions between the component parts to be made explicit from the start 
therefore reducing the complexity of the problem.
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2.4.3 The Reasoning Process
As discussed earlier, cases provide suggestions of solutions to problems and also 
provide contexts for the understanding and assessment of situations. The reasoning 
process in CBR is relatively simple and is comprised of four primary processes, 
sometimes referred to as the four REs namely retrieval, reuse, revise and retain 
(Watson 1997). It could be summarised as input a problem, find the best matching old 
solution from the case base and then adapt that solution. These processes are 
discussed briefly below.
Case Retrieval
Remembering has been described as the process of retrieving a case or a set of cases 
from memory (Kolodner 1993). Kolodner has described the retrieval process as 
consisting of two steps -
a. Recalling the previous cases: this aims at retrieving cases which can support the 
subsequent reasoning processes. The retrieved cases should have the potential to 
make relevant predictions on the new problem scenario and the retrieval process is 
carried out using features of the new problem scenario as indexes in the case base. 
Cases with features which match the features used as indexes are recalled by the 
system.
b. Select the best subset: this involves the selection of the most promising case(s) for 
reasoning from the selection(s) made in the first step. This step is used to reduce 
the number of recalled cases to the best fitting cases.
For retrieval to occur the indexing problem has to be addressed; this problem relates 
firstly to how to recognise the most applicable case especially in cases where the most 
applicable case does not seem to share on the surface similar features. Indexes have 
been used as a method of addressing this problem thus allowing comparison at a more 
abstract representation level. However, another problem which arises with the use of 
indexes is deciding what features make the best indexes? Secondly, how can a 
reasoning system be given the ability to elaborate descriptions of situations and then 
generate derived features for cases efficiently. Thirdly, is how to develop a retrieval 
algorithm which allows efficient retrieval from case bases, this is especially important
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when large case bases are involved. Several approaches have been developed to deal 
with this issue. One method is to determine ways of representing the indexes for cases 
which can be matches efficiently by a parallel machine (Kolodner 1993). Indexes are 
computational data structures which can be held in memory and searched quickly 
(Watson 1997). Indexes as a general rule must be predictive, useful, abstract and 
concrete enough to be recognised in future. Riesbeck and Schank have described a 
good index for CBR as distinctive but not unique (Riesbeck & Schank 1989:39).
Two methods for retrieval of cases exist -  nearest-neighbour retrieval and inductive 
retrieval.
a. Nearest-neighbour retrieval is based on a relatively simple similarity matrix that 
calculates the distance between the target case and the problem situation. This 
calculation is not only limited to numerical calculations and comparisons but also 
makes comparisons between symbolic values like Booleans and text. The 
similarity measure is obtained by finding the product of a weighting factor which 
each attribute has and the similarity of the target case to the problem case. The 
calculation us relatively simple and is represented by the equation below. 
Depending on the scale chosen for the system, the similarity scores are usually 
normalised to a scale between 0 -  10 or between 0 and 100; on this scale, 0 is 
completely dissimilar while 100 or 10 represents an exact match.
n
Similarity (T, S) = E F (Tu Si) Wj (Watson, 1997) 
i=l
Where:
T is the target case 
S is the source
n is the number of attributes in each case 
i is an individual attribute from 1 to n 
F is a similarity function for attribute I in cases T and S 
W is the importance weighting of attribute I
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b. Inductive Retrieval: this is based on a machine learning technique developed to 
assist in the extraction of rules or in the construction of decision trees from old 
data. In CBR, the case base is analysed using the induction algorithm to produce a 
decision tree which is used to classify or index the cases. The most popular 
induction algorithm in use in CBR is ID3 (Quinlan 1986); this algorithm operates 
by building decision trees from the case base using a heuristic called information 
gain. The algorithm determines the most promising feature and predicts its value. 
This retrieval process is a relatively simple process however, the complexity of 
this method increases as the number of cases increase and also shows a reduction 
in performance when data is incomplete.
It is possible to use both methods in a CBR system -  inductive indexing can be used 
for the retrieval of a set of matching cases while nearest-neighbour can be used in the 
ranking of the cases according to their similarity to the target case (Watson 1997).
Case Reuse
After the most applicable case(s) have been retrieved by the system, the next phase is 
to extract the relevant portions of the case to provide a solution. In problem solving, 
this process involves the selection of a solution (or a part of the solution) previously 
used to solve an old problem. The interpretation of the problem however involves the 
partitioning of the retrieved case(s) according to the solutions predicted by them and 
then assigning some initial interpretation based on these solutions to the new problem. 
Thus a problem solving program like JULIA which attempts to design new recipes or 
menus, focuses on the meal plan of the retrieved case(s) and adapts this to provide a 
proposed solution. An interpretative program like PROTOS however, will focus on 
the most appropriate retrieved diagnosis in comparison to the new case using an 
evaluation function. After a proposed solution has been generated from the retrieved 
case(s), it is then tested for success. In most cases, this process requires a revision or 
adaptation process which leads to the development of a new case which will be 
retained in the case base for future reference.
The construction of a proposed solution or ballpark solution (Kolodner 1993) brings 
up several important issues. First is determining how to select the most appropriate
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sections of the retrieved case; this is sometimes difficult when the retrieved case is 
large. Two methods have been used to deal with this problem -  first the reasoning 
system is given a set of goals which allow it to determine the most relevant portions 
of the retrieved case to enable it successfully achieve its current goal. If the system is 
a problem solving one, its focus will be on the solution of the retrieved case; however 
its focus will be on the classification used in the retrieved case if the goal is to 
interpret a situation. Second, the reasoner based in the internal structure of the 
retrieved case especially the dependencies which exist between the different parts of 
the retrieved case can determine either to expand or not expand its focus. Hence a 
problem solving CBR system will use features of the retrieved case which led to the 
selection of the case as its focus in the problem resolution.
The second issue is the determination of how much to do before the main adaptation 
process, for instance in medical diagnosis an adjustment of age might be necessary 
before more difficult adaptations are carried out. This is especially important in 
domains where interpretation is required. The third issue is more concerned with 
interpretative reasoning and has to do with the choice of interpretation. When the right 
answer is not dependent on the route taken to the solution, then the choice of the first 
alternative used is merely important for reasons of efficiency. However when all the 
alternatives are unconnected, the first alternative used may affect not only the 
efficiency but the accuracy as well.
Case Revision
This stage of the reasoning process has been described as the ultimate task of a case- 
based reasoner -  adapting the solution stored in a retrieved case to the needs of the 
current input (Riesbeck & Schank 1989). When an input situation is presented to the 
reasoning system it attempts to find the best possible match available in its case base. 
In most cases however, a perfect match is rarely found therefore the system needs to 
carry out some revision on the retrieved case to make it applicable to the problem. 
The process of adaptation involves a determination of the salient differences between 
the retrieved case and the problem situation. When these differences have been 
determined, the system applies a set of rules called adaptation rules which take those
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differences into account and attempts to revise the retrieved case to match the 
problem. These rules can be described as mini problem solvers (Riesbeck & Schank 
1989) and depending on the domain, different techniques are employed for the 
adaptation process. In the planning domain, the rules have to be able to determine the 
preconditions to steps needed to be achieved and then find the plans needed to achieve 
them. When the system needs to carry out a diagnostic task, the rules have to find the 
gaps which exist in an explanation and then fill in the missing causes.
An illustration of this is the CHEF program which creates recipes with food 
ingredients -  if a stir-fry recipe using chicken and green beans is requested by a user 
and the nearest matching case includes beef and broccoli, CHEF has to respond to the 
differences which exist between the two cases that is the different meat and vegetable 
types. To achieve this, the system substitutes the ingredients in the problem with the 
corresponding items in the retrieved case. Therefore all references to broccoli and 
beef are replaced by green beans and chicken respectively. After this has been done, 
the system then checks for any omissions in any of the steps of the process and also 
for any steps which might require any changes to be applicable to the new problem. It 
is important for the rules for adaptation to be both domain and task specific. The rules 
not only need to know how to substitute ingredients in a recipe but are also complex 
enough to know how to add different steps to a recipe for instance grouping similar 
steps together like all the chopping steps should be carried out before the stir hying 
stage. In some cases, the steps should be merged like chopping the onions and garlic 
together or not merged but instead giving more cooking or preparation time for 
instance increasing the cooking time for meat in comparison to chicken and also 
ensuring that any other ingredients being cooked with the meat are added at the right 
time to prevent overcooking.
The advantage of the CBR process is that the adaptation rules are usually simpler than 
those used in purely RBR systems as long as the case base contains a reasonable 
representation of experiences (Hammond 1989). However, in real-world domains it is 
almost impossible to create a complete set of adaptation rules and it is inefficient to 
apply a large number of rules to adapt a case. A CBR system however can still reason
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over problem even with weak adaptation rules as long as there is extensive enough 
number of cases in the case base. In the CHEF system, the adaptation rules were only 
able to make local patches like adding and deleting steps rather than comprehensive 
changes to the whole recipe. Also the adaptation rules could not create recipes from 
scratch and could not even guarantee that any recipe for a stir-fry dish could be 
adapted to any combination of ingredients. It is important to note that not all CBR 
adaptation rules have to be weak; it is possible to generate rules in some domains 
which are capable of generating complete solutions from scratch or of accurately 
adapting any retrieved case to the current situation no matter how irrelevant it is.
Two main types of adaptation methods have been described in literature -  structural 
adaptation and derivational adaptation. Structural adaptation involves the application 
of rules directly to the solution stored in the cases for instance CHEF modified recipes 
while JUDGE modified old criminal sentences. Derivational adaptation on the other 
hand involves the reuse of rules which had been used to generate the original solution 
to generate a new solution. In order to use this method of adaptation, the planning 
sequence used in the construction of the original solution must be saved in the system 
as an additional case attribute. MEDIATOR (Simpson, 1985) used for the resolution 
of disputes employs this adaptation method in its reasoning. Its plan for the resolution 
of a dispute between two children over the use of an orange was adapted for the 
generation of a possible solution to the dispute between Israel and Egypt over the 
Sinai; by giving Israel military control and then Egypt political and economic control 
Riesbeck & Schank 1989).
Figure 2.3 shows a summary of the Case-Based Reasoning cycle and the four main 
processes involved in the reasoning process.
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Figure 2.3: Summary of the four reasoning processes involved in Case-Based 
Reasoning (adapted from Aamondt & Plaza, 1994)
2.4.4 Case Representation
As seen from discussions above, the quality and in some cases quantity of cases 
available in the case base is critical to the performance of a CBR system. Cases are 
representations of specific knowledge tied to a context; they record knowledge at an 
operational level (Kolodner 1993). Cases record experiences which are different from 
the expectation; not all differences are important for record purposes (see section 
2.2.1) only differences with a useful function are recorded. Useful cases are those 
which possess a potential to assist the reasoner to arrive at a solution either quicker or 
easier in the future or warn about a potential failure or point out an unforeseen 
problem. In summary, cases can be defined as contextualised pieces of knowledge 
which represent an experience and teaches a lesson fundamental to the achievement of 
the reasoning system’s goals. A case is made of two main sections -  the lesson(s) it 
teaches (solution) and the context in which these lessons (problem). Indexes represent 
the circumstances under which a case can be retrieved.
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The components of a case that is the problem description and the description of the 
solution assist in the resolution of problems by first finding, then retrieving the most 
matching stored problem description and finally adapting this solution to the new 
problem situation. CASEY (Koton 1988, 1989) uses this method in its reasoning; its 
cases contain descriptions of problems and their corresponding solutions. Although 
the presence of these two components is useful in reducing the time used in the 
reasoning process, in situations with many unknowns reasoning with cases with only 
these two components can sometimes be inaccurate.
The modelling of the domain for the CASEY system was fairly accurate because the 
domain was well understood; however not all domains are well understood and some 
domains contain elements of unpredictability hence preventing accurate modelling of 
the domain knowledge. It is important for the system to be able to evaluate the 
potential of the suggested solution to succeed or fail. CBR systems is assisted by cases 
which when recalled provide the system with information on potential failures. In 
unpredictable domains or in situations with a number of unknowns, the presence of 
previous cases gives some indication about the problem situation and also a prediction 
of the effects of a proposed solution. It is therefore important to represent a third 
component in the cases called the outcome; this component contains features like the 
result of the application of the solution, how successful it was and if the solution 
failed. The presence of this component in a case allows the system to suggest cases 
which were successful as well as cases which failed. It is also useful to evaluate if 
repeating an old solution would give the desired outcome in the new problem 
situation.
In summary, a good case should contain a representation of these three components 
although it may not be possible in all cases. These components are firstly a problem or 
situation description which is a representation of the state of the world at the time the 
situation occurred and the problem which needed solving at the time. Secondly, the 
solution component is the derived solution to the specified problem in the problem 
description. Thirdly the outcome is the resulting state of the world after the solution
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has been applied. An example case representation from Hammond’s CHEF system is 
given in Figure 2.4 below.
Problem:
(include tofu)
(taste hot)
(style stir-fry)
Solution:
(ingredients
ingrl (tofu lb .5)
ingr2 (soy-sauce table spoon 2)
ingr3 (rice-wine spoon 1)
ingr4 (cornstarch tablespoon .5)
ingr5 (sugar spoon 1)
ingr6 (broccoli lb 1)
ingr7 (r-pepper piece 6))
(actions
actl (chop object (ingrl) size (chunk)) 
act2 (marinate object (result actl)
in (& (ingr2) (ingr3) (ingr4) (ingr5)) 
time (20)) 
act3 (chop object (ingr6) size (chunk)) 
act4 (stir-fry object (& (result act2) (ingr7)) 
time (1))
act5 (add object (result act3) to (result act4)) 
act6 (stir-fry object (result act5) time (2)))
(style stir-fry)
Figure 2.4: typical case from CHEF to develop a stir-fry dish using broccoli and tofu 
(adapted from Hammond, 1989)
In this section (2.4), a brief description of the knowledge-based reasoning techniques 
has been outlined with specific focus on the case- base reasoning technique which has
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been used for the representation and storage of knowledge in this research effort. The 
main reasoning processes involved in CBR cycle have been discussed. Case 
representation was introduced as central to the performance of a reasoning system as 
the stored cases are representations of specific knowledge which are related to a 
concept. In the next section we discuss how population of a case-base can be 
conducted using the language of a domain -  sub-domain language.
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2.5 Case Population using Specialist Language
The earlier sections have discussed the evolution of knowledge and highlighted that 
the experimental article forms the basis for any scientific claim and is held in high 
regard by members of a scientific community. It is a source for emerging science or 
novelty and therefore shows potential as a knowledge source for the development of a 
knowledge-based expert system. A brief history of artificial intelligence has also been 
discussed along with different knowledge representation schemes which are currently 
available with focus on case-based reasoning. Case-based reasoning was chosen for 
this research because it allows reasoning and representation of incomplete or partial 
knowledge. The experimental article also could be described as a form of recipe (cf 
CHEF) that is, there are ingredients (reagents and reaction environments), there are 
conditions (temperature, pressure and so on) and there is a product or meal at the end 
of the experiment. It is therefore assumed that each experimental article can be 
represented like a recipe in the CHEF program with ingredients, conditions and 
finished meal.
According to Sager (1982) the presence of a restricted language which is less 
ambiguous than general language allows an increased possibility for the presence of 
regularities and re-occurrence of grammar in descriptive texts. It is therefore possible 
to define the grammar format in the sublanguage (refer to section 2.2.2) where words 
contained in each slot of the format correspond to a specific information type. 
Consider for instance the following sentence which illustrates this hypothesis. The 
sentence can be summarised in Table 2.1 below:
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Ni thin films were deposited by Pulsed Laser Ablation (PLA) o f a 99.9% pure Ni 
Target. (Henley et al 2004)
Table 2.1: showing words and their corresponding information type from the sentence 
above
Information Type Word
Object Type films
Attribute Size thin
Purity 99.9%
Material Ni
Production Method Pulsed laser vaporisation (PLA)
The above example displays the possibility that if a linguistic method for 
understanding the grammatical slots which correspond to objects in chemistry like 
reaction method, conditions, products and reactants is developed, it is possible to 
extract knowledge automatically from text and represent them using case frames 
which stores the different experimental descriptions as different events for reasoning. 
This method is discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
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2.6 Summary
The discussion in this Chapter has focused on the core issues related with this 
research. An attempt has been made to establish a link between a conceptual and 
linguistic consensus within practitioners in a specialist domain for the introduction of 
new concepts, ideas and language and the role of the experimental article for the 
successful introduction of novelty. The presence of the restricted language in a 
specialist domain provides an opportunity for the presence of repeated patterns in 
writing or templates which could be stored as cases representing separate occurrences 
or experimental events. The history of the development of the experimental article 
was also discussed with the growth from public demonstrations before members of 
the Royal Society to the experimental article being the method for communication 
new ideas and concepts. The public demonstrations provided an online verification 
and validation of concepts and ideas with the witnesses acting as verifiers of what was 
being proposed. The experimental report on the other hand provided an offline 
verification process where the burden of proof lies with the writers’ ability to 
convince the audience of the importance and authenticity of the work. The 
experimental process being described also had to contain enough information for 
reproduction within other research groups to a reasonable extent.
This Chapter also introduced the different methods for the analysis of knowledge 
evolution with the more intuitive method proposed by Kuhn to the observation 
methods by Latour and Woolgar and finally the empirical method proposed by 
Bazerman. For this research, we have chosen to use the empirical method based on 
linguistic analysis because of the ease of use and the easy interpretation of results. A 
discussion of knowledge-based systems for reasoning, representation and storage of 
knowledge was outlined with focus on the case-base reasoning approach which has 
been chosen for this research because of its ability to model knowledge in emerging 
domains where the knowledge is largely unstructured, dynamic and not well 
understood. The CBR approach has also been used because of the similarity of an 
experimental article to a recipe structure as seen in the CHEF system.
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In the next chapter a discussion of a method for the extraction of knowledge from 
experimental articles in a sub-domain of chemistry -  Nanomaterials is discussed. This 
method is based on established methods in corpus linguistics methods and allows the 
extraction of identified patterns from text.
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3 Method
Introduction
This Chapter describes a method for the automatic retrieval of knowledge from 
experimental articles for case-based reasoning and storage. As described in the earlier 
Chapters, the development of a successful expert system is dependent on the quality and 
quantity of knowledge available in its knowledge repository. The purpose of this research 
as mentioned previously is to develop a method capable of automatically populating case- 
based reasoning systems. Cases are based on templates used in long-term (LT) memory 
and are normally extracted from interaction with experts. In the absence of the experts, 
the only other source of information is text; however, texts are inherently ambiguous, 
creatively written and require human readers for interpretation, comprehension and 
understanding. The question therefore is can such texts be analysed for the purpose of 
automatically populating CBR systems? A domain is defined by its vocabulary, methods, 
terminology and protocols for recording, deploying and censoring knowledge hence if we 
collect an arbitrary set of domain texts, will the language used by the various authors be 
stable and have an identifiable common core in the first instance and second, is this 
observed stability consistent at a higher level of description across stretches of texts.
Native speakers of a language show a commitment to the language -  Quirk (Quirk et al 
1972) describes this as the “common core”, while Sinclair (1991) describes this as the 
“collocation pattern'’ or the “idiom principle”. Experimental scientists show their 
commitment by adhering quite strictly to established methods for experimentation in the 
domain. The controls of an experiment show stability at different levels of linguistic 
description -  lexical, semantic and pragmatic. The surface manifestation is the use of a 
terminology and ontology on the one hand and a “template” used to describe experiments 
on the other.
Most successful expert systems have relied on the crafting of the acquired knowledge by 
hand; this takes a substantial amount of time to perform. In the initial stages of this
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research, an attempt was made to develop cases to represent experimental descriptions 
manually. For the first few cases, each case took an average of 72 hours to complete with 
constant revision. With time however the time taken has reduced significantly to about an 
hour each with less revision time (See Table 3.1 below). A domain independent method 
which allows for automatic acquisition of this knowledge would significantly reduce the 
development process and would be beneficial especially in cases where a significant 
amount of knowledge is involved.
Table 3.1: Summary of diary events for manual case population showing time taken per 
case
Date Population time per case Revision Expert Validation
December 2002 ~ 72 Hours Yes ~ 1 Hour
March 2003 ~ 4 Hours Yes ~ 45 Minutes
March 2004 ~ 1 Hour Yes ~ 30 Minutes
According to linguists, language can be studied in three different ways. Firstly language 
can be studied on the intuition of different linguists, for instance B.F. Skinner believed 
language was learned behaviour whilst for Noam Chomsky language has a cognitive 
basis and cannot be learned just by stimulus and response. Secondly, language can be 
studied through experimentation and there is a repertoire of literature containing studies 
in psycholinguistics which suggest how to systematically observe individuals as groups 
comprehending, producing and learning language. Third is the data or corpus driven 
method where samples of linguistic output are collected from a population of all 
linguistic output, either written or spoken. The systematic collection of a set of samples 
for the confirmation or negation of such samples is called a corpus-based study of 
language while the term corpus refers to these systematically collected samples of text.
This method of analysis has been chosen for this analysis because the samples of 
experimental reports are readily available and analysable. The use of any of the first two 
methods requires proficiency in philosophy (specifically philosophy of science) or in
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psycholinguistics. Corpus-driven methods however have an empirical basis and can be 
verified objectively; this method allows an objective evaluation of results obtained. The 
methods employed in corpus linguistics are discussed in more detail in the following 
sections.
3.1 A Note on Corpus Linguistics
Computational linguistics can be described as an area of linguistics focused on the study 
of computerised systems used for the understanding and generation of natural language. 
Research into this area of linguistics began sometime in the 1950s with focus on its 
potential use in machine translation. Its applications stretch from machine translation to 
information retrieval and the development of systems which interface between man and 
machine for instance speech recognition systems. Language models have also found 
useful applications in the development of machine translation systems and other 
applications; these models are created in most cases by the processing of large corpora.
Corpus linguistics relates to the analysis of corpora. Results obtained from these analyses 
provide insight into the use of language in a specific domain and allow general 
conclusions to be made on the structure of the language. In order to make general 
conclusions about the structure and use of a language, it is important to develop a corpus 
which is representative of the language being studied. The factors and processes required 
for development of a corpus are discussed in the next section.
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3.2 Corpus Development
The Oxford English Dictionary defines a corpus as “a body o f written or spoken material 
upon which linguistic analysis is based’. Another definition of a corpus is a collection of 
examples of language used in real life, speech or writing which have been collected as a 
sample of the use of general language or of some specific language genre. A corpus 
provides useful evidence for research on language and the interdisciplinary field of 
corpus linguistics makes involves the use of language corpora. The aim of this research in 
a sense is to develop a method which allows the analysis of a specialist language so as to 
determine how knowledge is transferred in a domain. Furthermore, we hope to develop a 
method based on obtained the results obtained from the linguistic analysis which allows 
the transfer of this largely unstructured knowledge into a more structured form which can 
be extracted, stored and reasoned over by a computer (see discussion on Page 9). The 
analysis of a specific language using corpus-based methods assist in the understanding of 
the language at various levels of description; in other words beginning from the lexical 
level to the syntactic (Quirk et al 1985; Sinclair 1995) and from the semantic (Bambrook 
2002) to the historical and more pragmatic level (Ajmer et al 1991). In the next section a 
brief outline of different types of corpora as identified in literature is discussed.
3.2.1 Types of Corpora
Five types of corpora have been identified by Sinclair (Sinclair 1995) and these are 
discussed briefly below.
i. Reference corpus attempts to represent all the relevant varieties of the language 
and its characteristic vocabulary. It usually contains large numbers of heavily 
overlapping varieties and share most of their vocabulary and syntax rules.
ii. The monitor corpus although similar to the reference corpus is constantly 
replenished with new material with old material moved to an archive; it aims to 
provide a more current overview of the language and monitor changes in the 
language.
iii. The parallel corpus is a collection of texts each of which is translated into one or 
more languages and aims to assist in processes involved in translation.
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iv. The comparable corpus is a collection of texts in several languages in similar 
communication circumstances and so can be compared.
v. The special corpus is usually comprised of texts of a specific type which can be 
differentiated from general language texts. These specialist texts show a number 
of similar grammatical and lexical features of general language as well as unique 
patterns which serve to differentiate them from general language texts. Special 
corpora attempt to represent specific discourses and hence provide a useful 
method of investigating specific language types.
In the case of this research special corpora have been developed to attempt to first of all 
determine if these unique patterns exist and if they do, attempt to develop a linguistic 
method of extracting them and finally representing these using cases. The corpora have 
been developed from text in journal articles because we believe these scientific materials 
provide an opportunity for studying the transfer of largely experimental knowledge from 
the laboratory to knowledge-based artefacts which is contained in these journal articles.
3.2.2 Corpus Design Criteria
Several authors have attempted to describe criteria to be considered during the design of a 
corpus. Sinclair (Sinclair 1987) lists factors like making a choice between spoken or 
written language, formal or literary language. A determination of what is typical and 
central to the language has to be made as well as what period of time should be covered 
by the corpus and what source should be used in the development process. The most 
unclear design criterion is - what the overall size of the corpus should be. Sinclair argues 
that the corpus should be as extensive as possible and should over time grow with use. 
The work of Zipf (1935) on the pattern of word occurrences in text suggest an imbalance 
in the frequency occurrence of words; for instance in general language English corpora, it 
has been observed that the first ten most frequent words is usually comprised of words 
like of, is, up, the, and; these words make up a sizeable portion of the corpus being 
analysed. The analysis of the main corpus developed for this research showed that the 
first ten words make up about 26% of the total corpus; these words are usually known as
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closed class words. Also about half of the vocabulary of a piece of text (even a long one) 
consists of words which have occurred just once. Several authors including Sinclair have 
argued that there is a relationship between words and their frequencies and that in order 
to study the behaviour of words in text, it is important to have a fairly extensive number 
of occurrences available. The main corpus used in this research contains over 1 million 
words in its vocabulary.
Atkins and her colleagues have described five major stages involved in the building and 
analysis of corpora which summarise most of the factors identified by other authors 
(Atkins et al.1992).
a. Specification and Design: this stage involves the identification of the sample size, 
varieties of language and the period of time to be represented in the sample.
b. Hardware and software: all hardware and software requirements are estimated in this 
stage.
c. Data capture and mark-up: the text documents used in the corpus are collected and 
stored electronically using Optical Character Recognition (OCR), typing or 
transcription of audio material.
d. Corpus processing: this includes tools for basic analysis methods including 
frequency, concordance, standard query and tools for tasks like lemmatisation, part of 
speech tagging, collocation and so on.
e. Corpus growth and feedback: from time to time depending on the type of corpus, new 
material may be added to the corpus while some old material may be deleted; this is 
dependent on feedback received after previous analysis. This stage is important to 
achieve a balanced, representative corpus.
As discussed earlier, the specification and design process along with the processing of the 
corpus are the most important stages in corpus-based analysis as the conclusions made on 
the language are dependent on the quality of the corpus used. As corpus-based analysis is 
empirical and dependent on both qualitative and quantitative analytic methods, it is 
important for the corpus to contain accurately sampled and carefully created data for
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meaningful and accurate results. Sinclair (1991) argues that the decisions taken about the 
contents of a corpus and the organisation of the selection have a corresponding effect on 
subsequent occurrences. Simply put, the results are only as good as the corpus (1991:13).
Three important corpus design issues as identified by Biber (2002) -  sampling, diversity 
and size can also assist in the corpus development process. One approach to sampling is 
the proportional sampling which is based on a selection of a group of people 
representative of the population whose every output either oral or written is recorded over 
a period of time. This method according to Biber is important for providing the “share” of 
the different linguistic features in the language of the selected group however it is rarely 
useful for studies in variations of language and also does not include all the registers 
found in the language. Stratified sampling in contrast allows the inclusion of different 
categories of texts which exist in the language; with this sampling method, the corpus 
will contain representations of the verities of the language as well as diversity of subject 
matter which in turn affects the frequency results. The Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen Corpus 
(LOB) (Johansson et al 1978) provides a good example of this sampling method.
The corpus size is another important design issue; there must be enough number of texts 
for variations in language to be represented. Biber’s analysis revealed that on the average 
most grammar features are stable across a sample of 1000 words. Sinclair’s argument in 
contrast to Biber’s proposes that rather than a sampling of documents the full document 
should be included in the corpus. This he argues is for two reasons — first it prevents a 
“worry about marked differences which have been noted for different parts of the text” 
(Sinclair, 1991:24). Second, since a number of features are not evenly distributed through 
the text, a corpus made up of whole documents is open to a wider range of linguistic 
studies in comparison to a collection of a number of short samples.
In summary, in the development of a good corpus it is important that the final corpus 
answers the research question it has been designed for irrespective of the purpose for
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which it has been designed. If the corpus is designed to study the contribution of an 
author to a domain, it is important that the corpus contain all or at least most of the 
author’s literature to be considered representative. It is necessary to use the smallest 
number of criteria which are justifiable and to keep as much detail about the documents 
collected so that identification can be done. Previous works which concentrate on the 
analysis of language in specific domains have demonstrated the development and 
analysis of corpora in specific domains; Al-Thubaity (2004) describes the analysis of a 
corpus to monitor knowledge transfer, evolution and consolidation in a specialist domain. 
In this work a collection of journal publications seen as the product of an evolutionary 
enterprise -  research was collected in the area of semiconductor physics. The author 
developed a special corpus which focused on the output of a specific author within the 
domain -  Leo Esaki, a Nobel Laureate, and contained over 2 million words. Schierz 
(2005) also developed a special corpus in the domain of artificial intelligence which was 
used in the development of a model of knowledge growth in the specialist language 
similar to biological models of growth.
As stated earlier, five different types of corpora were developed for this research and 
these are summarised in Table 3.2 below. The Full corpus comprised whole texts from 
journal articles describing experimental production of carbon nanomaterials. It contained 
over 200 articles and contained a total of 1,007,107 words. The Silva corpus contains a 
collection of text written by a prominent researcher in carbon research -  Ravi Silva. It has 
a total of 246,484 words and about sixty articles. The third corpus is a collection of the 
papers published by Jan Hendrik Schon who was found guilty of fraudulent research 
practices in 2002 and is the smallest test corpus with just over 75,000 words in its 
vocabulary. The final corpus contained a collection of texts containing just material 
covering the general domain of fullerene and nanomaterial research. The fifth and final 
corpus -  test corpus contained a random selection of eighteen experimental articles; this 
was used to evaluate the patterns extracted from the full corpus. These corpora have been 
analysed using linguistic methods based on statistics which will be discussed in more 
detail in the subsequent sections; comparisons between these different corpora at
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different levels of language use will also be shown illustrating ontological consistency 
across the domain.
Table 3.2: Summary of all corpora developed for research with summary descriptions
Corpus Type Word count
Full Corpus Journal articles on production of carbon nanomaterials 1,007,107
Silva Corpus Journal articles with Ravi Silva as author 246,484
Schon Corpus Journal articles with Jan Hendrik Schon as author 75,361
Main Corpus Journal articles related to fullerene chemistry including nanomaterials 
research
772,807
Test Corpus Random selection of experimental articles 18 text files
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3.3 Analysis Methods
After the design and development of the corpus, a number of different tools can be 
adopted for the extraction of useful information for quantitative analysis. These tools can 
be used for the study how linguistic features are used or to discover distributions of 
linguistic features across different corpora. Frequency, concordance, collocation lists are 
some of the results of the use of these tools. These tools allow the investigation of the 
corpus on three different yet related levels -  the lexical level includes the distribution and 
use of words; the syntactic provides the distribution and manipulation of grammar classes 
for instance nouns, verbs, adjectives and finally the semantic level which provides the 
meaning of the words.
Frequency lists provide a quick guide to the distribution of words in a text by showing 
how often each different type of word-forms occurs in it. For instance if a technical 
corpus shows a limited number of technical vocabulary for a period of time and then a 
sudden increased presence of technical terms, this may be a sign to a “high-level 
structural boundary in the text - maybe the end of a general layman’s introduction to a 
technical subject” (Sinclair 1991:30). Frequency lists are useful for the detection of the 
emergence of new words especially in specialist domain areas and contextualise the 
domain being analysed. Quirk et al (1985) describe the relationship between acceptability 
of a word-form in a domain and its frequency. The argument is that the more frequent a 
word-form the more acceptable it is in the domain amongst its practitioners. Frequency 
lists allow the employment of quantitative statistical methods to study variations across 
different corpora or within the same corpus and in so doing identify important features 
which serve as markers.
Leech et al (2001) in their analysis of the tagged British National Corpus (BNC), used 
“log-likelihood” — a statistical measure to illustrate the probability of word frequency 
being attributed to chance in spoken and written English. The higher the log-likelihood 
value the more significant the difference between two frequency scores. This statistical
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method is useful for discerning how characteristic or distinctive the usage of a particular 
language type is in comparison with another. Factor analysis another statistical method is 
used to study linguistic variations in a language. Biber (1998) used this measure to study 
variations across speech and writing based on the LOB corpus. In contrast to the log- 
likelihood measure which is useful for individual features, factor analysis provides a 
method of grouping together related features in the corpus in a set or factor. This allows 
the interpretation of smaller sets of factors which combine related features in contrast to 
log-likelihood which is useful in the interpretation of large number of features.
In the analysis of specialist corpora, the frequency analysis results are useful for the 
identification of specialist terminology especially when a comparison is carried out 
against a general language corpus. This is because there is a higher occurrence of 
specialist terms in a specialist domain while in a general language corpus, there is rarely 
an occurrence of specialist terminology (Ahmad 2001). The frequent use of terms is 
confirmed by a value known as the “weirdness” score. Weirdness can be described as the 
relative frequency of the word forms compared to its frequency in a general language 
corpus; in the case of this research the British National Corpus (BNC); the higher the 
weirdness value, the less frequent the term is used in general language and hence the 
more specialised the term is.
As mentioned earlier (see section 3.2.2) corpora have been developed and in order to 
illustrate the above discussion on frequency analysis, analysis of the corpora was carried 
out and the results obtained are discussed below. Table 3.3 shows the distribution of the 
top 20 most frequent word-forms in the main corpus in comparison with the BNC in 
terms of relative frequencies. The Table shows that most of the most frequent terms with 
the exception of carbon are closed-class words which function mainly in a grammatical 
role and include prepositions, pronouns, prepositions, articles, and conjunctions. The 
relative frequency value obtained for the most frequent closed-class words in the main 
corpus for instance the, of, and is relatively similar to the values obtained for the same 
words in the BNC. The open-class words on the other hand comprise of words “whose
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membership is principally indefinite and unlimited” (Ahmad, 1995: 56). Neologies are 
constantly introduced to this group of words with the emergence of inventions, 
discoveries and ideas. There are differences in distribution of open-class words between 
the general language corpora and specialist corpora. A study was conducted at the 
University of Surrey which compared two main corpora -  the LOB corpus and a 
specialist corpus in the automobile domain; it showed that the six most frequent words in 
both corpora were basically the same closed-class words and comprised about 15% of the 
words in both. About a quarter (25%) of each corpus was made up of closed-class words; 
however, in the specialist text there were at least six open-class terms which were shown 
to be key terms in the domain (1995:57). From Table 3.3a below, it should be observed 
that of the 20 most frequently used terms in this domain there is only one open-class term 
-  carbon. A  comparison of the relative frequencies of the main corpus and the BNC 
shows a certain similarity in the figures; however analysis of the open-class words does 
not show the same trend; there seems to be a certain “weird” distribution of these words 
(Ahmad, 1995). Weirdness is described as the co-efficient of the relative frequency of 
words in specialist language text and in general language and this value is said to give 
scientific writing a distinctive texture and sometimes assists in the reporting of the 
“unusual and esoteric” and in some others makes the text unclear to a non-expert 
(1995:pg59).
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Table 3.3a: Relative Frequency (RF) results for the top 20 most frequent word-forms in 
both the main corpus and the BNC. (Note Nmain = 772,807; NBNC = 100,000,000)
Word-form R F m a in  =  /m a in /N m a in  ( % ) R F b n c  — / b n c / N b n c  ( % )
the 7.870 6.088
of 4.520 3.060
and 2.670 2.799
in 2.440 1.868
a 2.020 2.194
to 1.870 2.506
is 1.210 0.909
with 0.961 0.691
for 0.958 0.753
by 0.883 0.448
that 0.882 1.104
carbon 0.797 0.002
at 0.789 0.523
was 0.777 0.884
as 0.743 0.698
are 0.719 0.391
be 0.578 0.590
f i g 0.562 0.004
from 0.557 0.426
on 0.520 0.653
The table above shows the presence of one open-class word in the top 20 most frequent 
terms -  carbon; which is rarely used in the general corpus. The analysis of the top 100 
words in the corpus (See Table 3.3b) however shows the presence of several other open- 
class terms including nanotube/s, C60, fullerene/s; the top 100 words comprise about 
48% of the entire corpus.
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Table 3.3b: Percentile analysis results showing cumulative contribution by rank of first 
100 words in the main corpus
Rank Term Percentile (%)
1-10 the, of, and, in, a, to, is, with, for, by 25
11-20 that, carbon, at, was, as, are, be, fig, from, on 7
21-30 this, were, nanotubes, c60, c, which, fullerene, we, an, it 4
31-40 have, or, can, temperature, these, been, nm, not, also, high 2
41-50 growth, fullerenes, graphite, than, observed, particles, using, formation, 
has, structure
2
51-60 diameter, electron, two, metal, between, nanotube, surface, laser, b, used 2
61-70 results, reaction, co, gas, tube, spectra, other, one, shown, such 2
71-80 obtained, more, m, their, catalyst, arc, n, may, cm, i 1
81-90 swnts, d, s, into, however, g, found, different, under, only 1
91-100 produced, h, when, material, after, structures, atoms, ni, sample, but 1
TOTAL 48
Table 3.3c below shows the relative frequencies and weirdness measure (SL/GL) of the 
top 20 most frequent open-class words in the main corpus.
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Table 3.3c: 20 most frequent open-class words in main corpus (N main = 772,807; N bnc =  
108)
Term .fmain/Nmain (°/o) fRNc/NfiNC Weirdness (SL/GL)
carbon 0.797 0.002 324
nanotubes 0.491 <0.001 INFINITY
C60 0.470 <0.001 39200
fullerene 0.331 <0.001 25500
temperature 0.248 0.004 57
growth 0.209 0.013 16
fullerenes 0.206 <0.001 13700
graphite 0.203 <0.001 952
observed 0.199 0.005 39
particles 0.196 0.002 117
using 0.193 0.024 8
formation 0.189 0.004 47
structure 0.177 0.014 13
diameter 0.174 0.002 137
electron 0.173 0.001 184
metal 0.172 0.004 37
nanotube 0.163 <0.001 INFINITY
surface 0.163 0.009 18
laser 0.163 0.001 156
reaction 0.158 0.005 10
The data presented in the above table suggests that the 20 most frequent open-class words 
are nouns and comprise more than 5% of the entire corpus. The weirdness value for each 
word ranges from an infinite value (which indicates the absence of the word in the BNC) 
for nanotube and nanotubes to a value of 7.84 (an occurrence about 7 times more 
frequently in main corpus in comparison with the BNC) for using. The relatively high 
weirdness values for these words suggest that their use as vocabulary markers in this 
corpus leading to a conclusion that they are specialist terms in this domain. The presence 
of both the singular and plural forms of words should also be noted -  fullerene, 
fullerenes, nanotube, nanotubes. Carbon, C60 and graphite are associated concepts in
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organic chemistry with C6o and graphite being forms of carbon. The high weirdness 
scores along with their high frequencies of these words show a consistent ontological 
commitment by the respective authors to the use of the specific terminology in the 
description of concepts, objects and values.
To better illustrate this consistent ontological commitment, analysis of the full corpus has 
been carried out and the results shown in Table 3.4a-c below. Single-term analysis of the 
full corpus revealed the presence of some of the same words identified in the main corpus 
as well as a few new introductions.
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Table 3.4a: 20 most frequent words in full corpus (NfUn = 1,007,107; N bnc = 108 words)
Term fmair/Nmain (% ) / bnc/ N bnc (% )
the 8.35 8.34
of 4.60 4.23
and 2.56 2.60
in 2.28 2.14
a 1.98 3.90
to 1.81 2.37
is 1.24 2.10
carbon 1.14 <0.01
with 0.94 0.65
for 0.92 0.77
by 0.91 0.76
that 0.85 0.50
at 0.83 0.52
as 0.79 0.82
was 0.79 0 .8 8
nanotubes 0.78 <0.01
on 0.69 0.58
are 0 .6 8 0.54
fig 0.57 0.63
were 0.57 0.31
The results presented above show similarities with the results shown in Table 3.3a for the 
main corpus. The same closed-class words with the exception of were (from the full 
corpus) and be and from (from the main corpus) are observed in both corpora as well as 
the same open-class word -  carbon. The main difference between both corpora is the 
presence of nanotubes which in the main corpus is ranked 23rd but is more frequently 
used in the full corpus with a frequency rank of 16. The closed-class words in the full 
corpus seem to display similar relative frequency values as the BNC and the main corpus. 
The two open-class words in the top 20 most frequently used words in the full corpus as 
described earlier display a “weird” distribution. Table 3.4b below shows the 20 most 
frequent open-class words along with their relative frequencies and their weirdness 
values.
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Table 3.4b: 20 most frequent open-class words in full corpus (Nfun = 1,007,107; N bnc =
108)
Term ,/mair/Nmain (%) / bnc/ N bnc (% ) Weirdness
carbon 1.14 <0.01 466
nanotubes 0.78 <0.01 155,396
growth 0.49 0.01 38
CNTs 0.43 0.00 INFINITY
catalyst 0.42 <0.01 1163
temperature 0.38 <0.01 87
diameter 0.31 <0.01 244
particles 0.30 <0.01 184
metal 0.26 <0.01 58
surface 0.26 0.01 29
nanotube 0.26 <0.01 128,090
SWNTs 0.24 0.00 INFINITY
using 0.24 0.02 10
gas 0.21 0.01 29
tube 0.21 <0.01 108
observed 0.21 0.01 41
used 0.20 0.07 3
graphite 0.18 <0.01 854
formation 0.18 <0.01 46
Again it should be noted that there is profusion of nouns amongst the 20 most frequent 
open-class words and account for about 7% of the entire corpus. The weirdness value 
ranges from a value of approximately 3 for used to an infinite value for CNTs and 
SWNTs; this means used is used three times more in this corpus than in the BNC. As 
discussed earlier, high weirdness figures suggest the presence of these words as 
indicators of the vocabulary in the domain and hence they can be considered as specialist 
terms for the specific domain. The results obtained for the full corpus also show 
similarities with the results obtained from the analysis of the main corpus with the 
presence of both forms of words for instance nanotubes and nanotube; as well as the 
presence of carbon and graphite which are both related. Table 3.4c below shows the
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percentile analysis results for the corpus; the tope 100 words in the corpus comprise over 
50% of the corpus.
Table 3.4c: Percentile analysis results showing cumulative contribution by rank of first
100 words in the full corpus
Rank Term Percentile (%)
1-10 the; of; and; in; a; to; is; carbon; with; for 25.83
11-20 by; that; at; as; was; nanotubes; on; are; fig; were 7.45
21-30 be; from; growth; this; CNTs; catalyst; temperature; which; c; an 4.29
31-40 it; have; nm; diameter; particles; we; high; or; can; metal 2.98
41-50 surface; co; nanotube; SWNTs; using; these; been; ni; gas; also 2.35
51-60 not; tube; observed; used; fe; than; graphite; formation; tern; has 1.94
61-70 structure; substrate; process; electron; between; shown; grown; laser; 
reaction; results
1.60
71-80 tubes; plasma; after; SWNT; obtained; method; different; such; low; two 1.46
81-90 sample; rate; shows; into; their; arc; raman; cm; catalytic; oC 1.37
91-100 min; synthesis; field; samples; CVD; when; other; b; produced; deposition 1.29
Total 50.56
In order to better understand the domain being analysed, it is important to analyse 
combinations of words -  multiword terms. Multiword terms or compound terms are used 
when more specificity is required; this is because single word terms are more typically 
used to refer to more general concepts which are specific in their articulation (for 
example temperature Table 3.4b). It should be noted that System Quirk1 was used for the 
linguistic analysis carried out in this research. The system is a terminology workbench 
which provides several tools to assist in the extraction and analysis of words. The Ferret2 
tool was used in the extraction of compound words and is based on the heuristic -  a set of
1 System Quirk is a text processing tool developed at the Computing Department, University of Surrey. For 
more information see www.computing.surrev.ac.uk/SvstemO
2 Ferret is a tool provided in the System Quirk Terminology workbench for the analysis of compound 
terms.
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words which does not contain any closed-class words or orthographic signs is considered 
as a compound word by the system. The signs include punctuations, numbers and 
currency; also determiners, conjunctions, prepositions and moderators are considered 
closed-class words and are therefore excluded. (Ahmad et al. 2001) Figure 3.5 below 
shows the results obtained from the Ferret Analysis. The system extracted 95,771 
different terms with a total frequency of 112,302.
Table 3.5a: 10 most frequent compound terms in the carbon nanotube corpus
Term Relative Frequency (%) Rank
walled carbon nanotubes 0.18 1
carbon nanotubes 0.14 2
wall carbon nanotubes 0.11 3
ray diffraction 0.10 4
transmission electron microscopy 0.07 5
walled nanotubes 0.07 6
resolution transmission electron microscopy 0.05 7
chemical vapor deposition 0.05 8
scanning electron microscopy 0.04 9
raman spectroscopy 0.04 10
The most obvious observation from the results above is the presence of the most frequent 
single terms from prior analysis in almost every term shown above. This feature has been 
described as morphological productivity of terms (Bauer 2001). Of the 100 most frequent 
terms shown in Table 3.4c, three of the most frequent terms -  carbon, nanotubes and 
raman used to form five of the ten terms. To better illustrate this morphological 
productivity, consider the term nanotubes which has of over 155,000; this term was used 
to form 30 terms within the top 200 terms from the analysis. The top ten terms are shown 
in Table 3.5b and contain nanotubes as either a root or stem in the corpus. The presence 
of production methods in carbon nanotechnology was also observed with terms like 
chemical vapor deposition, arc discharge and laser ablation. It was also noted that terms 
related to spectroscopic and microscopic analysis methods were quite frequent in the
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results with four terms in the top 10 most frequent -  raman spectroscopy, scanning 
electron microscopy, resolution transmission electron microscopy and transmission 
electron microscopy.
Table 3.5b: 10 most frequent compound terms containing nanotubes as a root or stem in
the full corpus
Term Relative Frequency (%) Rank
walled carbon nanotubes 0.18 1
carbon nanotubes 0.14 2
wall carbon nanotubes 0.12 3
walled nanotubes 0.07 6
wall nanotubes 0.03 13
carbon nanotube 0.02 22
walled carbon nanotube 0.01 26
wall carbon nanotube 0.01 28
aligned carbon nanotubes 0.01 31
doped carbon nanotubes 0.01 32
In section 3.3.1 a discussion of how these frequent single words identified in this section 
can be used to determine the choice of authors on the association of words in the same 
environment.
3.3.1 Word Co-occurrence analysis -  concordance and collocation
The choice of authors in a restricted domain about what words to use and in what order is 
especially important in a restricted domain where there is a limitation on available words 
to use and where persuasion is important. In order to determine if there is a certain order 
of word use and hence the possibility of patterns in the description of methods and events 
in science, it is important to determine the occurrence of words in the same environment. 
Two methods can be used to illustrate how words occur together -  concordance and 
collocation analysis. Concordance analysis provides the collection of the occurrences of a
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particular word or word-form by displaying the reference of the word in the textual index. 
Consider the sentence -  “The man sat in the car”; if the key term in focus is man, its 
concordances would include -  “the man sat” which shows one word on each side.
In linguistic terms, collocation is defined as “the habitual juxtaposition or association, in 
the sentences o f a language, o f a particular word with other words; a group o f words so 
associated” (OED, online). In other words, collocation analysis provides a method of 
analysis which allows an understanding of how words are associated with each other and 
what choices affect how words are used with one another. John Firth (reprinted in 
Palmer) defines collocation as “statements o f the habitual or customary place o f that 
word in a collicational order but not in any other contextual order and emphatically not 
in any grammatical order” (Firth, 1957:181 his definition points to the fact that these 
statements should be consistent and regular and have no grammatical or contextual basis. 
The recurrent combinations of words which co-occur together more often than can be 
attributed to chance differs from one domain to the other and these co-occurrences take 
on different meanings depending on the domain. Consider for instance the following 
example -  in sailing the phrase dry suit refers to special suits worn by sailors to stay dry 
during difficult weather conditions rather than being used to refer to suits which are dry. 
The understanding of how meaning arises from textual language has been explored by 
Sinclair (1991) who proposed two principles in an attempt to account for this.
The open-choice principle sees language as a result of a large number of complex choices 
and is based on what he describes as “slot-and-filler”. This principle views texts as a 
series of different slots which have to be filled from a list of words which satisfies all 
local restraints -  grammatical correctness. However, words do not randomly occur in text 
and the open-choice principle does not provide enough restraints on the choices. The 
Idiom principle allows the language user access to a number of semi-preconstructed 
phrases which constitute single choices although they may seem to be individual 
segments. Simply explained the idiom principle is a simultaneous choice of two words to 
appear together for instance o f course which in practice operates as a single word and
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with time may become one word and lose the space between the words like anyway, 
another. Collocation seems to illustrate this principle and analysis of collocation patterns 
provides a method to study how terms in this specialist domain co-occur together.
The node term in collocation analysis refers the word being analysed while the word 
which occurs within the environment of the word is referred to as the collocate. Two 
main types of collocations exist -  upward and downward collocation. Upward collocation 
refers to when the collocate is more frequent than the node term while downward 
collocation refers to when the collocate is less frequent than the node term. Upward 
collocation is not as statistically common as the downward variety and seems to provide 
grammatical analysis of the word. Downward collocation on the other hand provides 
semantic analysis of the words being analysed. In order to study words in a domain with 
restricted language like the chemical language, it is important to collect an exhaustive 
collection of collocations and this should show a small number of groups of collocations 
for each word studied.
Collocation analysis was carried out on the full corpus and focused on the most frequent 
terms as shown in Table 3.4b; the results obtained for carbon the most frequent open- 
class word in the full corpus is shown in Table 3.6a below. The results show only the 15 
most frequent collocates within a distance of two words either before or after the node 
term carbon. The positions are represented by k-scores which are obtained using the 
formula below:
Ki=
a
Where
Kj represents the strength of the word-pair and represents the number of standard 
deviation above the average of the frequency f  x for both the node and collocate
/i represents the frequency of the node term’s collocates
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a represents the standard deviation of the frequencies of the collocate term in 5 positions 
before and after the node term
The collocation analysis was actually carried out for words within a distance of a 
maximum of 5 words before and after the node term, hence the values shown in the Table 
below are results obtained from 10 different values. The most frequent collocate of 
carbon is nanotubes as carbon nanotubes. Other frequent collocates are amorphous 
carbon, carbon nanotube, single-wall carbon, single-walled carbon and multi-walled 
carbon. Re-collocation which is a process of carrying out collocation analysis on the 
collocation patterns obtained revealed the most frequent phrase patterns in the full 
corpus. In Table 3.6b below, the 10 most frequent collocates of carbon nanotubes is 
shown.
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Chapter 3 - Method
3.4 Pragmatics of a Scientific Article
In the previous sections, we have shown how domain terminology can be extracted from a 
collection of specialist text using linguistic methods. These extracted terms provide a basis 
for the determination of specific terminology in a domain and also provide examples of the 
use of these terms in the description of objects and events. The use of specialist language 
for communication of events and objects by a domain practitioner is expedited by the use of 
communicative strategies for increasing and reducing the force of statements made. These 
communicative strategies which are known as hedges and boosters not only convey the 
author’s degree of confidence in the truth of a claim but also conveys the author’s attitude 
to his/her audience. This process of expressing certainty as well as doubt and conviction as 
well as caution is described as hedging and boosting (Hyland 1998; Holmes 1990). As 
described in earlier sections, claims of knowledge must be handled carefully in order to 
reduce the possibility of negation by the audience; in other words although a convincing 
degree of assurance must be invested in the claim being advanced, the author needs to 
avoid overstating the case for the claim to minimise rejection.
Boosters are words which allow the author to “express their certainty in what they say and 
to mark involvement and solidarity with their audience, stressing shared information, 
group membership and direct engagement with readers'” (Hyland 2001: 87). Examples of 
these boosting words include clearly, obviously, o f course amongst others. Hedges on the 
other hand “ represent explicit qualification o f the writer’s commitment”. In other words, 
hedges allow the writer show uncertainty or to indicate that the information being presented 
is merely an opinion and not an accredited fact. Hedges can also be used to provide the 
author a method of showing modesty or respect of the views of his/her contemporaries in 
the domain. Examples of hedging words include words like possible, possibly, might and 
perhaps. Boosters and hedges are usually found as clusters with more than one hedging or 
boosting words in a sentence and serve to reinforce the uncertainty of the author’s claims or 
at least indicate a degree of certainty of the claim. Consider the following examples of 
boosting and hedging words used in scientific material:
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a. The essential role o f interference between coherent wave functions is further 
strengthened by inspection o f the results between t = 0 and t = 60 ns, a time interval 
not considered in the numerical model. This clearly indicates that attractive 
interactions alone cannot explain the nonlinear signal: coherence is a crucial 
additional ingredient. (Hyland 2004:88)
b. In our procedure it is possible that some combination o f the electric potential and 
metal atom/cluster, or radical reactions (involving lithium metal atoms or ions) 
with the carbon electrode at the surface o f the cathode may be involved in the 
network fabrication, leading to nanomaterials. (Hsu et al, 1996)
In conclusion, it may be argued that these words are used by the author to communicate the 
author’s ideas as well as indicate his/her attitude to the target audience. Myers (1989) was 
one of the first authors to stress the interactive potential of these words and their 
relationship to the author’s communicative purpose in the negotiation process.
In order to understand as well as discover the importance of these words to academic 
discourse and the social negotiation of knowledge, Ken Hyland conducted a study of 90 
letters published in specialist journal letters in biology, physics and chemistry. This study 
was based on a listing which contained 180 “lexical expressions of hedging and boosting” 
which he had previously compiled from prior studies by others on modality (Perkins 1983; 
Coates 1983), reference grammars (for instance Quirk et al 1972) and studies by Hyland 
himself (Hyland 1996; 1998; 1999). The words developed based on the work of Hyland 
have been used in the analyses of three of the corpora developed for this research -  
Schon’s, Silva’s and the Full corpora. The analysis revealed little variation in the degree of 
use of these words across all three corpora regardless of the fact that they contained the 
writings of different authors. Table 3.7 below shows 10 most frequently used boosting 
words used in each corpus
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Table 3.7: 10 most frequently used booster words in the Silva, Schon and Full corpora
Full Corpus Silva Corpus Schon Corpus
Boosters RF (%) Rank Boosters RF (%) Rank Boosters RF (%) Rank
show 0.07 1 will 0.11 1 will 0.09 1
will 0.06 2 show 0.09 2 show 0.05 2
clearly 0.04 3 evidence 0.04 3 clearly 0.04 3
clear 0.02 4 the fact that 0.03 4 more than 0.03 4
particular 0.02 5 clearly 0.03 5 quite 0.02 5
quite 0.02 6 clear 0.02 6 determine 0.02 6
more than 0.02 7 particular 0.02 7 must 0.02 7
determine 0.01 8 must 0.02 8 indeed 0.02 8
evidence 0.01 9 determine 0.02 9 particular 0.01 9
must 0.01 10 particularly 0.01 10 at least 0.01 10
A total of 66 boosting words were used in the analysis of the corpora; analysis of the 
corpora showed that the boosting words constituted about 0.5% of each corpus with an 
occurrence of at least one boosting word in every 200 words. Table 3.8 below shows the 10 
most frequently used hedging words across all three corpora.
Table 3.8: 10 most frequent hedging words in the Full, Silva and Schon corpora.
Full Corpus Silva Corpus Schon Corpus
Hedges RF (%) Rank Hedges RF (%) Rank Hedges RF (%) Rank
may 0.12 1 may 0.13 1 might 0.10 1
about 0.11 2 about 0.10 2 approximately 0.10 2
could 0.09 3 possible 0.09 3 possible 0.08 3
most 0.07 4 would 0.08 4 about 0.08 4
seen 0.05 5 seen 0.08 5 could 0.06 5
around 0.05 6 approximately 0.08 6 most 0.05 6
would 0.05 7 could 0.06 7 may 0.05 7
possible 0.05 8 should 0.05 8 would 0.04 8
should 0.04 9 around 0.05 9 rather 0.04 9
approximately 0.04 10 most 0.03 10 seen 0.03 10
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The results obtained from the frequency analysis of these corpora seems to show some 
correlation with the results conclusions drawn by Hyland from the results obtained from 
his analysis of the scientific letters. The results obtained from our analysis showed that for 
every boosting words there was approximately 3 hedging words in the equivalent corpus 
for instance in the Schon corpus, there was an absolute frequency total of 336 boosters in 
comparison to 837 hedging words while the Silva corpus showed a total of 127 boosters in 
comparison to 721 hedges in the same corpus. The 10 most commonly used boosters in the 
Silva corpus accounted for approximately 76% of the total use of the boosting words while 
the Schon corpus showed a value of 70%. The Full corpus was less with a percentage of 
62% for the top 10 most frequently used boosters. The 10 most frequent hedges on the 
other hand accounted for just over half of the total number of hedges used.
The results above show domination by modal verbs like could, will, would, may, should 
and epistemic lexical verbs which refer to mental states (for instance determine which is 
frequent in all three corpora) and those used in discursive presentation of knowledge for 
instance words like show; other words like demonstrate, indicate, suggest and so on also 
occur quite frequently in all three corpora. According to Hyland these epistemic lexical 
verbs are also the frequent forms used by scientific authors to express their degree of 
commitment in their research writing and the frequency of these verbs indicate the 
importance attached to explicitly signalling the degree of conjecture involved in a claim 
and the reliability of the evidence (Hyland 1996; 1999).
The main difference between the hedges and boosters is the more frequent use of hedging 
words in all the corpora in comparison with the use of boosting words. In all three corpora 
it was observed that there was on average two hedging words for each boosting word. This 
observation is consistent with the observations made by Hyland in his analysis of scientific 
letters in biology and physics. He argued that the more frequent use of hedging words by 
scientific writers shows a more cautious, “perhaps less risky” strategy in writing. He 
observed in addition to the frequency of use that many of these words were used more in 
the introductory and conclusive parts of these letters which according Bazerman (1988:
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243), scientists read initially to gain an overall impression of what the author is trying to 
say and judge to an extent the value of the paper in relation to their research focus. 
Although hedging words are represented quite highly in scientific writing, boosters are also 
important for promoting the value and importance of what the writer attempts to convey.
Hedges and boosters can be described as complex text signals used by writers to inject 
personal intervention in discourse for the evaluation of material and the negotiation of the 
status of their knowledge claims. These personal choices are influenced to a degree by 
individual factors like confidence and experience and are regarded by linguists as automatic 
and unreflective aspects of writing. One critical aspect of research writing and reporting is 
making an appropriate level of a claim. The weight attached to a knowledge claim is 
affected by constraints of circumspection and discretion because all scientific statements 
and claims are evaluated by readers with a certain expectation of exactness from the text. 
By reducing the level of commitment using hedges, writers can leave the assessment of the 
work being described in the text to the audience while providing at the same time a degree 
of reliability they want the text to carry (Nash, 1990; Salager-Meyer, 1994). By adopting 
this strategy, the writers attempt to avoid potential negative results of overstatement and 
hence are prepared for rejection of the claim being made. Consider the instances below 
which illustrate the use of hedges and boosters for claim negotiation:
a. This is clearly more advantageous than requiring one growth method (magnetron 
sputtering or thermal evaporation) followed by conventional high temperature 
annealing (Henley et al, 2004).
b. Although it is plausible that these long wavelength eigen modes may not play an 
important role in the turbulent dynamics because i f  their small growth rate, their 
existence still casts a doubt on the above construction. (Hyland, 2004:92)
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3.5 Summary
In this Chapter, an attempt has been made to show how corpus-based methods which 
provide empirical methods for the analysis of language can be used to contextualise a 
domain. The frequency analysis method has been shown as a method which allows a 
determination of central concepts in a domain along with compound term analysis which is 
useful in the determination of domain terminology and to some extent ontology. Co-word 
analysis was used to determine the neighbourhood of words and finally, analysis of words 
used by scientific writers to socially mediate arguments and shape the evidence, 
observations data and insight into the methods of examination and knowledge which is 
acceptable to their colleagues.
In the next Chapter, an outline of the method for the automatic determination and 
construction of linguistic patterns which can be used for the automatic extraction of 
knowledge-containing patterns and represented for reasoning and storage in a case-frame.
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4 Implementation and Experimentation
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, our hypothesis was introduced that the systematic study of 
experimental material in journal papers can be used in the understanding of how authors 
write, how claims are negotiated with the audience in the absence of public demonstrations 
and the determination of the existence of patterns in the way these authors write due to the 
restricted nature of scientific language. The use of corpus linguistic methods for the 
analysis of language was introduced along with results from the analysis of the corpora 
developed. The most frequently used open-class words were shown along with the most 
frequent terms and collocates. The notion that authors consciously use a set of words in the 
knowledge negotiation process to either express certainty or show some doubt was 
introduced along with examples of use. Analysis of one of the corpora developed was 
carried out to determine what hedging and boosting words were used more frequently in the 
domain of nanotechnology.
Analysis of the corpora in Chapter Three showed that carbon and nanotubes were the most 
frequently used words in the Full corpus with very high weirdness values indicating the 
rarity of these words in the general language corpus. The high frequency of words has been 
related to acceptability of the concepts or objects related to that term. The corpora 
developed in this research have been sampled in a rather ad-hoc manner without any 
specific focus to the author or publisher; the only main criteria for the full corpus (which 
was the main corpus used in the implementation) was that it related to experimental 
techniques or descriptions of production of nanomaterials. The main objective of this 
research is to determine if it is possible by analysis of scientific writing to extract 
knowledge representation templates by determining patterns (if existent) in writing. 
Perhaps the easiest place to start this is by analysing material written in some sort of order; 
food recipes for instance follow some sort of order - ingredients and quantities followed by 
the cooking instructions which usually begin with the preparation of the ingredients and
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cooking times and temperatures. Some recipes also contain pictures of finished products to 
assist the user in visualising what the finished products look like. Experimental reports 
seem to follow this pattern; that is each report begins with a general description of the 
domain (what has been done and how the work to be described answers a question or 
illustrates a new method and so on), followed by the materials and equipment used in the 
experimental process, the reaction conditions and finally the actual experimental process. 
The finished products are also described with features such as morphology, alignment, 
length and type and accompanied by microscopic and spectroscopic images for 
visualisation. In order to focus this analysis therefore, a corpus of text containing 
experimental text published in journals with no specific emphasis on a particular author or 
journal has been collected. Careful sampling of material is a key requirement for the use of 
corpus-based analysis methods -  this is due to the assumption that a large population of 
texts will provide an unbiased and representative corpus. Papers have been collected 
beginning from 1991 (the year of first mention) to 2004 from different journals and authors. 
All analysis results of this corpus as shown in the previous chapter have been compared to a 
general language corpus containing a ‘representative’ sample of English language use 
called the British National Corpus (BNC).
4.1.1 A Note on Carbon Nanotechnology
Carbon Nanotubes have been described as unique nanostructures with remarkable 
electronic and mechanical properties (Dresselhaus et al, 2001) and the discovery of the 
multi-walled (containing more than one wall) variety in 1991 by Iijima (1991) and the 
subsequent probably more useful (in terms of applications in materials science and 
engineering) single-walled variant in 1993 (Iijima et al 1993; Bethune 1993) has created 
intense interest in science and engineering leading to a subsequent increase in 
interdisciplinary research. Their rather exotic electronic structures, unique Raman spectra, 
remarkable electronic transport properties and their unusual mechanical properties has led 
to interest in commercial production techniques and potential applications of these 
materials. They have been described, perhaps prematurely and rather optimistically, by 
Richard Smalley as ''''certainly the strongest, stiffest, toughest molecule that can ever be
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produced, the best possible molecular conductor o f heat and electricity” (Smalley 2003). 
The observation made by Iijima in 1991 of these of several layers of carbon fibres was a 
direct result of the discovery of the third allotrope of carbon -  the family of fullerenes 
(Kroto et al 1985). The connection between the nanotubes and fullerenes has been 
strengthened by the observation that CNTs are terminated by fullerene-like caps or 
hemispheres.
After the discovery of the single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) which had formed the basis for 
a large amount of theoretical studies and predictions, the focus of researchers turned to 
laboratory synthesis of these materials which could easily be scaled up for commercial 
purposes. This was particularly important because the Arc Discharge method used by 
Ebbesen and Ajayan in 1992 produced mainly multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) 
and impure SWNTs. The successful synthesis of good quality aligned SWNTs by Smalley 
et al in 1996 via laser vaporisation of a graphite target (Smalley et al 1996) provided a 
method of synthesising high yields of this material. Other methods have since been 
developed for the synthesis of these materials including Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 
(Cassell et al 1998, 1999; Rao et al, 1999; Liu et al 2000), Gas Phase Catalytic Growth 
(HiPco) (Smalley et al, 1999; Cheng et al 1998) amongst others. See Appendix for more 
discussion on production methods.
Regardless of the advances made in the production techniques for these materials, there 
have still been problems associated with the commercialisation of these processes 
mentioned above. The potential applications of these materials have not been fully realised 
for two main reasons -  firstly, high cost; a gram of un-purified SWNT costs $375 while the 
purified costs $500 and super purified costs $2000 per gram 
(http://www.cnanotech.com/pages/store/6-0 online store.html - CNI Inc). Secondly, mass 
production of these materials is still a challenge to many researchers. Carbon 
Nanotechnologies International (CNI) as at 2004 produced on average between a 1-2 
pounds of these materials daily and hopes to increase this production value to about 1000 
pounds by 2005. The challenge in research circles is the development of cheaper production
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techniques and tailor-made CNTs for specific purposes. This is illustrated in the frequent 
amount of research articles published.
The main focus of this research effort was to determine if by automatically adapting largely 
unstructured text into a formalised structure knowledge representation scheme, two things 
can be achieved -  one is a method of tracking developments in a rapidly evolving domain 
where changes in vocabulary would relate to new concepts or knowledge. Second is a 
method of bridging the gap in the knowledge acquisition process between the knowledge 
expert and the knowledge engineer. This is because by using freely available text initially 
in the knowledge acquisition process and then using the expert for evaluation purposes, the 
processes involved and time taken in the development of knowledge-based systems can be 
reduced. Case-based reasoning provides a flexible method of representing knowledge in 
domains which are not well understood and representing knowledge extracted in this 
research has been stored as cases. Each case represents a specific laboratory event and has 
been structured like recipe instructions due to the similarities between recipes and 
experimental descriptions (see section 4.1).
4.1.2 Summary o f Chapter
In the subsequent part of this chapter, a summary of the method described in Chapter 3 is 
discussed along with a presentation of the algorithm developed in this research for the 
extraction of knowledge. A more thorough discussion of the corpus used for the analysis 
will be discussed along with analysis methods. Based on the results obtained from corpus- 
based linguistic analysis, a template has been developed to represent how knowledge is 
organised in this domain; this template will be discussed along with its knowledge slots and 
values.
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4.2 Nanomaterials: Full Corpus -  development and analysis
4.2.1 Corpus Construction
The main corpus contains 455 full text documents all of which are journal articles 
published between 1991 and 2004. All the articles used were chosen if they contained 
nanotubes and production amongst the key words for the article. The journals used included 
both letters and full articles and included but were not limited to Nature, Applied Physics 
Letters, Journal o f Applied Physics, Science, Chemical Physics Letters, Carbon, Thin Solid 
Films, International Journal o f Vacuum Science and Technology and so on. In total the 
corpus contained 1,007,107 words. A 5 year sampling interval (Table 3.1) shows the 
increased publication over from the early observation of these materials in early nineties to 
the late nineties and more recently.
Table 4.1: Detail of corpus shown in 5-year intervals beginning from 1991
1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2004 Total
No of Texts 8 151 296 455
No of Tokens 17,445 312,609 677,053 1,007,107
No of Vocabulary 2,434 9,268 13,169 24,871
All the text documents contained in the corpus are similar on several counts -  first they all 
are related to the domain of nanomaterials chemistry and hence could be regarded as 
specialist text, are all related to production of these materials and are all written in the 
English language.
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4.2.2 Frequency Analysis o f the Full Corpus 
Frequency behaviour o f Single terms
The distribution of the first 100 most frequent terms as identified from frequency analysis is 
shown in Table 4.2 below. Note that cumulative relative frequency (CRF) is a percentage 
value and OCW represents the number of open class words in the group.
Table 4.2: showing 100 most frequent words in the full corpus; bold words are open-class.
Rank Tokens CRF OCW
1-10 the; of; and; in; a; to; is; carbon; with; for 25.83 1
11-20 by; that; at; as; was; nanotubes; on; are; fig; were 7.45 1
21-30 be; from; growth; this; cnts; catalyst; temperature; which; c; an 4.29 4
31-40 it; have; nm; diameter; particles; we; high; or; can; metal 2.98 4
41-50 surface; co; nanotube; swnts; using; these; been; ni; gas; also 2.35 6
51-60 not; tube; observed; used; fe; than; graphite; formation; tern; has 1.94 7
61-70 structure; substrate; process; electron; between; shown; grown; laser; reaction; 
results
1.60 8
71-80 tubes; plasma; after; swnt; obtained; method; different; such; low; two 1.46 5
81-90 sample; rate; shows; into; their; arc; raman; cm; catalytic; oc 1.37 5
91-100 min; synthesis; field; samples; cvd; when; other; b; produced; deposition 1.29 6
50.56 47
The results in the table above show a ratio of 47% open-class words to 53% closed-class 
words with a high frequency of nouns except the different forms of the verb show, use and 
obtained. It should also be noted that there are words which are present in the top 100 in 
different forms (that is plural and singular) for instance sample, swnt and nanotube. Table
4.3 below shows the next 100 most frequently used words as identified from analysis. In 
this case the ratio of the OCW to the closed-class is 59% to 41% which is greater than the 
value obtained in the case of the first 100 words. There is also an increased number of verbs 
amongst this group of words (formed, prepared, reported, synthesized, walled, aligned) 
accompanied by the usual large number of nouns.
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Table 4.3: second 100 most frequently used words in the full corpus; note bold indicates
open-class
Rank Token CRF OCW
101-110 found; mwnts; g; single; pressure; material; one; cnt; catalysts; may 1.24 6
111-120 however; during; flow; size; particle; more; higher; large; under; well 1.19 4
121-130 yield; due; about; aligned; only; d; sem; formed; our; time 1.11 5
131-140 diameters; properties; chemical; emission; iron; like; very; small; 
production; but
1.06 6
141-150 hydrogen; nanoparticles; density; conditions; materials; amorphous; film; 
structures; prepared; current
1.00 10
151-160 m; some; s; discharge; then; h; could; reported; mm; thermal 0.91 3
161-170 al; spectra; e; respectively; wall; length; synthesized; films; layers; both 0.85 6
171-180 same; lower; peak; no; form; similar; atoms; solution; temperatures; 
mechanism
0.82 7
181-190 vapor; over; experimental; present; out; et; presence; all; walled; microscopy 0.79 5
191-200 layer; image; they; first; i; energy; ratio; images; area; range 0.75 7
9.71 59
The open-class words identified in the first 200 most frequent words (Table 4.2 and 4.3) 
comprises of words related to chemical materials, techniques and conditions. Materials 
related to carbon chemistry include carbon, nanotube(s), swnt(s) -  single walled 
nanotube/s, cnts — carbon nanotubes, graphite, mwnts — multi walled carbon nanotubes; 
also materials related to reaction materials like catalysts -  for instance nickel and iron 
(represented in the top 100 words as ni and fe). The techniques used for the observation and 
study of the structures of these carbon nanomaterials are also represented -  raman, spectra, 
tem -  transmission electron microscopy, microscopy along with words related to production 
techniques -  arc, discharge and cvd -  catalytic vapour deposition. The frequent use of these 
words suggests their significance in the domain.
In earlier sections (see section 3.3), the importance of the weirdness score was discussed 
especially its use in the determination of candidate terms in a specialist corpus. A word 
with a high weirdness value can be identified as a specialist term in a domain; the 
weirdness values obtained for the open-class words among the 200 most frequent words
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shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3 range from infinite values (which indicate no occurrence of the 
word in the reference corpus -  BNC) to about 0.7. The open-class words with weirdness 
values greater than 100 are shown in Table 4.4 below.
Table 4.4: first 10 open-class words with weirdness values greater than 100 (chemical 
symbols -  ni represents nickel a chemical element; swnts -  single-walled nanotubes; cnts -
carbon nanotubes)
Term f/N(% ) Weirdness
carbon 1.14 466.38
nanotubes 0.78 155,395.60
cnts 0.43 INFINITY
catalyst 0.42 1162.96
diameter 0.31 243.55
particles 0.30 183.79
nanotube 0.26 128,089.67
swnts 0.24 INFINITY
ni 0.21 INFINITY
tube 0.21 108.13
graphite 0.18 853.75
From the results shown above, it can be seen that these words are related to each other; they 
all seem to be either words related to materials or words describing the properties of these 
materials. For instance carbon, nanotube/s, cnts, swnts and tube all relate to materials; 
carbon relates to a material for the production of nanomaterials while nanotube/s, cnts and 
swnts relate to nanomaterials, tube a more generic term is used in the description of several 
things in the corpus which include its use in reference to the nanomaterial, use in reference 
to a part of an equipment amongst others. The varied use of this word is illustrated with the 
four examples below:
“Since the discovery of the carbon nanotube (bucky-tube) [1], this novel form of carbon has been 
attracting immense interest in the field of material science.” — 1
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“A boron nitride or quartz tube with a 13 mm inner diameter serves as the 'plasma tube1 and 
traverses the wave guide at a position a quarter wavelength upstream from the short-circuit.” — 2
“The tube-like morphology of the single-walled CNTs bundles still collapsed into nanowires 
composed of nanocrystals when reacting CNTs with SiO vapor at high temperature (Fig 3a).”— 3
“To date, all investigations reporting gas-phase continuous-flow production of SWNTs have relied 
on hydrocarbons as the carbon source molecule for tube growth.” — 4
The first example (1) shows the use of tube in the description of the carbon material while 
the second example (2) shows it use in the description of the reaction vessel for a plasma- 
based reaction procedure which has a plasma tube with specific dimensions. The third 
example on the other hand (that is 3) indicate the use of the word for description of the 
product morphology -  the materials have a tube-like form while the fourth example (4) 
shows its use in description of the product that is nanotubes. The high frequency occurrence 
of this word is probably due to its varied use in the corpus; this varied use however 
provides a difficulty of contextualisation. It will be fairly difficult to determine a method of 
automatically disambiguating this word in text. This word was not analysed further in this 
research for this reason as well as the fact that it has not been determined not to affect the 
outcome of this research.
The word catalyst is used more specifically in reference to chemical materials used to speed 
up the reaction process and examples of catalysts used in the corpus includes ni and fe\ 
which are frequently used in the corpus. The chemical symbol ni occurs a total of 2158 
times in the corpus with a frequency rank of 48 (0.21% of entire corpus), while its chemical 
name nickel occurs a total of 648 times in the corpus with a frequency rank of 214 (0.06% 
of entire corpus). The chemical symbol fe  on the other hand occurs 1985 times with a rank 
of 55 (0.20% of corpus) while its chemical name iron occurs slightly less with a frequency 
of 1067 and frequency rank of 131 (0.11%).
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Another observation that could be made from the frequency results is the origin of these 
words. Language researchers are interested in the introduction of words in a domain and 
where these words have come from that is -  are they formed via a process of blending of 
two words, have they been borrowed from general language, or another specialist domain, 
or are they abbreviations. Ahmad and Gillam (2001) discuss in their paper their impression 
off how scientists establish a consensus amongst colleagues using language.
They summarise this into five different methods:
a. Borrowing: where single words are borrowed from general language or other established 
domains -  for instance terminology with origins in the Greek language can be seen used in 
the physics domain while Arabic language influenced terminology in algebra. For instance 
tunneling is a borrowed term from the geotechnics domain and is in use in the medical and 
communication domains.
b. Lexical repetitions: scientists tend to use some particular words more frequently than 
others; the frequency of use of these terms is dependent on if the concepts which relate to 
these terms are popular amongst domain practitioners or not.
c. Neologisms: this involves the ‘invention’ of new words or terminology; although this 
invention of single terms is relatively rare, the invention of acronyms is not as rare for 
instance LASER -  light amplication by simulated emission o f radiation along with its other 
forms; SWNT -  single-walled nanotube are an example of this.
d. Retronyms: in this case, meanings of words are modified -  for instance the term machine 
language in computing was coined in relation to human language.
e. Meaning inversions: this involves the use of same terms with different meanings. For 
instance the term atom which previously related to an indivisible unit of matter has been 
inverted to mean the divisible unit of matter comprising the electrons, protons and neutrons. 
The inversion of meanings of words is quite frequent in science (Ahmad 1996).
Lexicographers have suggested that neologies are introduced by one of two methods (Quirk 
et al 1985) -  first is by the addition or combinations of words into compound terms for
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instance scanning tunnelling microscopy and high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy are examples of this. Second is the reduction of words for instance 
abbreviations like CNT -  carbon nanotube, FET - field effect transmission are instances of 
this. In this study, there have been several new neologies which have displayed one of these 
methods and in some cases, both methods. Table 4.5 shows analysis of our corpus of text -  
full corpus in yearly intervals of 5 years which shows the introduction and growth of 
neologies.
Table 4.5: frequency results of corpus in 5 yearly intervals showing introduction and 
growth of new terminology in the domain (N1985-1990 -  16,115; N1991-1995 -  17,445; N 1996-
2000 — 312,609; N2001-2004 — 677,053)
1985-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2004
Word / / N 
(%)
Z-
Score
Word / / N 
(%)
Z-
Score
Word / / N 
(%)
Z-
Score
Word //N
(%)
Z-
Score
clusters 1.05 4.73 carbon 1.38 5.83 carbon 1.21 9.60 carbon 1.11 10.16
carbon 0.85 3.77 nanotubes 1.19 5.01 nanotubes 1.00 7.86 nanotubes 0.67 6.08
C60 0.78 3.43 tubes 0.67 2.71 growth 0.41 3.15 cnts 0.59 5.37
cluster 0.62 2.70 growth 0.56 2.26 temperature 0.33 2.55 growth 0.53 4.78
laser 0.50 2.15 particles 0.50 2.01 nanotube 0.33 2.52 catalyst 0.49 4.42
mass 0.46 1.95 observed 0.45 1.79 diameter 0.31 2.39 temperature 0.40 3.59
fragmentation 0.36 1.49 temperature 0.37 1.41 metal 0.31 2.39 diameter 0.30 2.74
atoms 0.31 1.26 diameter 0.34 1.31 particles 0.31 2.38 particles 0.30 2.67
ions 0.31 1.26 metal 0.33 1.24 graphite 0.28 2.11 surface 0.28 2.50
species 0.30 1.20 arc 0.32 1.19 catalyst 0.28 2.11 metal 0.24 2.11
The differences between these four yearly intervals can be seen from these top 10 most 
frequent open-class words; carbon has remained consistently frequent with the lowest 
frequency ratio being 3.77 between 1985 and 1990. The introduction of new terminology 
can be observed with the word nanotubes which consistently ranks second from the period 
after 1985-1990. The appearance of this term in the corpus coincides with its first mention 
in 1991 and is derived from a merger of the noun tube - meaning a material of a tubular 
form (OED online) and the prefix nano -  a scientific term used in science to as a prefix to a
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unit of measurement to represent a factor of 10’9. Therefore a combination of both resulted 
in the new term nanotube which the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) online defines as a 
cylindrical carbon molecule consisting o f two or more concentric tubes each formed o f 
sheets o f carbon atoms arranged helically. The introduction of this term has also allowed 
the introduction of several other morphological products for instance single walled carbon 
nanotubes (represented as swnt/s, swcnts and so on), multi walled carbon nanotubes 
(represented as mwnt/s, mwcnts and so on). The growth in the use of the abbreviated form 
of the term Carbon nanotubes -  cnts is also observed with the term being ranked third 
between the years 2001-2004 in comparison with no presence in the period between 1991- 
1995 (however there was an occurrence of pyrolytic carbon nanotubes and amorphous 
carbon nanotube represented as pcnt/s and acnt/s respectively with combined relative 
frequency of 0.37%), appearance between 1996 and 2000 as cnt/s with combined relative 
frequency of 0.12%, there is also the introduction of mwcnt/s, swcnt/s which represent the 
multi-walled and single-walled variants of carbon nanotubes respectively which 
collectively make up 0.09% of the total frequency.
Another new introduction is the use of the symbol C6o -  used to represent a member of the 
family of fullerenes which is made up of 60 carbon atoms arranged in form of a ball. This 
symbol was first used in the 1985 Kroto et al paper (Kroto 1985), it makes up about 0.78% 
of the corpus; buckminsterfullerene -  the chemical name for this symbol formed about 
0.08% of the corpus. In the period between 1991 and 1995, the use of C6o dramatically 
reduced occurring only twice with a relative frequency of 0.01% while the use of the term 
fullerene/s increased to about 0.17% with no occurrence of buckminsterfullerene; however, 
there was the introduction of a new term -  metallofullerene/s which is used to represent a 
fullerene material with a metal encased within it.
The decline in the use of terminology is another observation that can be made from the 
results shown in the table above. For instance, one of the most frequently used terms in the 
period between 1985 and 1990 is cluster, this term although quite frequent during that 
period (0.62% relative frequency) saw a steady decline in use in later years only appearing
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with a relative frequency of 0.10% (1991-1995) followed by a value of 0.06% (1996-2000) 
and 0.10% (2001-2004). There was however the introduction of a new term which was a 
morphological product of this term -  nanocluster/s used to represent clusters of molecule 
with nanometric sizes.
Frequency Behaviour of Compound Terms
As discussed in earlier sections (see section 3.3.1) the analysis for compound words reveals 
the terminology of the domain being studied. Multiword terms usually provide specificity 
for instance compare nanotubes and carbon nanotubes the former can be used to refer to 
any type of tube with dimensions in the range of 10'9 while the later is used to refer 
specifically to nanotubes which are carbon-based. The method used in this analysis process 
involves the extraction of a group of words (not less than 2 words) which occur together 
without the presence of closed-class words and orthographic signs which include 
punctuations. Table 4.6(a-c) below shows the most frequent compound terms extracted 
using this analysis; Table 4.6a shows results obtained for 2-word terms while 4.6b shows 
results for 3-word terms and 4.6c results for 4 or more word terms.
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Table 4.6a: results from compound term analysis of the full corpus showing 2-word terms
obtained
Compound Term Relative Frequency (%)
carbon nanotubes 0.17
ray diffraction 0.10
walled nanotubes 0.07
raman spectroscopy 0.06
laser ablation 0.03
nd-yag laser 0.02
field emission 0.02
carbon nanotube 0.02
Table 4.6b: results from compound term analysis of the full corpus showing 3-word terms
obtained
Compound Term Relative Frequency (%)
walled carbon nanotubes 0.18
wall carbon nanotubes 0.12
transmission electron microscopy 0.10
chemical vapour deposition 0.05
arc discharge method 0.05
scanning electron microscopy 0.04
enhanced chemical vapor deposition 0.04
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 0.02
transmission electron microscope 0.02
Table 4.6c: results from compound term analysis of the full corpus showing 2-word terms
obtained
Compound Term Relative Frequency (%)
resolution transmission electron microscopy 0.06
enhanced chemical vapor deposition 0.04
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 0.02
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The results in the table above show a consistency with the results obtained from the single­
word analysis results with a number of highly frequent open-class words combining to form 
a number of these compound terms. For instance carbon and nanotubes are the most 
frequently used open-class words in the corpus and they combine or at least constitute a 
part of a number of multiword terms in the table above. Of the 20 multiword terms, there 
are four terms (namely -  walled carbon nanotubes, carbon nanotubes, carbon nanotube 
and wall carbon nanotubes) which are formed mainly by these two words. The different 
forms of wall that is wall, walls and walled are also quite frequent in the corpus (see Table 
4.3). Spectroscopy has also been productively used occurring as part of five multiword 
terms.
In the next section, we examine how another linguistic analysis method based on statistics 
can be used in the determination of how words are used in a specialist domain and the 
choices made in the association of these words. Co-occurrence analysis using concordance 
and collocation analysis will be discussed along with the method used in the selection of 
the most appropriate and important results.
4.2.3 Co-occurrence o f terms
The co-occurrence of words has been described in earlier discussions (see section 3.3.1) 
and the analysis of word co-occurrence using concordance and collocation analysis is 
important as it provides means of understanding the choices writers make about what words 
can co-occur together and hence a pointer to the existence (or not) of writing patterns. In 
this section results obtained from concordance and collocation analysis are discussed along 
with important conclusions drawn from these results.
Retrieving patterns o f co-occurrence in text
As described in earlier sections (see section 3.3.1) collocation analysis provides a method 
of analysing text to obtain an understanding of the recurrent combinations of words and the 
factors which affect the choices made in these combinations. Smadja (1993) describes a set
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of factors which need to be considered for retrieval of collocation patterns from text; this 
work was an improvement on prior research by Choueka et al (1983) who proposed 
algorithms for the automatic retrieval of idiomatic and collocational expressions. In his 
proposal, he suggested that collocations are sequences of adjacent words which appear 
together frequently, could be of any length but in practice should contain between two and 
six words. In later experiments Choueka developed a method for handling large corpora of 
text based on analysis of an 11-million word corpus.
Choueka’s work however had some limitations; first his method was unable to retrieved 
sequences of words interrupted by punctuations like hyphens (for instance single-walled); 
secondly, collocations were analysed based on their frequency making the results overly 
dependent on the corpus size. A follow-up on this work was conducted by Church and 
Hanks (1989) which describe techniques for retrieval of collocations. They define 
collocations as pairs of correlated words; they advance on the Choueka methodology by 
being able to handle all sequences of words including interrupted sequences of words. Their 
method was implemented in an automatic parser to resolve attachment ambiguities (Hindle 
and Roth 1990) using mutual information from information theory (see Fano 1961). Their 
method however had two main limitations; first it could only retrieve collocations with a 
maximum length of two words because of the emphasis on mutual information and second, 
their method retrieved pairs of words which did not constitute collocations for instance 
collocation pairs like “doctor-nurse”, “doctors-hospitals” and so on. These occurrences are 
purely semantic and are used in the same context because of their related meanings and do 
not form a part of a single collocational construct.
Smadja’s attempt to build on previous research proposed three stages required for the 
retrieval of collocation patterns in text. The first stage involves the use of statistical 
measures for the retrieval of “pairwise lexical relations” with common appearance in a 
single sentence which are also related. In the first stage a list of collocate words with 
frequency results of how often these words occur with the node term w. The collocation 
results usually contain several statistical measures which are crucial for the selection of the
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important patterns -  the frequency (/) of the node term, the frequency (JO of the collocate, 
ten frequency results corresponding to the five positions of the collocate before the node 
term and five positions after. The results also show the average frequency of these ten 
collocate positions (ji), the maximum frequency (/max), u-score (U), standard deviation (a) 
and the k-score (k). The k-score (also known as the z-score) represents the strength of the 
word pair is given by formula i below. These values represents the number of standard 
deviation above the average of the node’s frequency and its collocate.
K = £ r ii 
a
Where
K is the strength of the word-pair and represents the number of standard deviation above the 
average of the frequency £ for both the node and collocate.
f  represents the frequency of the collocates
fj is the total frequency of the collocates
o represents the standard deviation
While the u-score or variance is given by:
U = S10i. i(p .j - P t)2 
10
Where
Pi1 represents the frequency value at each position of i.
px represents the mean value of all the frequency results for the 10 different positions of the 
collocate around the node term
This u-score represents the spread of the frequency results for each position; when this 
value is high the distribution of these values will have peaks which means that the collocate 
(w j)  can only be used in specific positions around the node term however when the value is
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small, it means that the distribution of these values will be flat and hence the collocate can 
be used equivalently in any position around the node term. In this work, we have set the 
following conditions which must be satisfied for acceptance for any node-collocate pair -  
u-score >10 and k >1 for each collocate; at the same time for each position around the 
node, the values of kj must be greater than 1. Based on these conditions, the collocations 
which are not very frequent are eliminated. For instance in analysis of the word carbon of a 
total of 6,840 possible collocates were retrieved however only 20 results were chosen.
The results obtained for the most frequent collocates of carbon, are shown below in Table 
4.7a. The result showed that the most frequent collocate of carbon was nanotubes -  this 
combination of carbon followed by nanotubes (that is carbon nanotubes) occurs about 
85.46% of the total occurrence of these two words together. This trend is also observed for 
the word single-wall followed by carbon, single-walled followed by carbon and multi- 
walled followed by carbon with percentage occurrence of 88.89%, 86.38% and 75.11% of 
the total occurrence of these collocates with carbon respectively. Carbon followed by 
nanotube was observed to have a percentage occurrence in this form 80.13% of the total 
occurrence of these words together. Further analysis showed that the most frequent 
collocate of carbon nanotubes (see Table 4.7b) are the abbreviated form of the word - cnts 
which occurred in form of carbon nanotubes cnts either within parenthesis or after 
punctuation. This pattern occurred 83.12% of the total occurrence of these words together. 
Some other frequent collocate forms are single-wall carbon nanotubes, single-walled 
carbon nanotubes and multi-walled carbon nanotubes amongst others.
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The second stage in the process of retrieving co-occurrence in text involves the production of 
concordance lists. This process produces all sentences containing the selected collocate pairs in 
the specified position. Consider for instance the collocation results obtained for growth which is 
the third most frequent open-class word based on frequency results (see Table 3.4b & c) shown in 
Table 4.'6a above. The results show the most frequent collocate of carbon nanotubes is the 
abbreviated form (cnts) followed by single-wall and then growth. If we consider the most 
frequent collocation patterns for growth, (see Table 4.7 below) it should be observed that as 
expected the most frequent collocate is carbon followed by nanotubes and cnts. The total 
occurrence of growth and carbon is 798 of which the most frequent patterns are a distance of 2 
and 3 words separation with frequencies of 228 and 183 respectively. For instance given the node 
term carbon nanotubes and growth with a separation distance of 2 and 3, the concordance results 
will be of the form in the examples below for each position respectively:
“We have used a modified PECVD method for the growth of carbon nanotubes at atmospheric
pressures. ”-----------1
“This morphology change may depend on the growth mechanism of carbon nanotubes and
nanoparticles ”----------2
The first example (1) shows a concordance pattern with 1 word (of) separating the two words 
while the second example (2) shows a separation of 2 words (of and mechanism). These 
concordance results are then computed using frequency of appearance of each collocate of the 
node term with emphasis on the frequency of appearance of each pair. A tool developed by 
Sebastian Paumier called Unitex was used to visualise these concordance patterns. This corpus 
processing system is based on finite state automata research by Maurice Gross (Gross 1989; 
1997; Silberztein 1994; 1997) and allows the definition of a set of linked words in form of a 
graph; this graph is then compiled into a finite state automata (FSA) and used in the retrieval of 
similar patterns in the text. An example of one of the graphs constructed based on collocation
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results and used for the retrieval and visualisation of the concordance patterns is shown in Figure 
4.1. The graph has been constructed for the pattern of “growth-carbon nanotubes” with a 
separation distance of 1.
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Concordance analysis using the graph above for carbon nanotubes and growth which 
retrieved only patterns for separation of 1 word between both words showed that for all the 
156 matches except two instances all the patterns had the word o f  as the separating word that 
is “growth o f carbon nanotubes” \ this pattern had a total of 156 matches and the exceptional 
two patterns are shown below:
“In the CVD method, it is widely known that metal nanoparticles play an essential role in the SWNT 
growth because carbon nanotubes are obtained only in the presence of nanoparticles of transition 
metals such as Fe, Co, andNi.” — 1
“When such a mechanism is operating in the growth process, carbon nanotubes are therefore always 
contained in the micron-sized carbon fibers.” — 2
As these two patterns have been observed only occurred twice out of the total 156 
occurrences, their occurrence has been attributed to chance and hence will not be investigated 
further. It should also be noted that the first example does not really provide any information 
about the actual experiment carried out.
Concordance analysis of the patterns with a separation of 2 words retrieved a total of 80 
patterns with the most frequent pattern being growth mechanism o f carbon nanotubes 
occurring 16 times. The second most frequent pattern was growth o f aligned carbon 
nanotubes and growth o f the carbon nanotubes which 12 times respectively. Apart from these 
three patterns fourteen other patterns were retrieved which each occurred less than six times 
each in the corpus.
Another look at Table 4.7 shows the presence of two other nouns related to the production 
process apart from growth -  synthesis and formation which are also highly collocated with 
carbon. Collocation analysis of the most frequent collocation patterns that is synthesis o f  
carbon nanotubes and formation o f carbon nanotubes have been subjected to further
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collocation analysis. The analysis of the pattern synthesis o f carbon nanotubes revealed a 
total of 107 occurrences of this pattern of which the most frequent word was the which 
occurred a total of 106 times with this pattern -  in the form the synthesis o f carbon 
nanotubes. The most frequent open class word used with this pattern was catalytic which 
occurred in the form catalytic synthesis o f carbon nanotubes. Other more frequent patterns of 
use seem to indicate the use of words related to a production technique with words like flame, 
CVD, gas-phase, aerosol-based, low-temperature and solvo-thermal amongst others. 
Examples of use of these words are shown in the examples below:
“The flame synthesis of carbon nanotubes employs a flame as a heat source. The production of carbon 
nanomaterials, like carbon nanofibers and nanotubes, by a flame, has advantages over the other 
production methods that use electricity.” — 1
“In this study, the flame synthesis of carbon nanotubes and nanofibers on a Ni(N03)2-coated metal 
substrate, using an ethylene-fueled inverse diffusion flame as the heat source has been illustrated.”— 2
“The main advantage of the rotary furnace is to realize continuous CVD synthesis o f carbon 
nanotubes instead of the conventional semi continuous operation.” — 3
Apart from the use of these words, it was also observed that words describing the scale of 
production were quite frequently used; for instance large-scale was used in the form large- 
scale synthesis o f carbon nanotubes. There are also instances of patterns like bulk synthesis o f  
carbon nanotubes in the corpus.
The patterns observed for formation o f carbon nanotubes seemed to follow a different pattern 
as no open-class words were observed to occur frequently with this pattern. However like the 
previous pattern involving synthesis, the closed-class word the was observed as the most 
frequently used collocate in the form - the formation o f carbon nanotubes. This pattern was 
however on closer observation of the instances of use seem to show that these patterns 
contain key information about the actual reaction process; with information on the conditions
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under which the reaction was carried out, the method of production and sometimes 
information on the products formed. Examples of these are shown in the examples below:
“On the other hand, it seems that the Fe(II) species (FeO), instead of Fe(III) or Fe(0) species, 
catalyzes the formation of carbon nanotubes under our experimental conditions.” — 1
“The synthesis procedure of the SWCNs involves the pyrolysis of TP A molecules in the AFI channels 
in a vacuum of 10 Torr at temperatures of 350-450 °C and the formation of carbon nanotubes at 500- 
800 °C. The formation of the SWCNs is very sensitive to the quality of the AFI crystal, the 
encapsulation of hydrocarbon molecules in the AFI channels, and the pyrolysis conditions.” — 2
“Graphite (002) diffraction peak of the soot produced in Ar gas is stronger and fullerenes 
polycrystalline peaks in small angles are weaker than that produced in He gas, so using Ar gas is not 
favorable to forming fullerenes, but is favorable to the formation of carbon nanotubes of graphite 
phase.” — 3
These examples are illustrations of the use of the pattern in the corpus; for instance in the first 
example (1) the catalyst species -  iron (Fe) is described while the second example (2) shows 
the reaction conditions -  temperature and pressure as well as the products formed -  SWCNs 
(single-walled carbon nanotubes). The second example also indicates that the production 
procedure involves pyrolysis. The third example (3) provides information about the inert or 
diffusion gases used in the reaction (Ar and He), the carbon source -  graphite used in the 
reaction and that x-ray diffraction was also involved in the reaction.
The examples illustrated in this section show the importance of co-occurrence analysis in the 
determination of the existence of patterns in the writing of experimental text in a scientific 
domain. The corpus used in this analysis contained texts from a varied selection of authors 
and journal titles; these selection criteria are important because it gives an indication of use of 
terminology in the selected domain which is independent on the authors or the publishing 
body. The results from these analyses -  frequency of terms both single and compound as well 
as the word co-occurrence analysis we believe gives an indication of the organisation and
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structure (ontology) of the domain and it is possible to construct a structure of the domain 
using the terms identified and their use. This is discussed in the next section.
4.2.4 Ontological Structure o f the Carbon Nanotechnology Domain.
The results obtained from the analysis of the corpus developed for the domain of carbon 
nanomaterials and specifically the production of these materials, has been used in the 
construction of a structure which we believe represents the domain and the terminology used 
in the domain. For instance nanomaterials is the generic name for materials which have sizes 
in the range of 10‘9 meters and could be comprised of different chemical elements; carbon 
nanomaterials are carbon materials of size in the range of 10*9 nanometers which has two 
main forms as identified from our corpus analysis -  nanotubes (CNT; rank -  16; frequency 
ratio -  0.78%) and nanofibers (CNF; rank -3 1 1 ;  frequency ratio -  0.04%); these two 
materials are of two main types -  single-walled and multi-walled varieties. This is shown in 
Figure 4.2 below.
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Aligned AlignedNon-aligned Non-aligned
Carbon Nanotubes Carbon Nanofibers
Carbon Nanomaterials
Single-walled
carbon
Nanofibers
Multi-walled
carbon
Nanofibers
Multi-walled
carbon
Nanomaterials
Single-walled
carbon
Nanomaterials
Morphology: bent; rods; stacked-cone; spiral; helices; cup-stacked; networks; straight; random; bundles; 
Diameter: nm
Length: nm
Branching: branched/unbranched
The figure above attempts to illustrate the relationship between the terms related to the 
nanomaterials in the corpus. The varieties of nanotubes and nanofibers -  single-walled and 
multi-walled (MWNT, SWNT) when produced could also be aligned or non-aligned; this is 
important in the domain as the alignment of the materials has an effect on the properties of 
the materials. These materials could also either be bent, or in the form of networks, they 
could also be randomly organised or be in the form of rods. Apart from these physical 
properties, the materials will be of a certain diameter and length; the diameter of the materials 
determines if they are single or multi-walled; the agreement in literature is a material with 
diameter > 5nm is a multi-walled nanotube. The presence of a number of words from
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amongst the top 200 words in the corpus as shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3; nanotube/s, swnt, 
mwnt, aligned, length, diameter, cnts are some of the words which can be seen in the figure 
above as well as the most first 200 words most frequently used words.
The relationship between these terms above and other more frequently used terms like 
carbon, graphite, tem and so on has also been investigated. Carbon, the most frequent open- 
class term in the corpus is used in two main forms -  as part of the product name for instance 
carbon nanotubes, as raw material or reactant in the production process in form of one of its 
allotropes -  graphite. The production process involves the use of this raw material as a target 
material if  the production method is either arc discharge (seventh most frequent compound
thterm), laser ablation (ranked 12 amongst compound terms in terms of frequency; laser 
occurs with a frequency percentage of 0.15%) or cvd -  chemical vapor deposition; another 
method of production is HiPco -  gas phase catalytic growth which involves high pressure 
carbonyl disproportionation and was not as commonly observed in the corpus w ith , a 
frequency of 0.003% of the corpus. These processes require the presence of a substrate and 
catalyst (frequency percentage of 0.42% which are usually metals; the most frequent metal 
catalysts in the corpus were ni {nickel) and fe  {iron).
The substrates on the other hand are required as a surface for the growth process and the type 
used differs depending on the production method chosen; for instance in the arc discharge 
method, this involves the use of electrodes of at least one is graphite or carbon-based. In the 
other methods (CVD and laser ablation), the substrate used varies from silicon/si (which was 
observed with 0.06% and 0.07% relative frequency respectively). The word substrate/s was 
frequently used in the corpus with a combined percentage relative frequency of 0.23%. The 
properties of these nanomaterials are characterised or observed (ranked 53rd of all words in 
corpus with 0.21% relative frequency) using microscopic and spectroscopic techniques of 
which the most commonly used are sem -  scanning electron microscopy (percentage relative 
frequency of 0.11%), tem -  transmission electron microscopy (this was observed in corpus 
with a percentage frequency of 0.18%) and raman (percentage frequency of 0.14%) 
spectroscopy.
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This understanding of the relationships between these highly frequently used words in the 
corpus allows on one hand the understanding of the domain by providing a picture of the 
terms used and how they are used -  a conceptual structure of the domain while on the other 
hand allowing a definition of a knowledge organisation template for use in the construction of 
the cases for storage. The template developed in this research for knowledge representation of 
important elements in the development of cases for reasoning are shown in Table 4.9 below. 
The field object method refers to the method of production of the carbon nanomaterials and 
contained 5 methods which from linguistic analysis were shown to be frequently used in the 
domain. The most popular method based on analysis results was arc discharge and chemical 
vapour deposition (see Table 4.6). Laser ablation was fairly frequently used with a relative 
frequency of 0.03% and a rank of 13 amongst the compound terms in the corpus. HiPCO 
which means the High-pressure CO method and the electrolysis method were less frequently 
observed in the corpus with relative frequencies of <0.01% each. The CVD (chemical vapour 
deposition) was observed to be of different types -  plasma, thermal and microwave assisted 
types.
The substrate object type focused on the materials used for the actual production of the 
nanomaterials. Depending on the production method, these were either the carbon source for 
instance in the arc discharge technique, graphite was used as one or both electrodes hence 
both the carbon source and deposition surface. For other methods however, the substrate was 
the deposition surface and this surface in some cases where the materials are being grown for 
specific uses, the substrates could either be patterned or not. Analysis showed that the most 
frequently used substrate materials were graphite, silicon and both forms of SiC>2 .
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Table 4.9: showing knowledge organisation template for use in development of cases for
knowledge reasoning.
Field object Possible Values Description
method arc discharge; CVD (pecvd; hfcvd; mwcvd); laser ablation; 
HiPco; electrolysis
Method of production
substrate silicon; Si02 (native; thermal); glass; sodalime; plastic; graphite Substrate material
reactant graphite; ethylene; methane; acetylene; CO; benzene Carbon containing gas
inert gas argon; nitrogen; helium; ammonia; hydrogen Dilution gas used in 
reactor
observation SEM; TEM; Raman; TGA; XRD; EDX; AFM; STM; LDI MS Observation methods
catalyst Co; Fe; FeC05; Ni; Mn2CO10; Co4C 0 12; Fe3C 0 12; CrC06; Catalyst materials
catalyst
preparation
powder; dip layering; spray layering; thermal decomposition; 
etching, shadow mask; lithography; electron beam evaporation; 
dissolution; deposition; ion beam sputtering; magnetron sputtering
Catalyst preparation or 
catalyst form for the 
reaction
laser Nd-YAG; XeCl; CW Only used in laser 
ablation method
temperature Integer (°C) Reactor temperature
pressure Integer (torr) Vessel pressure
current Integer (A) Production current
time Integer (S) Production time
power Integer Power of lasers used in 
laser ablation
laser pulses Integer (ns) Time between each 
laser pulse
distance Integer (cm) Separation between 
electrodes only used in 
arc discharge
product swnt; mwnt; swnf; mwnf Product formed
length Integer (nm) Length of product
diameter Integer (nm) Diameter of product
alignment aligned; non-aligned Alignment of product
yield Integer Production yield
morphology bent; bundles; random; beads; straight; networks; rods; ropes; 
stacked cone; spiral; cup stacked; helices
Form/shape of the 
product
metadata Research group; publication name; publication year; publication 
reference
Information on the 
publication
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This template as mentioned earlier has been developed from the analysis results discussed in 
the earlier sub-sections of section 4.2. This template has been tested using the test corpus and 
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
4.3 Automatic population o f cases for knowledge-based reasoning 
The earlier sections have attempted to describe how linguistic analysis of a carefully selected 
collection of text in a specialist domain can provide information about the words used, the 
specific terminology of the domain and determine if specific patterns exist in the way these 
terms are used. The presence of these patterns is important because they provide, in the 
opinion of this research, an alternative method for developing knowledge-based expert 
systems by automatically extracting knowledge from text documents; this method is an 
alternative to a knowledge engineer gathering knowledge through interviews, questionnaires, 
interviews and so on from a knowledge expert.
Prior research for automatic knowledge acquisition has centred on knowledge retrieval from 
structured text like databases, patient records and emails. The challenge for knowledge 
retrieval from text is the subjective nature of writing. This challenge is however reduced in 
specialist domains where the language in use is more restrictive than in general language text. 
The presence of this restricted language as discussed in earlier sections (see Chapter 2) 
provides a very limited vocabulary available for use and hence increases the possibility of 
repeated patterns of use. The results of co-occurrence analysis described in the earlier 
sections of this Chapter, describe with some of the results obtained the use of the highly 
frequent words with collocation and concordance analysis results. However, before a 
discussion of how these patterns have been used in the extraction of patterns of use for 
automatic knowledge acquisition, the next section describes the algorithm developed based 
on corpus analysis for the extraction of knowledge from text.
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4.3.1 Algorithm for the Automatic Extraction o f knowledge from text 
The algorithm below summarises the stages required for the successful acquisition of 
knowledge based on the determined templates from the previous section. Table 4.9 shows the 
object slots for the cases developed for the domain along with the possible values as 
identified from the corpus of text. These values and object slots have been identified solely 
from the linguistic analysis and the results obtained. The choice of what objects and values to 
select has been based in the first instance on statistic measurements and in the second 
instance as a result of expert evaluation of the selections made. A summary of the statistic 
choices made is described using the algorithm developed.
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Let C represent a collection of text with total no of words Nc
For each word W i calculate its frequency relative R F j;  given by the frequency of occurrence/ 
and the total no of words Nc
R F i =  / i / N c -------------------------------------------------- ( 1 )
Calculate the weirdness score Wr using a general language corpus to determine how “weird“ 
the word is; if the total no of words in the general language corpus is Ng and frequency of the 
occurrence is / ,  the weirdness is given by:
W r = R F i / ( / i / N g) ----------------------------------------------- ( 2 )
For each word W j, calculate the z-score Z which is given by:
Z = ( / i  - F*) / S*--------------------------------- (3)
Where,
F* is the average total frequency of words in the corpus
S* is the standard deviation of the total frequency of words in the corpus
If W r >10, and Z >VS; then extract word W j* as terminology. Vs was chosen as an arbitrary 
value of 1; hence all words with a z-score greater than 1 were selected. This value was used 
because it allowed the selection of words which occurred more frequently than could be 
attributed to chance. If Z =1, then from equation (3) then /  = F* + S*; if however Z = 0 , /  
will be given by the average F* and if  Z = -1 ,/  = F* - 1.
For each extracted word Wi* extract its collocates Q  -  where i is a value between -5 and 5 -  
extract words which occur within 5 words to the left and 5 words to the right of the selected 
word (total of 10 positions); select this node and its collocates along with the total frequency 
fc, average frequency fc*, u-score Uc and z-score kc.
For every word and collocate pair in position i, calculate the frequency /  and Z-score kj; 
extract any pair of words in position i which satisfies conditions Uc ^ 0 , kc >1 and kj Re- 
collocate the extracted word pairs and extract pairs where kj > 0.5.
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Note: I have used in the computation of the significance of 2-word collocates (conditions 
above) Smadja’s method (as described in Smadja 1993); as his work is limited to 2-word 
collocates, I have adapted this method based on obtained results for 3 or more words.
For all pairs W jC, extract all its concordance patterns Pg - determine local grammar or patterns 
with the highest frequency.
For each new text document, match extracted pattern Pg using pattern matching and fill slots 
and object positions in case with ID to relate to specific experimental event.
The extraction of the slots and fillers as shown in Table 4.9 has been carried out using the 
algorithm outlined above; the extraction of integer values for instance the reaction 
temperature was carried out by using the most frequent pattern discovered: 
reaction temperature <word> X C  
An example of a retrieved pattern is shown below with the retrieved reaction temperature 
highlighted.
SWNT were prepared in a simple CVD setup made o f a tube furnace and gas flow  control 
units. In a typical growth experiment, ~50 mg catalyst was put into alumina boat inside a 
quartz tube and was heated to reaction temperature, 850°C to 1000°C, under Ar flow at a 
flow rate o f 100 seem.
The method retrieves 850°C to 1000°C and inserts as the value for the slot temperature. The 
most frequent units of measurement discovered in the analysis were used as the standard unit 
for each integer-based slot.
In summary the method described above including the algorithm has been used for the 
extraction and automatic development of cases in a case-base used for storage of specific 
episodes in memory relating to a specific experimental event. In the next section, we discuss 
the implementation of this algorithm in a retrieval system.
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4.4 Implementation in Prototype system
This section describes how the method outlined in the prior section has been implemented in 
a prototypical extraction system; Figure 4.3 below shows the system architecture. The user 
determines the direction of the system -  choosing to either manually enter the case or extract 
it from a text document using the extraction system. If the user selects the first option, the 
user is presented with the template with possible values as shown in Table 4.9 above. The 
user also has an option to enter new values for existing values and also create new object 
slots. This manually created case can then be stored for future use. If the user selects the 
second option however, the system allows the user enter the text file to be analysed.
Text file
Case-base
Storage of 
retrieved case
Retrieval system 
(Java Based)
Template
-------►
Verified case
Verification of - 
retrieved case Retrieved case
Expert Verification
Figure 4.3: System architecture for the acquisition and development of cases from text.
The process of acquiring knowledge from text begins with the user submitting a text file for 
processing; after submission to the retrieval system which has been developed using Java™ 
programming language, the text file is first of all tokenised - split into sentences using the 
usual tokenising rules of a dot (full stop) and a capital letter. It should be noted that this
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tokenisation method has its drawbacks for instance in situations where there are abbreviations 
- letters separated by a dot and also in cases where a dimension is entered followed by a dot 
but does not signify the end of a sentence or the start of another; this however is another area 
of research which was not considered in this effort.
After the tokenisation process, each sentence is subjected to the extraction process where a 
comparison with the patterns developed from linguistic analysis (see section 4.2) for the 
extraction of objects and values shown in Table 4.9. The extraction process makes use of a 
set of regular expressions and pattern matching techniques. After the extraction of the objects 
and their corresponding values, the values are then matched with the template stored in the 
case-base and then presented for verification to the user. The user at this stage has to verify 
the case retrieved by the system by comparing the original text which has been submitted and 
the case which has been retrieved by the system. If the user approves, the case is approved 
and stored in the case base. However, if the retrieved case does not pass the verification 
process, the user can either choose to correct the errors or resubmit the case for the retrieval 
process to be repeated. The user also has the choice to manually select the important features 
from the text by using the Finite State Automata (FSA) graphs (see section 4.2.3) and then 
selecting relevant information from the extracted patterns.
4.5 Summary
This Chapter has attempted to describe how linguistic analysis methods as described in 
Chapter 3 and 4 have been used in verification of the presence (or absence) of linguistic 
patterns which are frequent enough not to be attributed to chance. The most frequent words 
identified from the corpus as specific to the domain have been subjected to further analysis to 
determine their co-occurrence patterns and hence their relationship with one another. The co­
occurrence patterns have also been useful in the determination of the linguistic patterns which 
have been used in the automatic acquisition of knowledge from textual documents.
In the next Chapter we discuss the tests carried out to evaluate first the template, second the 
manually created cases and third the evaluation of the retrieval system.
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5 Conclusion: Evaluation and Future Work
This Chapter concludes on the results of the evaluation process which was carried out using a 
domain expert as well as by verifying the effectiveness of the patterns and template 
developed from the linguistic analysis carried out in the earlier chapters. The Chapter 
discusses the conclusions drawn from this research attempt along with the successes achieved 
from using the method developed for the automatic acquisition of knowledge for the 
population of case-bases. The limitations associated with the method are also discussed along 
with the suggestions for future research work in this area.
The next section discusses the results of the first evaluation process carried out by using the 
developed patterns from the linguistic analysis results on a random selection of experimental 
journal articles which did not form a part of any of the corpora developed for the analysis 
process. The following section discusses the results of the expert evaluation process. It should 
be noted that an evaluation method which consisted of the use of a questionnaire and 
interview was developed specifically for this evaluation process; this will be discussed in 
more detail later on in the Chapter.
5.1 Evaluation o f extraction patterns using a corpus
This evaluation process involved the development of a test corpus from a randomly selected 
collection of research articles. The research articles were collected randomly and were not 
contained in any of the other corpora involved in the analysis process. A total of 18 papers 
were used in this process. The process followed all the stages used in the analysis process 
beginning with single-term analysis, compound term analysis and co-occurrence analysis. 
The patterns extracted and developed for the automatic extraction of knowledge from text 
documents for the population of template shown in Table 4.9 and hence the case-base were 
then evaluated by subjecting each text individually to the patterns and determining the 
effectiveness. As discussed earlier the patterns were developed using the word co-occurrence 
analysis results (collocation analysis) and the results of this analysis assisted in the 
development of a finite state automata (FSA) for each slot and its corresponding values.
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Table 5.1 below shows the results obtained from single-term analysis and shows the 
similarities between the terms identified from this analysis and the results obtained from the 
full corpus (discussed in Chapter 4).
Table 5.1: Results obtained from single-term analysis of the test corpus (N test = 62,163; N bnc
= 108)
Term / t e s /N te s t  ( % ) / b n c / N b n c  (%) Weirdness
carbon 1.53 <0.01 0.02
nanotubes 0.60 <0.01 INFINITY
catalyst 0.53 <0.01 1,460
arc 0.48 <0.01 540
swnts 0.47 0.00 INFINITY
fe 0.38 <0.01 942
growth 0.30 0.01 23
production 0.29 0.02 18
surface 0.26 0.01 29
using 0.26 0.02 11
reaction 0.25 0.01 46
temperature 0.25 <0.01 58
discharge 0.25 <0.01 162
tern 0.23 <0.01 11,000
gas 0.21 0.01 29
nanotube 0.20 0.00 INFINITY
produced 0.20 0.01 15.2
cnts 0.18 0.00 INFINITY
diameter 0.18 <0.01 138
synthesis 0.17 <0.01 145
The terms carbon and nanotubes are the most frequent open class terms identified in this 
corpus and show a similar distribution as was observed in the previously analysed corpora. 
The presence of terms which relate to the reaction products is also observed and includes 
terms like swnts and cnts. Terms related to production techniques are also observed -  arc,
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discharge and more general terms like production, reaction and synthesis were also 
frequently observed which is consistent with results obtained in prior analysis.
The evaluation proceeded with analysis of individual articles using the FSA graphs developed 
and discussed in Chapter 4. The graphs showed an average of 70% accuracy value for the 
slots on all the papers with the best retrieval score being 94% for paper 17 and the worst 
performance being 43% for paper 7. The graph used for the extraction of the product types 
and the production method performed best overall with a percentage retrieval of 94% and 
88% respectively. Despite these encouraging results, some of the graphs did not seem 
perform as well; the graphs used for the extraction of the inert or dilution gases and the 
product morphology correctly retrieved values only 32% and 20% of the time.
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5.2 Expert Evaluation Process
5.2.1 The Evaluation Method
For purposes of this research, an expert evaluation method has been developed to evaluate in 
the first instance, the template developed in this research to represent the knowledge of the 
domain; second the cases retrieved from textual documents and finally the method developed 
for the retrieval of the knowledge for the cases. In order to achieve these evaluation 
requirements, this method which has been developed for expert evaluation involved 
interviewing an expert in the area of carbon nanomaterials research based on the protocol 
analysis method (Al-Thubaity 2004; Ericsson & Simon 1993) and then presenting the expert 
with a set of questions in a four-stage process to evaluate different parts of the developed 
knowledge acquisition process.
The evaluation process began with an interview with an expert in the area of carbon 
nanomaterials research -  Dr David Carey of the Advanced Technology Institute of the 
University of Surrey. The criteria for the choice of this expert are as follows:
i. Availability and Accessibility: the expert was easily accessible at the university and it 
was relatively easy to spend time with him.
ii. The expert is established in the domain with several publications and research grants in 
this research area.
iii. His close research association with Professor Silva whose research publications had been 
collected into a corpus (Silva corpus) and analysed during this research effort.
He was questioned about the development of the research area in general to the results of 
analysis of a corpus of text (Silva corpus). This interview provided useful insight into the 
domain as well as set an important foundation for the rest of the evaluation process. The full 
transcript of the interview is shown in the Evaluation portfolio contained in the Appendix. 
The evaluation process continued with the expert presented with a questionnaire containing 4 
main stages with different processes involved. These are discussed in more detail below.
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The main evaluation method is comprised of four main stages. The first stage (or verification 
stage) of the method involved presenting the expert with the template developed (see Figure 
4.9) and asking the expert to comment on the representativeness and accuracy of the objects 
and values. This verification process is important because it allowed an evaluation of the 
template which was developed solely from the ontological commitment of the expert which 
was typified by the high frequency of these terms. The second stage (validation stage) 
involved the expert validating our template by attempting to develop a set of cases from a 
random selection of research articles using our template and commenting on the ease of use 
and completeness of the template. The criteria considered in the selection of these papers are 
as follows:
i. Randomness: the papers were all randomly chosen from a selection of research articles 
and journal types. This allowed a determination if the template was useful across 
publication types and hence independent of formatting and style conventions.
ii. The papers had not been previously subjected to the retrieval system and so were not 
contained in the case-base.
iii. The papers all represented papers from periods not covered in the corpus that is all the 
papers chosen were either published in 2005 or were to be published in 2006.
The third stage involved the expert evaluating a random selection of cases in our case-base 
which have been developed using the template to determine the representativeness of the case 
in relation to the original research article. The criteria for the choice of these cases and 
research articles are summarised below:
i. The cases represented different types of production methods. This was important because 
some objects and values contained in the template are dependent on the production 
method being used and a determination was necessary to determine if the template 
catered for all the potential objects and values.
ii. The cases represented different periods in the development of the carbon nanomaterials 
research area from a case representing one of the earliest experimental production 
methods arc discharge -  Ajayan & Ebbesen (1992) to two papers published in 2001
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representing two methods of production -  laser ablation and high-pressure CO 
disproportionation (HiPCO) technique,
iii. The papers which led to the cases were published by different journals hence were 
subjected to different formatting and style conventions.
The final stage of the process involved the expert being presented with the same three 
research articles used in the second stage; the expert had to devise a method of representing 
the knowledge contained in the article into cases. The papers were also then subjected to the 
developed template and the two compared. The criteria for the choice of these papers are the 
same as those described in the second stage. The results obtained from the process of 
evaluation using the method outlined above are discussed in the next section.
5.2.2 Evaluation Results
The results obtained from the expert are contained as part of the evaluation portfolio in the 
appendix section. A discussion of the results obtained and the conclusions reached are 
discussed below; it should be noted that the results are discussed based on the four different 
stages involved.
a. Stage 1 and 2: it should be recalled that stage 1 involves the verification of the template 
developed based on the results obtained from the linguistic analysis of the corpus. Stage 2 
involved expert validation of the template by asking the expert to use the template to 
represent a random selection of three research articles as cases. The expert was presented 
with the template which comprised of the objects and their corresponding values and 
asked comment on it and secondly, was asked to use the template to produce three cases 
from three randomly selected textual documents. The user was then asked to verify and 
validate the template by answering five main questions:
i. What is your overall impression of the knowledge slots and values
ii. What would you include as a knowledge slot and why
iii. What would you remove from the knowledge slots and why
iv. How long did it take you on average to produce a case representation
v. Any other comments
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The experts’ comments (see appendix) to the questions was that the template was very 
generic (perhaps too generic) and requested that the knowledge slots and the corresponding 
values should go beyond simple facts that is he wanted the template to reflect more 
complexity. For instance he suggested that slots like current, production time and frequency 
be removed as these features are only meaningful if the production system is well understood. 
Investigations however revealed that the word time occurred in the rank 121-130 (see Table 
4.3) in the percentile analysis and formed about 0.11% of the entire corpus. Current on the 
other hand formed 0.10% and occurred in the frequency rank 141-150 while frequency 
formed about 0.04% of the corpus however fell within frequency ranks in the percentile 
analysis too low to be picked up in the analysis results. Our method for the development of 
the template therefore supports the presence of the first two terms -  time and current and 
hence the expert’s reservations about the presence of these in the template perhaps is an 
indication of a limitation of this method.
b. Stage 3: it should be recalled from earlier discussions that this stage involved the expert 
evaluating cases previously developed using the template and contained in the case-base. 
The expert was then required to answer a set of questions which are shown below:
i. Please indicate if you are using the original paper
ii. Please take a look at the case and score with a value between 0 and 10 (where 0 
indicates complete disagreement and 10 indicates strong agreement) on the 
following:
- Does the case contain enough information for you?
- How accurate do you think the case is?
- Do you agree with all the entries in the case?
- If NO (to above), please expatiate
In response to the above questions the expert seemed to prefer more detail in the cases for 
instance for case 1, the expert wanted more information on the alignment of the products, 
morphological, diameter and length distributions. He, however, still gave the case an overall 
score of 9 out of 10. The second and third cases seemed to contain enough information for the 
expert with the expert not needing to read the papers concerned for understanding of the
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experiment being described. However he commented that he would have liked more details 
on the diameter distribution of the carbon materials produced.
c. Stage 4: The final stage of the evaluation process involving the expert involved the expert 
having to devise his own method of representing three research articles in form of cases. 
This stage provided an insight into what the expert wanted from the case-based 
representation of the knowledge contained in the papers; it also showed the expert’s 
preference for knowledge which related to the products formed. The representation by the 
expert seemed to focus more on the properties of the products and contained fairly 
detailed information about the reaction conditions for instance for paper 1 the expert’s 
case contained descriptions like — “MWNTyield increased with increased metal content” 
and “amorphous carbon suppressed using CaCO”. Although the descriptions by the 
expert contained most of the key terms in the template shown in Table 4.9, the method of 
representing the knowledge contained more detailed descriptions not covered by the 
template.
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5.3 Conclusion
The method described in this work has focused on a data-driven analysis of experimental 
journal articles at the lexical, semantic and pragmatic levels of discourse. The aim was to 
determine if the presence of a restricted language for the description of concepts and methods 
in a specialist domain allows the frequent use of a set of patterns of language use which can 
hence be used for the automatic retrieval of knowledge from text. In other words can an 
automata based on the analysis of domain text be used in the development of case frames? 
The results obtained from the analysis of a corpus of domain text described earlier in this 
thesis seems to show that there is the repetition of specific terms and phrases and hence 
specific patterns of occurrence of words. These patterns have been used to some degree of 
success in the extraction of knowledge templates for the population of case frames.
This research also aimed to find the similarities between experimental reports and recipes. As 
discussed in earlier chapters, a typical recipe for a meal contains an aim -  the intended 
finished product or meal, the ingredients required to achieve the meal and a set of steps or 
processes required to achieve the end product. Experimental reports analysed in this report 
seem to show the same pattern with each report beginning with an aim that is the intended 
product to be produced followed by the production method and reaction conditions; the 
processes leading up to the production of the materials are also stated. The similarity between 
a recipe and an experimental article has allowed easier representation of the experimental 
process as a case.
This effort has also analysed the use of meta-discourse markers in the presentation of 
knowledge claims by analysing the role of boosting and hedging words. We have used an 
empirical approach due to the work of Hyland where he has intuitively created a list of key 
words which he describes as “hedges” and “boosters”. Hyland used these words in a number 
of different domains and attempted to draw some conclusions from the analyses results. In 
the course of this research we believed that an interesting study to see how a recently rejected 
tract of experimental articles in nanotechnology research, rejected on the basis of fraudulent 
claims in the article has made use of hedges and boosters. It was assumed that hedges had
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been used to hide the evidence contrary to fraudulent claims and boosters used to exaggerate 
the experimental outcomes. We have attempted to analyse Schon’s writing in comparison 
with our full corpus as well as the Silva corpus using Hyland’s set of boosting and hedging 
words. Contrary to our earlier assumptions of significant differences in the use of these 
words, there was no observable significance in use between all three corpora.
The distribution of boosting words did not seem to be affected by differences in authors. One 
particularly interesting aspect of this analysis of meta-discourse across corpora was the 
similarities observed in the boosting and hedging words used in all three corpora. Prior to 
analysis it was assumed that differences would exist in the use of these words in Schon’s 
corpus particularly in the use of boosting words in order to increase the acceptability of the 
work or reduce the possibility of queries by other practitioners. However, the analysis 
revealed that all the authors in the domain seemed to use the same distribution and frequency 
of boosting words. The same distribution of most of the boosting words was observed 
between all three corpora with no marked differences (see section 3.4).
The hedging words seem to show the same trends with the same hedging words common to 
all three corpora with very close frequency values. Hedging words like about and around 
showed almost the same relative frequency values; approximately was used more in the 
Schon corpus in comparison with the other corpora.
There may be two reasons for this similarities in use; First hedges and boosters are part of 
general language and clearly less distinguishable than special language constructs would be. 
On this basis since the corpora are all written in the English Language, it will be difficult to 
contrast the results. In any case, one also has to look into more detail the list of words 
provided by Hyland and evaluate it for its subjectivity.
Second, the fraud perpetuated by Schon was probably not linguistic but graphical. The use by 
Schon of dubious results described by graphical representations was not in any way boosted
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by the use of words to strengthen his argument. We therefore do not believe that this fraud 
could have been identified by the analysis of discourse markers in the text. This in our 
opinion also emphasises the importance of the ability of other domain practitioners to 
reproduce to a reasonable extent whatever is reported in an experimental text. In summary, it 
seems that the limited vocabulary in this domain prevents the boosting of scientific papers 
just linguistically but boosting includes the use of images as well.
The expert evaluation showed that the expert agreed with the template especially for the slots 
and values which related to the method for instance slots like prdnjnthd , pdt_obs_mthd, 
substrate, gasl, gas2, pressure, I_catalyst amongst others seemed to satisfy the expert 
however the slots and values which related to instrumentation replies for instance Ijp d , 
I_distance, IJaserl and I_laser2 seemed not to satisfy the expert’s requirements. The 
agreement of the expert with the parts of the template which related to the method used could 
be explained because these slots are conceptual elements -  the methods of production, 
observation for instance are widely accepted amongst domain practitioners whereas 
instrumentation elements are more widely distributed for instance different considerations 
exist depending on the products required and the production method. The more flexibility 
available to the experimentalist on the instrumentation choices increases the potential for 
retrieval errors for instance current can be modified slightly from 100A to 150A even with 
the same production method to yield a slightly different morphology or orientation of the 
product but the researcher is still limited to certain choices for instance on the products 
formed.
This view of the expert on the instrumentation results is further strengthened by the results of 
our corpus-based evaluation of the FSA graphs. The graphs seemed to perform poorly on the 
instrumentation elements of the template in comparison to better performances on the 
conceptual elements which have more limited choices within the domain.
In conclusion this research effort has contributed by developing a method for the automatic 
population of a case-base by identifying existing patterns in text which are frequent enough to
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be extracted. Some of these patterns are useful in the identification and consequent extraction 
of knowledge from text which can be used to fill a case template developed from the domain 
text. This method for the population of case-bases provides an alternative to the widely 
accepted method of acquiring the knowledge directly from the expert by bringing in the 
expert for evaluation purposes only. This method which has been developed in the domain of 
carbon nanomaterials research we believe can be extended to other specialist domains 
typified by the presence of a specialist language. Analysis of text for discourse markers have 
also shown that the use of hedging and boosting words may not provide a useful indication of 
the authenticity of an experimental article.
We believe that this method can very easily be extended into other experimental domains. 
Initial studies have been carried out in the area of breast cancer research where experimental 
articles describing different studies into possible carcinogens as well as treatment methods 
have been collected and analysed. There seemed to be the presence of limited vocabulary 
used in some sort of pattern. Although this study into this domain is still in the early stages, 
we believe that the initial encouraging results obtained support our claim.
The ability of this method to be implemented in an emerging domain also supports our belief 
that this method can be more effectively and easily adapted into well-established domains 
where the knowledge is fairly structured and relationships between terms is well defined. For 
instance the automatic acquisition of cases from documents in the engineering sector where 
there are established methods and practices for the design and manufacturing of specific 
materials. For instance the processes involved in the production and blending of lubricants in 
a refinery could be automatically extracted from text documents into cases representing 
different production scenarios. We believe that this method would be easier to implement and 
would in our opinion provide perhaps more accurate results in established domains where the 
knowledge is less prone to changes.
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5.4 Future Work
The results presented in this thesis have focused on empirical methods for the automatic 
retrieval of knowledge from text. The method has been successfully used for the retrieval of 
frequently used patterns for the description of concepts and ideas. The focus has been in the 
area of carbon nanomaterials as an exemplar specialist emerging domain typified by the 
introduction of new terminology and dependence on experimental reports.
The integration of the different tools currently used in the extraction of the objects and their 
corresponding values is a main focus of future work -  the graphic user interface (GUI) has 
been completely developed at present. Currently, the pattern matching and regular 
expressions developed are now being integrated into a fully working prototype system and it 
is intended that work will be continued on the development of the system until the full 
working prototype is achieved.
Another area of focus for future work would be to validate the claim in the earlier section that 
this method can be effectively extended into other domains; this method has been tested in a 
multi-disciplinary domain (nanotechnology) which consists of research collaboration between 
chemists, physicists, materials scientists and electronics engineers amongst others. The 
presence of a restricted language is a common thread in specialist domains and hence we 
believe the possibility exists for the use of this method in other domains like medical research 
where there is a dependence on experimentation and specialist language for communication 
amongst peers. This study would help further validate the effectiveness of this method.
The evaluation results from the expert showed that the expert expected more detail from the 
representation of the knowledge which has not been possible with the method used. An area 
of future work would be to determine the possibility of using the method developed for the 
determination of knowledge-bearing to extract more information rather than just slots and 
corresponding values. This will involve the extraction of phrases or even whole sentences for 
the cases. The slots and values contained in the problem section of the case can remain the
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same however in the solution section more detailed information can be described. For 
instance consider the excerpt from Cheng et al 2005:
Secondly, the yield o f MWCNT increased with the increasing metal content initially, and 
subsequently reached a stable level. At the same time, the density o f CNTs observed in TEM 
increased with metal content, suggesting that the catalyst became more active with a higher 
metal content.
In the expert evaluation, the underlined information was important and was highlighted to 
emphasise this. Using our data-driven method, this information would be ignored. Therefore 
a method for determining important information like this automatically would be important 
and could be contained in the solution section. This would probably involve intuition-based 
studies which would require experts more competent in that area of research.
Contextualisation is another issue not considered in this research for instance analysis results 
shown and discussed in Chapter 4 show some fairly frequently used words like tube (see 
Table 4.2) which in some cases describe the product -  a type of nanotube or a part of the 
reaction vessel. The use of the word include phrases like “the diameter o f the tube...” which 
in some cases describe the product’s diameter and in some others the diameter of the tube 
which forms part of the reaction vessel. This issue may also have an implications on the issue 
raised from the expert evaluation on the importance of more information in the cases.
Another potential area of interest would be to determine if other genres of text would show 
the same patterns of writing. An area of interest is conference publications and research 
dissertations; a number of the research articles have reference research work published as 
dissertation and conference publications provide another source of original research. A 
comparison between the results obtained from different genres will provide further useful 
insight into the reporting of emergent knowledge. Also a combination of genres within a 
corpus may also provide a more adequate coverage of knowledge.
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Appendix -  Evaluation Portfolio
Expert Evaluation Questionnaire
Instructions for evaluation
This evaluation is split into two stages; in the first stage, you will be required to attempt to 
design a recipe-like representation of the experimental process described in the paper 
presented. In the second stage, you will be required to comment on three cases which are 
attached. In stage 2, please indicate if the original paper has been used or not.
Thank you for assisting with this evaluation
Stage 1:
You have been presented with 3 research articles, please read and devise your own method of 
representing the important information or knowledge you believe is important to you.
Paper 1:
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Paper 2:
Paper 3:
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Please enter your comments here.
i. What is your overall impression of the knowledge slots and values
ii. What would you include as a knowledge slot and why
iii. What would you remove from the knowledge slots and why
iv. How long did it take you on average to produce a case representation
v. Any other comments
Stage 2
Please look at the cases shown (see attached) and answer the following questions:
Please indicate if you are using the original paper -  YES NO
1. Without looking at the original paper, can you identify the paper being represented?
YES NO
- if yes, please either give another author name apart from the one in the case
2. Please take a look at the case and score with a value between 0 and 10 (where 0 
indicates complete disagreement and 10 indicates strong agreement) on the following
- Does the case contain enough information for you?
- How accurate do you think the case is?
- Do you agree with all the entries in the case? YES NO
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Stage lb : Using the same three cases above, repeat the process using the representation slots 
contained below; for the allowed values please see attached table.
Knowledge Slot Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3
prdn mthd
pdt obs mthd
substrate
gasl
gas2
I_catalyst
I_pressure
I_temperature
I_current
I_pd
I_distance
I_time
I_power
I_freq
I_laser
I_laserl
I_laser2
I_time_bw_laser
0_nanomaterial_type
0_nanotube_form
0_morphology
0_branchng
0_aligned
0_length
0_diameter
0_yield
0_growth_rate
R_group
R_date
RJournal
R_reference
R_researcher
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i. If NO, please expatiate 
Is there any other information you believe should have been included that are 
missing? YES NO
i. If YES, please expatiate 
How many of the entries do you agree with (please enter a number)?
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Dr David Carey Interview
D1 -  Ahmad: we want to discuss how you will prepare for an experiment; the idea behind it 
is writing of journal papers is relatively recent in our history. Previously people would go in 
front of the Royal Society, perform an experiment that they have written and they would say 
yes, this experiment has been performed. Now you can’t go in front of the Royal Society to 
perform your experiment so you record it. A whole genre of writing has grown -  the writing 
of an advertisement is not the same as writing a journal article.
D2 -  Carey: Oh yes definitely
D3 -  Ahmad: the writing of experimental article is of enormous interest to people because 
here you are trying to describe an experiment to me in a convincing manner and the choice of 
words you make is quite interesting. So we want to check how you would plan your 
experiment. What we then found, we claim is the way an experiment is written, it has a 
structure in a domain. That structure is repeatable otherwise you don’t get into the 
community and that structure is preserved among the mind of experimentalists so in other 
words your supervisor, you emulate him and he/she emulate their supervisor. So Elizabeth 
she’s done case-based reasoning and we want to see if you can take free text and dump it into 
computer structures and make a bibliography of it. So she will show you briefly what case- 
based reasoning is just for five minutes then we will ask you questions about a paper in which 
you were co-author and other people who were involved.
D4 -  Elizabeth: what we are trying to do in this research is -  when you build an expert 
system you sit with the expert and try to craft a set of rules and build a knowledge system 
around the information obtained from the expert. What we are trying to do here is since there 
is a wide availability of text, why can’t we analyse these documents, get knowledge from 
them and just use the expert for evaluation purposes. Say for instance I have a document 
online, what case-based reasoning allows me to do is get a textual description of the 
document with information like author, date, title, keywords and so on. We have tried to
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understand the writing process to achieve this -  how does the expert introduce a new concept 
in text and how is this new concept introduced in context with what is already accepted in 
order to be easily accepted to colleagues. You can also monitor textual changes and 
determine what words have been introduced, what words have increased in use or declined in 
use. These are three papers one of which is a foundation article in arc discharge production of 
nanotubes; we have determined without the assistance of domain experts the similarities 
between them and the table here shows that -  we therefore hypothesised that if we can find 
similarities between three papers can we extend this to more papers and determine a template 
for representing the knowledge. We have developed a corpus of text with over a million 
words on the production of nanotubes and have developed cases from these with CBR. This 
method attempts to simulate human problem solving techniques in a computer system. You 
remember a past situation and attempt to adapt the previous solution to the current problem. 
We are using this method because it allows flexible representation of knowledge especially in 
a domain like this where knowledge is still growing and there is no fixed definition of what is 
acceptable and not acceptable. This domain particularly typifies it.
D5 -  Ahmad: is that clear?
D6 -  Carey: yes very thanks
D7 -  Elizabeth: could you please take a look at these three papers and identify what you 
would consider important information or knowledge?
D8 -  Carey: when you say important what do you mean?
D9 -  Elizabeth: this is an example of a similar case we have done
DIO -  Carey: oh ok, so you want me look at the first page and see what I can identify.
D ll -Elizabeth: yes that’s fine.
D12 -  Ahmad: first of all does this case include the necessary things for instance ordering of 
the case the same way you would carry out an experiment?
D13 -  Carey: well yes it does, but I would change the ordering -  the first thing I would do 
while planning an experiment is ask myself is what do I want to do. I know it sounds obvious 
but the question is what exactly do I want to get at the end. So for instance do I want aligned
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carbon nanotubes or a random mat of carbon nanotubes? So that goes into my mind. The next 
question is how do I intend to grow these? Because these things are all grown on substrates or 
catalysts, the choice of the substrate will determine what nanotubes I get out so for example if 
I want nice aligned nanotubes well spaced out, I will have pattern my catalyst in a certain 
way. If I want a random mat I don’t need to do that, all I need to do is put a thin film of the 
catalyst heat it up, when it heats it up it forms islands randomly spaced with different 
diameters, different distributions and from that you get a random mat nanotubes.
So it is almost a case of today people talk about aligned versus non aligned and random 
nanotubes; when papers were made originally of course it wasn’t the case. The terminology 
didn’t exist; people grew stuff and suddenly said my nanotubes are slightly better than yours 
because they are more vertical; why are they more vertical well what did you do that we 
didn’t do that type of thing. Ok. Now we are at the stage where we have got the terminology 
and so therefore people go to nanotube meetings and say aligned nanotubes everyone knows 
exactly what you are talking about whereas previously people would go oh yes that’s nice 
because they hadn’t seen it before. But now when you mention aligned nanotubes people 
would ask questions like what were your bias conditions, what was your temperature because 
they know the conditions for alignment.
D14 -  Ahmad: you don’t need to show pictures anymore?
D15 -  Carey: well... they would because people would like to know how aligned they are. 
This is because you can have them perfectly vertically aligned, you can have them vertically 
aligned but of different diameter distributions and the fact that in science you can’t just get up 
and say we have produced this without showing some SEM or TEM or something just for 
proof there is still that ethical side certainly in physics.
D16 -  Ahmad: Schon was not a physicist was he?
D17 -  Carey: well... I think he was more a materials man, yeah materials.
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D18 -Carey: so you want me to underline the important information 
D19 -  Elizabeth: yes
D20 -  Ahmad: yes if you can use the slots we have developed that will be fine and tell us if 
you are comfortable with those slots
D21 -  Carey: ok...
D22 -  Carey: well, the first page just contains an introduction to the domain, the abstract 
gives a general idea of what they did, it doesn’t necessarily give any factual information like 
the temperature or information about the catalyst. Its just the details about what was done, it 
doesn’t really tell me much but it is perfectly acceptable for the abstract but it doesn’t really 
tell me anything because I would have assumed they will do normally what they are talking 
about here.
D23 -  Ahmad: so the abstract doesn’t really say much, you would have to read the whole 
paper to ...
D24 -  Carey: to read the whole paper... yes; you can’t get much from the first page.
D25 -  Ahmad: let’s do this other paper which you co-authored 
D26 -  Carey: oh Simon Henley’s one
D27 -  Ahmad: the abstract is the same quality as the other one right? The same sort of details 
but no number right?
D28 -  Carey: it has no numbers... but we actually give more information -  [ proceeds to read 
out abstract] the other paper just says [proceeds to read earlier paper] it doesn’t even give a 
list of control parameters whereas ours gives a list of our parameters. We also give another 
one errm ... we talk about something like hemispheric droplets which is a specific strip for 
the droplets because they could be flat or they could be like that
D29 -  Ahmad: ovulate or prolate?
D30 -  Carey: yes that kind of thing. So you want me to look at this and try and extract 
information?
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D31 -  Elizabeth: do you think the abstracts are different because your paper is a full length 
journal article and hence you have more space in comparison with the first paper which is a 
letter and is therefore limited to a certain number of pages?
D32 -  Carey: correct that is certainly the case, but the abstract length will be the same and 
there was nothing preventing them from saying we found the most important parameter for 
this kind of growth to be the thickness and temperature and for that type of growth to be the 
thickness and pressure.
D33 -  Ahmad: but the point is the abstract is usually written with no numerical value usually 
D34 -  Carey: usually yes
D35 -  Ahmad: so the style is not to write them there; so if  you could do the same thing like 
you do here you will have to go through the paper?
D36 -  Carey: yes
D37 -  Ahmad: so let’s n o t ...
D38 -  Elizabeth: but I did say that to develop the cases, I did rely on the experimental 
sections almost completely.
D39 -  Carey: well, I know what’s in this (referring to his co-authored paper)
D40 -  Ahmad: so what do you think about our template?
D41 -  Carey: I think it is fine, I mean the only issue I would say is I don’t know how 
significant the ordering of this is -  it is just that you have got the experimental techniques 
first then you have got the growth conditions, then the material then the researcher. Its just 
that if I wanted to conduct this experiment I will begin with what kind of material I want -  
nanotube that I want. One of the key parameters for me would be the individual 
characteristics of the nanotubes are then in parallel to that while I am dealing with one 
nanotube I will also want to know about a bundle of nanotubes so one of the things for me 
will be are they single nanotubes or multi-walled nanotubes. Oh ok you have got that here. 
Are they isolated or a bundle of nanotubes? Has somebody done a TEM measurement on that 
nanotube? As opposed to here are a 100 nanotubes.
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D42 -  Ahmad: lets go back in history when Smalley, Kroto and other people did their 
experiments the aim was to produce them the typology wasn’t important.
D43 -  Carey: well... it just came by accident
D44 -  Ahmad: but the aim was still to make it show it to people and they go wow. People 
didn’t use this terminology of single or multi-walled at the onset, did it?
D45 -  Carey: well it came out quite early in Iijima’s paper; he mentioned multiple wall 
instead of multi-wall and I think he made reference to something that was just one wall but 
regardless the terminology caught on quite quickly.
D46 -  Ahmad: in a nano lab in those days you couldn’t make materials to order?
D47 -  Carey: and to a large extent you still don’t
D48 -  Ahmad: so why do you think about these distinctions between no of walls 
D49 -  Carey: well because a lot of the properties you are interested in say for instance 
electrical properties differ from single walls to multi walls. So people say I want a semi­
conducting nanotube means I want a single-walled semi-conducting nanotube because the 
multi-walled nanotubes tend to be metallic in behaviour. So if I said give me a semi­
conducting nanotube what I am saying is I want is a single-walled nanotubes.
D49 -  Elizabeth: going back to the ordering, this was simply just done using the order in the 
reports we have only followed the papers and have tried not to include any personal 
interpretation. We have noticed that things have gradually changed, the earlier papers made 
no mention of alignment but the more recent papers do and so on.
D50 -  Carey: yes that is fine most of the papers we have got have an introductory section 
which is much the same across papers; the real information only comes when they talk about 
what they have done and it tends to follow a definite pattern which is how we do it. So here is 
the recipe and this is what it looks like and then the extra information like electrical contacts, 
resistance and so on. So I think what you have done is perfectly reasonable.
D51 -  Elizabeth: when planning the layout of an experimental report how do you decide what 
information goes in what section?
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D52 -  Carey: that depends on how much results you have, it depends on what the balance of 
the paper is and the type of journal. So for example in the Journal of Applied Physics after 
the introduction, if it was necessary to include a long description of how the experiment was 
performed then that will go next. However if that was not important you would include a 
brief description and then go into the results. Knowing the journal type is important. In fact it 
is interesting you have this paper (referring to first paper) because it is very theoretical, so it 
is more like a cause and effect. To get into Physical Review you tend to be less concerned 
with the details of how things were grown but for JAP the audience would like to know the 
details like temperature and so on. Physical Review is more new stuff innovations and the 
like but JAP is more stuff others have done before with slight modifications. There are also 
influences of how much space you have -  if you have just three pages then you have to get 
the important stuff in.
It will be an interesting study for you to analyse the papers from Applied Physics Letters 
where regardless of who you are or how well known, you only have three pages and because 
it is applied physics in comparison to more pure physics you have to say quite explicitly why 
you are interested in this. Therefore the introduction has to convey this information -  your 
interest and what it can be used for. What referees are required to look at is how timely and 
one of the things the referees are required to look at is how timely the report is. Timeliness is 
not really an issue in Physical Review in Physical Review letters it is though. Page length is 
also a critical factor so you can be very lazy with it however with shorter papers you have to 
be very precise.
D53 -  Elizabeth: we have carried out analysis of your papers and had some interesting 
results; I will show you the first 100 most frequent terms in your corpus. First of all film and 
films is the most frequent terms
D54 -  Carey: well our work is on films and amorphous carbon so I am not surprised about 
that. Film and films I will look at as the same thing and the difference is just grammatical. I 
am surprised that bound and amorphous are so low down in this list. Amorphous and carbon 
should be closer together I think ... interesting.
D55 -  Ahmad: so based on the results, films is your signature term.
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D56 -  Carey: we talk a lot about the properties and structures of the films rather than the 
amorphous carbon
D57 -  Ahmad: film (singular) is used for more generic descriptions whereas plural i.e. films 
is used for more specific descriptions.
D58 -  Ahmad: here is your citation analysis. Who do you cite most frequently?
D59 -  Carey: Silva... maybe Barklie, or Jaskie
D60 -  Elizabeth: you actually cite Amaratunga most. We also notice who you cite depends 
on your co-authors as well. For instance when you wrote papers with Kroto, you seemed to 
cite his papers quite frequently.
D61 -  Carey: well you have to remember the policy of what papers are cited. Take a paper on 
nanotubes, the opening line will have a reference to Iijima, some papers are cited because of 
similar experimental procedure others quote an explanation of results similar to those 
obtained in ours. So in some cases you are saying the samples were grown using this 
reference. If you are using someone else’s sample then you will have to reference that first 
especially in cases where you are limited to a certain number of pages. If someone does the 
measurement so you have to put that name down as well. Who goes on a paper is one of those 
political or almost difficult things.
D62 -  Elizabeth: do you have to reference your superiors?
D63 -  Carey: student almost always would, a post-doc would probably do. The only time you 
would is if you were working on your own on a different project. It is one of those difficult 
subjects. Sometimes also it is some kind of advertising of previous work -  showing off your 
work which have been published in prestigious journals.
D64 -  Elizabeth: when you present your work do you consciously include words to boost 
what you are saying or show when you are not sure?
D65 -  Carey: we have been known to invent words or adjust words to give slightly different 
things. For instance we use nano structuring in this paper to mean adjustments to physical 
properties on a nanometer scale -  you could instead of using this word put that phrase to 
mean exactly the same thing. We put the words carbon nanotube to ease the acceptance of the
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paper else it might not have been published. Nanotubes are popular at the moment so it gives 
extra weight.
D66 -  Ahmad: so you use words like considerable, added advantage and so on quite often. 
Very positive sentiments start off the paper then as you build the case you bring in some 
slightly negative sentiments.
D67 -  Elizabeth: we have compared a collection of your papers with a collection of Schon 
and a random collection containing different authors. We observed that there is not much 
difference between the words you use and the others including Schon
D68 -  Carey: I am not surprised about that really because you are quite limited. I will be 
surprised if you could prove fraud using boosting words. The vocabulary is so limited that to 
boost a paper just linguistically will be quite difficult for instance the norms and conventions 
of writing. This paper here I could have put in the words single-walled nanotubes in order to 
get more people to read and accept the paper.
D69 -  Ahmad: well boosting and hedging are used to focus the mind of the reader for that 
short time.
D70 -  Carey: some of these words used are determined by convention; it would be interesting 
to discover the differences between the papers written in the fifties or earlier and compare 
with these results.
D71 -  Elizabeth: the next phase would be to send you the questionnaire to evaluate our cases 
and also develop your own.
Thank you very much for your time Dr Carey.
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